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The first chapter contains an introduction to epidemiological aspects, etiology, 
associated problems, and treatment of obesity. Further, the theoretical backgrounds 
of the main constructs of this doctoral thesis are outlined: guilt, shame, coping, and 
feedback about genetic susceptibility in obesity. The second chapter provides a short 
overview of the main aims, hypotheses, and employed methods of the three research 
manuscripts. The third, fourth, and fifth chapter each consist of a publication-based 
manuscript. The three manuscripts have already been published in peer reviewed 
journals (see below). The sixth chapter contains a summary of the published results 
and further research implications of the findings. The appendix lists the materials 
used in this study including all assessment measures and formulas. In addition, 
further analyses and results are presented which could not be included in the 
publications. 
 Because the published manuscripts were submitted in the English language, it 
seemed logical to also write the introduction and discussion in English. For reasons 
of standardization, a German summary is included. Citations are managed 
throughout the thesis, although a reference list for each manuscript is given for a 
better overview (chapter 3.5, 4.5, and 5.5). The headings are not compliant with the 
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If humans were machines, the treatment formula for obesity would be simple and 
easily put into practice: to empty the energy tank, one has to refill less and expend 
more. But humans are not machines. This makes it harder for obese individuals to 
establish behavioral recommendations in everyday life which were derived from a 
rather technical-medical understanding: eat less calories, exercise more, and the 
weight loss varies depending on ones genetic predisposition. According to 
longitudinal studies, this statement is valid. And its simplicity implies that eating 
differently and exercising more is easy to accomplish. As one might know from 
research or personal experience, it is not. 
 Obesity can be viewed as a psychological rather than a medical problem. The 
simplicity of the behavioral recommendations for obesity contradicts the finding that 
only a minority of those engaging in weight loss activities succeed long-term. This 
contradiction brings up a few explanatory questions in obese and nonobese persons 
which are mostly answered in the suggested way: (a) What are the main reasons for 
overweight? Eating habits and lack of exercise; (b) is it possible to lose weight? Yes, 
through a change of eating habits and more exercise; (c) who is to blame when 
weight loss attempts are not successful? The individual. Some obese individuals, for 
whom weight loss is an important goal but who do not manage to lose weight, feel 
confronted with these questions on a regular basis and might be prone to experience 
intense negative emotions: guilt about their daily transgressions against behavioral 
standards and shame about being obese. This doctoral thesis suggests that these self-
conscious emotions are the key for the question why only some individuals suffer 
from being obese whereas others do not. Furthermore, guilt and shame are 
hypothesized to influence the way of coping with obesity-related everyday situations 
and the ability to lose weight. 
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1 Theoretical Background 
This chapter introduces the definition and measurement of obesity, 
epidemiological and etiological aspects, associated physical and psychological 
problems, and possible treatments of obesity. Furthermore, definitions and 
empirical evidence are reported for pivotal constructs of this study, which are 
guilt and shame, coping, and feedback about genetic susceptibility in obesity. 
 
1.1 Obesity 
1.1.1 Definition, Measurement, and Classification 
According to Lehrke and Laessle (2002), obesity is defined as an increase in fatty 
tissue to a point where it exceeds a certain percentage of the total body weight 
and where it has shown to be associated with certain health risks or increased 
mortality. Generally, men with 25% body fat and women with more than 30% 
body fat are considered obese. Current research differentiates between primary 
(or simple) and secondary obesity (Kiess et al., 2001). Primary obesity originates 
from an imbalance between energy uptake and energy expenditure – with the 
energy uptake exceeding the energy consumption. Secondary obesity refers to the 
existence of a primary cause such as endocrine, central nervous, genetic, and 
drug-induced obesity. The prevalence of secondary obesity does not exceed 5% 
of the obese population; the most prevalent examples being Prader-Willi and 
Leptin deficit syndromes, or Hypothyroidism (Benecke & Vogel, 2003). 
 Obesity is typically evaluated by measuring the body mass index (BMI) which 
is calculated by dividing the individual’s weight by the square of his or her height 
(kg/m2). The World Health Organization (WHO) agreed on the current 
definitions commonly in use which are presented in Table 1.1. Therefore, a BMI 
above 30 indicates the diagnosis of a clinically relevant obesity (WHO, 2000). 
According to Laessle, Lehrke, Wurmser, and Pirke (2001), the BMI is a valid 
measure for the estimation of body fat and meets the criteria of being highly 
correlated with the amount of fatty tissue (95%) and being uncorrelated with 
body height. Nevertheless, one has to consider age, sex, race, muscularity and 
other factors when interpreting the BMI of an individual. Regarding children and 
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adolescents, the use of age percentiles is recommended rather than the BMI since 
it underestimates the percentage of lean tissue within this range of age. Another 
common way of estimating the percentage of body fat is the Skinfold Test. The 
thickness of the subcutaneous fat layer, measured by a pinching device, is a 
marker for the percentage of body fat. There are certainly more precise 
measurement techniques for the estimation of the percentage of fatty tissue, such 
as bioelectric impedance analysis, underwater weighing, computer tomography, 
or magnetic resonance imaging. All these methods are expensive and their use is 
limited to the accessibility of the equipment. Therefore, they are not convenient 
for studies investigating larger samples. 
To take the distribution of body fat into account, the waist-hip-ratio (WHR) 
for assessing central obesity is used. It is calculated by dividing waist 
circumstance by hip circumstance. WHR is known to be associated with 
cardiovascular disease risk (Yusuf et al., 2004) and increased total health care 
charges (Cornier, Tate, Grunwald, & Bessesen, 2002), whereas the associations 
of the BMI to these variables are much smaller. For males, the WHR should be 
smaller than 1, for females smaller than .85. 
 
Table 1.1 
Current Definitions of Body Weight 
Body mass index Definition 
< 18.5 underweight 
18.5 – 24.9 normal weight 
25.0 – 29.9 overweight 
30.0 – 34.9 obesity grade I 
35.0 – 39.9 obesity grade II 
> 40.0 obesity grade III 
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1.1.2 Epidemiology 
1.1.2.1 Prevalence and Incidence 
Obesity and overweight are considered to be global issues. According to Yach, 
Stuckler, and Brownell (2006), the worldwide obesity prevalence in the year 
2002 was 5.7% for males and 9.4% for females, the estimations for the year 2010 
were 8.0% for males and 12.3% for females (see Table 1.2). 
 
Table 1.2 
Adult Obesity in 2002 and Estimated Level in 2010, Expressed as Percentage of 
People ≥ 15 Years of Age with a BMI ≥ 30 
 2002  2010  
Country Males Females Males Females 
Bangladesh 0.1 0.1 0.2 0.2 
Brazil 6.9 15.0 12.4 24.5 
China 1.0 1.5 4.1 3.6 
India 0.9 1.1 1.7 2.0 
Indonesia 0.2 2.0 0.2 3.9 
Japan 1.5 1.5 2.3 1.1 
Malaysia 1.6 6.8 1.7 11.0 
Mexico 20.3 31.6 30.1 41.0 
Nigeria 1.6 4.9 3.0 8.1 
Pakistan 0.8 2.9 1.6 5.0 
United States 32.0 37.8 44.2 48.3 
World 5.7 9.4 8.0 12.3 
 
High incomea 18.1 20.4 24.3 25.9 
Upper middle income 14.0 21.1 19.7 29.0 
Lower middle income 4.1 9.9 6.6 12.6 
Low income 1.1 2.8 1.7 4.2 
Note. Table from “Epidemiologic and economic consequences of the global epidemics of 
obesity and diabetes” by D. Yach, D. Stuckler, and K. D. Brownell, 2006, Nature Medicine, 12, 
p. 62. Copyright 2006 by the Nature Publishing Group. Reprinted with permission of the author. 
aWorld Bank Income Groups (figures in US dollars): high income, ≥ 9,206; upper middle 
income, 2,976-9,205; lower middle income, 746-2,975; low income, ≤ 745. Data sources: World 
Development Indicators, World Bank, Washington DC, 2003; SuRF 2 Report, World Health 
Organization, Geneva, 2005; Global InfoBase, World Health Organization, Geneva, 2005. 
 
Recent studies suggest increasing prevalence and incidence rates of overweight 
and obesity on almost all continents including the Asia-Pacific Region (Asia 
Pacific Cohort Studies Collaboration, 2007), North America (Baskin, Ard, 
Franklin, & Allison, 2005; Bélanger-Ducharme & Tremblay, 2005), Latin 
America (Filozof, Gonzalez, Sereday, Mazza, & Braguinsky, 2001), and Europe 
(Lobstein & Millstone, 2007). Especially in youth and adolescence the 
percentage of obese individuals is rapidly growing (Janssen et al., 2005; Lobstein 
& Frelut, 2003), even in developing countries (Kelishadi, 2007). According to 
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Mensink, Lampert, and Bergmann (2005), every other individual in Germany is 
overweight, every fifth individual is considered obese. 
 
 
1.1.2.2 Sociodemographic Correlates 
As can be seen in Table 1.2, prevalence rates of obesity are associated with 
income and wealth. Western countries, like the United States, show the highest 
prevalence rates ranging from 20% to 40% obese inhabitants, whereas developing 
countries are far below that benchmark. Within western societies, the association 
between BMI and socioeconomic status (SES) is reverse: the lower the SES, the 
higher the prevalence of obesity. In Germany, for example, the prevalence of 
obesity for low SES was 31.4% for females and 22.3% for males, whereas for 
high SES the prevalence rates were 9.9% and 16.2%, respectively (Knopf, Ellert, 
& Melchert, 1999). The results of a multivariate genetic study suggested that 
these disparities in BMI are education-associated and moderated by a common 
genetic factor, namely intelligence (Silventoinen, Sarlio-Lähteenkorva, 
Koskenvuo, Lahelma, & Kapro, 2004). 
The prevalence of obesity also varies with age and sex (Benecke & Vogel, 
2003). The average weight of the population increases steadily during the life 
span and decreases again at old age. Regarding sex, obesity is equally prevalent 
in males and females in the range between 30 to 60 years of age, whereas obesity 
in old age (> 60 years) is more prevalent in females. In the MONICA Project, 
trends in 21 countries were observed over ten years: Results indicated that three 
quarters of the male population showed an increase in levels of BMI, whereas 
only half of the study centers showed an increase for females (A. Evans et al., 
2001). 
 
1.1.2.3 Comorbidity and Mortality 
Obesity is associated with an increased risk for bodily symptoms and syndromes. 
Physical complications can be cardiovascular, gastrointestinal, endocrine, 
musculoskeletal, respiratory, or even renal and genitourinary (Benecke & Vogel, 
2003). Also, obese individuals are more likely to experience pain in multiple 
locations (Hitt, McMillen, Thornton-Neaves, Koch, & Cosby, 2007). There is 
empirical evidence that high BMI is associated with increased mortality rates: the 
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higher the BMI, the more increased the odds ratios (Engeland, Bjørge, Tverdal, & 
Søgaard, 2004). Especially adult obesity is associated with excess mortality. Even 
after adjusting for fat free body mass and smoking, Bigaard et al. (2004) found an 
average mortality rate of 1.12 for obese men and 1.06 for obese women. In 
addition, obesity is associated with an increased relative risk for multiple cancers 
(Adami & Trichopoulos, 2003), especially renal cancer (Chow, Gridley, 
Fraumeni, & Järvholm, 2000). 
Although practical guidelines for health professionals recommend weight loss 
for overweight or obese individuals (North American Association for the Study 
of Obesity & National Heart Lung and Blood Institute, 2000), there is 
contradictory evidence from epidemiological studies regarding that 
recommendation. Several studies, including randomized controlled trials, support 
the hypothesis that moderate weight loss improves overall health (Stampfer, 
2005; Yang, Fontaine, Wang, & Allison, 2003). For example, Franco et al. (2007) 
reported a decline of all cause mortality of 18% in Cuba from 1980 until 2005 
due to economy-induced sustained weight loss in the population. On the other 
hand, there is empirical evidence supporting the hypothesis that intentional 
weight loss increases mortality rates in obese individuals (Sørensen, 2003). In a 
review by Poobalan et al. (2007), the authors concluded that intentional weight 
loss might have beneficial effects on all cause mortality for women, but for men 
long-term effects remain unclear. One suggested explanation for these 
contradicting findings is that the effects of intentional weight loss on mortality 
might be a balance between opposing effects: the loss of harmful abdominal and 
ectopic fat mass and the loss of beneficial peripheral subcutaneous fat mass and 
lean body mass (Berentzen & Sørensen, 2006). In summary, empirical data is not 
sufficient so far to differentiate between different ways of weight loss, following 




Obesity is a phenomenon with multiple etiological factors. Figure 1.1 gives an 
overview of the multifactorial genesis of obesity. A long-term positive energy 
balance is considered to be the primary etiological factor for obesity. The energy 
balance is mainly influenced by eating behavior and physical activity, but also by 
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metabolism rate. The basal metabolism rate is independent of the amount of 
physical activity and may only be influenced by the amount of muscle tissue. The 
level of energy uptake and energy consumption is influenced by behavioral, 
emotional, biological, and genetic factors (Herpertz & Senf, 2003). In the 




Figure 1.1. Biopsychosocial model of the development and maintenance of 
obesity (from “Adipositas [Obesity],” by S. Lehrke and R. G. Laessle, 2003, 
p. 511, in Lehrbuch der Verhaltensmedizin [Textbook of Behavioral Medicine], 
U. Ehlert [Ed.], Heidelberg, Germany: Springer. Copyright 2003 by Springer 
Verlag. Reprinted with permission of the author). 
 
1.1.3.1 Evolutionary and Biological Factors 
The thrifty gene hypothesis (Neel, 1999) postulates that certain genes in humans 
have evolved to maximize metabolic efficiency, lipid storage, and food 
preference. In the past, this genotype would have been advantageous for humans 
during periods of famine. However, with ubiquitous availability of high energy 
food (high fat, high carbohydrate) and low levels of physical activity in Western 
societies, this genotype is disadvantageous and too efficient, leading to a 
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constantly positive energy balance in humans and therefore to overweight or 
obesity. 
Even though intuitively valid, Speakman (2007) challenged the thrifty gene 
hypothesis by pointing to the fact that most individuals in Western societies are 
not obese. Instead, he hypothesized that the absence of predation led to a change 
in the population distribution of body fatness due to random mutations and drift. 
A more biological approach is the so called set-point theory (Nisbett, 1972) 
which argues that an individual’s metabolism will adjust itself to maintain a 
weight at which certain factors influencal of body weight (diet composition, 
physical activity) are balanced out. According to this model, body weight remains 
stable as long as there are no major changes regarding the factors which influence 
body weight. A short-term alteration of, for example, diet composition would not 
cause an adjustment in the set point of body weight, but a long-term positive 
energy balance would shift the set point upwards resulting in a new stability of 
heightened body weight. On the other hand, it is proposed that a reduction in 
body weight is met by a down-regulation of the metabolism rate. The latter is 
often cited as an explanation for failed weight-loss attempts. Although plausible, 
the down-regulation of the metabolism rate as a cause for unsuccessful weight 
loss has not been supported empirically (Weinsier et al., 2000). 
 
1.1.3.2 Genetic Factors 
Genetic studies have shown that both childhood and adult obesity are 
substantially inheritable. In their review, Maes, Neale, and Eaves (1997) 
concluded that results from twin studies suggest that genetic factors explain 50% 
to 90% of the variance in BMI. Family and adoption studies confirmed these 
estimates with heritability equivalents of 20% to 80% and 20% to 60% of the 
variation in BMI, respectively. In the same review, weighted mean correlations 
were estimated as .74 for monozygotic twins, .32 for dizygotic twins, .25 for 
siblings, and .19 for parent-offspring pairs. Moreover, Hewitt (1997) showed that 
there are genetic influences responsible for the change in BMI from young 
adulthood to middle age that are independent of the genetic influences on 
individual differences in BMI at age 20. That means that the increase in body fat 
in adulthood is controlled independently of the leaner body mass measured in 
young adulthood. This composition of phenotype with changing genetic etiology 
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was confirmed by Faith et al. (1999) who identified independent genetic 
influences on fat mass and BMI in a sample of pediatric twins. 
Apart from population- or twin-based studies, research of the last two decades 
focused on Mendelian causes or polymorphic markers for obesity (Barsh, 
Farooqi, & O'Rahilly, 2000). Known monogenic forms of functionally relevant 
mutations are rather rare (e.g., in the melanocortin-4 receptor gene), whereas 
polymorphisms are more frequent (Hebebrand, Friedel, Schäuble, Geller, & 
Hinney, 2003). Although several obesity loci and common obesity genes are 
identified (Frayling et al., 2007; Hinney et al., 2008; Larsen et al., 2005), the 
interacting pathways of several genes and loci are complex and not well 
understood, not mentioning the physiological mechanisms linked to the candidate 
genes. 
 
1.1.3.3 Environmental Factors 
Genetic studies, if longitudinal, can estimate the influence of shared (e.g., family) 
and nonshared environments on BMI. Hewitt (1997) concluded that there is little 
evidence from genetic studies for focusing on shared environments such as 
household characteristics (e.g., meal patterns), whereas individual, nonshared 
environments gain importance. In Western (or westernized) societies, the 
environment promotes an almost omnipresent access to leisure time activities 
such as television or computer, a nearly universal access to high-density, cheap 
food, and a trend towards the sitting professional (Hill & Peters, 1998). Highly 
palatable, inexpensive food is available nearly everywhere (White, 2007), and 
portion sizes grow bigger on a regular basis (Division of Nutrition and Physical 
Activity, 2006). For example, the standard package of Goldbären (gummy bears) 
contained 100 grams two decades ago whereas the current standard package 
contains 300 grams (HARIBO GmbH & Co. KG, 2007). Moreover, the amount 
of dietary fat in processed food (e.g., crisps, pizzas) is often hardly visible on 
packages, and even low-fat products, leading customers to belief that they buy a 
healthy product, often contain vast amounts of fat and sugar (Prentice & Jebb, 
2003). In addition, physical activity levels decline in the population and the 
current environment discourages physical activity in Western societies: the 
dispersal of elevators, escalators, sophisticated transportation systems, and 
increased automobile use reduces the need to engage physically (Di Pietro, 1995). 
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1.1.3.4 Behavioral and Psychological Factors 
Energy intake and energy expenditure are compounds of complex behaviors 
which have multiple internal and external determinants (Wardle, 2007). Eating, 
for example, might be determined by accessibility, food characteristics (smell, 
sight), mood, appetite, food preference, cognitive control, hunger, socioeconomic 
status, or sociocultural norms – to name only a few. With universal access to 
cheap high-energy food and growing portion sizes, individuals nowadays 
consume more calories than three decades ago (Division of Nutrition and 
Physical Activity, 2006). Rolls (2007) hypothesized that the cerebral food reward 
system, relative to satiety signals, is overstimulated by factors like food 
palatability and appearance, visual stimulation and advertising, or food variety. 
Many of these factors are not well understood regarding the purpose of obesity 
prevention, and the food industry is currently working on promoting more 
consumption rather than less (Wardle, 2007). 
Regarding food intake and emotions, Schachter (1964) formulated an 
etiological approach for the development of obesity in the context of cognitive-
physiological theory of emotions. Schachter postulated that the eating behavior of 
overweight individuals is relatively independent of internal physiological signals, 
but dependent on dysphoric mood states like stress, frustration, or anxiety 
(Allison & Heshka, 1993). There is strong empirical evidence for the validity of 
Schachter’s model. In a longitudinal study over three decades, BMI was highest 
in stress-driven eaters and drinkers, especially women (Laitinen, Ek, & Sovio, 
2002): those individuals were more likely to consume sausages, hamburgers, 
pizza, chocolate, and alcohol. Also, individuals successful in long-term weight 
reduction were characterized by good coping with stress and a flexible control of 
eating behavior (Kayman, Bruvold, & Stern, 1990; Westenhöfer, von Falck, 
Stellfeldt, & Fintelmann, 2004). 
Another etiological approach, the concept of restrained eating, was introduced 
by Herman and Mack (1975). Restrained eating is defined as a permanent pattern 
of conscious restriction or cognitive control of food intake to control body weight 
or to promote weight loss. It is characterized by a rigid cognitive style and a 
behavioral inflexibility concerning diet composition and eating (e.g., “I will never 
eat chocolate again”). If there are transgressions against the rigid dietary control 
(e.g., eating a piece of chocolate), a collapse of the cognitive dietary rules is 
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hypothesized, possibly resulting in a small binge (e.g., eating the whole bar). 
Furthermore, the theory suggests that a constant alteration between periods of 
rigid control and unrestrained eating may promote obesity or eating disorders 
(e.g., binge eating disorder). In a 2-year follow-up study by De Lauzon-Guillain 
et al. (2006), cognitive restraint was positively associated with BMI in normal 
weight individuals at baseline, whereas no association was found for overweight 
individuals. Also, initial cognitive restraint was not predictive of a change in BMI 
and therefore did not promote weight gain. Conversely, several other studies 
found that the prevention of weight gain is more likely when individuals engage 
in flexible control of eating rather than in restrained eating (Van Strien, 1997; 
Westenhöfer, Stunkard, & Pudel, 1999; Westenhöfer et al., 2004). 
Apart from eating behavior, the second significant behavioral parameter in 
obesity is physical activity. Current recommendations for the prevention of 
weight gain vary from 30 min of brisk walking per day (Morabia & Costanza, 
2004) to 45 to 60 min of moderate intensity activity per day (Saris et al., 2003). 
Contrary to recommendations, leisure-time physical activity was below these 
levels in a substantial proportion of a student sample (Haase, Steptoe, Sallis, & 
Wardle, 2004). Studies differentiating between successful and unsuccessful 
individuals regarding long-term weight loss found that higher levels of physical 
activity are a significant predictor for maintenance of weight loss (Davison & 
Birch, 2004; Filozof & Gonzalez, 2000; Jakicic, 2002; Kayman et al., 1990). 
According to Haase et al. (2004), a sedentary lifestyle is positively associated 
with cultural factors and national economic development, which confirms the 
high incidence of obesity in Western societies. 
In summary, the most prominent etiological factors are high heritability, an 
omnipresent access to cheap high-density foods, decreasing levels of exercise, 
and stress-related eating. 
 
1.1.4 Psychosocial Problems 
Psychosocial problems emerge mainly due to the discrepancy between the 
increasing average weight of the population (Mensink et al., 2005) and the widely 
distributed thin ideal in society (Monro & Huon, 2005). Obesity is an overtly 
visible stigma and obese individuals are often discriminated against, mostly in 
areas like employment, education, or health care (Puhl & Brownell, 2001). For 
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instance, 25% of a representative population-based sample in Germany expressed 
explicitly stigmatizing attitudes toward obesity (Hilbert, Rief, & Brähler, 2008). 
Moreover, even when an explicit antifat bias was absent, strong implicit antifat 
attitudes were found in obese as well as nonobese individuals (Teachman, 
Gapinski, Brownell, & Jeyaram, 2003). Attributional analyses confirmed that 
weight is mostly regarded as being under internal/behavioral control in obese 
(Brogan & Hevey, 2008) and nonobese samples (Paxton & Sculthorpe, 1999; 
Weiner, 1980). In a study by Weiner, Perry, and Magnusson (1988), overweight 
individuals received little sympathy regarding their weight and evoked little 
readiness to help. Furthermore, personal responsibility and blame were estimated 
to be high. Overweight individuals seem to have internalized this view and 
attribute unsuccessful weight loss attempts (Jeffery, French, & Schmid, 1990) or 
general negative feedback mostly internally (Crocker, Cornwell, & Major, 1993). 
This explanatory model, including lack of willpower or discipline, can lead to 
negative affectivity, feelings of guilt, and to a long-term deterioration in self-
efficacy beliefs. 
The majority of obese individuals also suffers from significantly greater body 
image dissatisfaction compared to normal weight controls (Sarwer, Wadden, & 
Foster, 1998). Body dissatisfaction has proven to be positively associated with 
dietary restraint (Jaeger et al., 2002), depressive symptoms and lower self-esteem 
(Foster, Wadden, & Vogt, 1997; Grilo, Wilfley, Brownell, & Rodin, 1994; 
Sarwer et al., 1998), and a self-criticizing, avoiding coping style (Myers & 
Rosen, 1999). Moreover, there is strong empirical evidence that body 
dissatisfaction is a causal factor in the development of binge eating behavior 
(Jaeger et al., 2002; Ricciardelli, Tate, & Williams, 1997; Wardle, Waller, & 
Rapoport, 2001). Binge eating occurs in a significant number of obese individuals 
(Spitzer et al., 1992) and increases in frequency with higher BMI (Telch & 
Agras, 1994). Blundell and Gillett (2001) stated about obese individuals that up 
to 47% of some samples displayed binge eating patterns and approximately 16% 
engaged in nocturnal eating. In addition, binge eating patterns were related 
positively to personality disorder symptomatology (Picot & Lilenfeld, 2003; Van 
Hanswijck de Jonge, Van Furth, Lacey, & Waller, 2003) and the degree of 
psychiatric symptomatology (Telch & Agras, 1994). 
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Regarding general psychopathology, obese individuals showed significantly 
higher prevalence rates of mental disorders compared to nonobese individuals 
(Becker, Margraf, Türke, Soeder, & Neumer, 2001; Herpertz et al., 2006). In 
particular, obese individuals suffered significantly more often from anxiety 
disorders than individuals who were not obese. Nevertheless, the developmental 
sequence of the comorbidity remains unclear. In a large sample of obese 
individuals (N > 10,000), obesity was associated with poor mood and symptoms 
of anxiety and depression (Karlsson, Taft, Sjöström, Torgerson, & Sullivan, 
2003). This trend was not confirmed by studies investigating mental well-being: 
Although physical well-being deteriorated markedly with higher BMI (W. J. 
Brown, Mishra, Kenardy, & Dobson, 2000; Doll, Petersen, & Stewart-Brown, 
2000), a deterioration in mental well-being was related to the presence of other 
chronic illnesses rather than high BMI (Doll et al., 2000). 
 
1.1.5 Treatment of Obesity 
1.1.5.1 Treatment Approaches 
The basic components of obesity treatment consist of diet, exercise, and behavior 
therapy. This conglomeration of interventions is referred to as lifestyle 
modification (Fabricatore & Wadden, 2003). The aim of lifestyle modification is 
to implement behavioral changes into everyday life which can be maintained 
indefinitely rather than a limited period of time. Therefore, a change of diet must 
be differentiated from short-term dieting or fasting. 
All dietary interventions have one feature in common: Initially, they aim to 
produce a negative energy balance. Thus, the amount of calories ingested should 
be smaller than the amount of calories expended. Current intervention programs 
distinguish between low-calorie diets (LCDs) and very-low calorie diets 
(VLCDs). LCDs are recommended for overweight and obese individuals and 
refer to a reduction of 500 to 1,000 kcal per day, whereas VLCDs refer to a daily 
energy intake of 200 to 800 kcal. Even though VLCDs cause greater initial 
weight loss, they were not found to be more effective than LCDs at 1-year 
follow-up (Wadden, Foster, & Letizia, 1994). Therefore, current 
recommendations discourage VLCDs. Another recommendation is that moderate 
weight loss should be attained slowly and progressively. If the negotiated body 
weight is achieved, the composition of diet should be modified. In the long run, a 
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nutritional balance has to be established with a certain amount of fats, proteins, 
carbohydrates, and low-calorie foods. Key elements such as food preparation, the 
avoidance of overconsumption of high-calorie foods, the reduction of portion 
sizes, and adequate water intake (rather than sweetened drinks or alcohol) are 
given special attention (North American Association for the Study of Obesity & 
National Heart Lung and Blood Institute, 2000). 
Recently a dispute emerged around the question whether to reduce fat or 
carbohydrates in the dietary composite. Pirozzo and colleagues concluded in a 
review of six randomized controlled trials that there is no significant difference 
between low-fat diets and other weight-reducing diets in terms of weight loss 
maintenance (Pirozzo, Summerbell, Cameron, & Glasziou, 2003). A study 
comparing popular diets (Atkins, Zone, Weightwatchers, and Ornish) regarding 
adherence rates and effectiveness came to the same conclusion: Each diet reduced 
weight and several cardiac risk factors at 1-year follow-up, although overall 
adherence was low (Dansinger, Gleason, Griffith, Selker, & Schaefer, 2005). 
Also, Foster et al. (2003) found no significant differences in weight loss between 
a low-carbohydrate and conventional diet after one year, whereas Samaha et al. 
(2003) found a low-carbohydrate diet more beneficial than a low-fat diet for 
severely obese individuals, although follow-up period only covered 6 months. 
Thus, reducing fat or carbohydrates both result in weight loss. 
Additionally, current guidelines recommend physical activity – 30 min of 
modest intensity preferably every day (North American Association for the Study 
of Obesity & National Heart Lung and Blood Institute, 2000). Even though 
physical activity alone does not cause weight loss, it is important for weight 
maintenance since the lean body mass and, therefore, metabolism rate increases. 
Also, physical activity is associated with health benefits (Erlichman, Kerbey, & 
James, 2002). 
Behavior therapy is known as a helpful factor for the implementation of a 
healthy diet and increased physical activity in daily routines. It aims to modify 
dysfunctional beliefs and behaviors, to cope with weight-related psychological 
and social problems, and to help individuals adhere to diet and activity goals 
(Cooper & Fairburn, 2001; Fabricatore & Wadden, 2003; Latner, Wilson, 
Stunkard, & Jackson, 2002). Various nondietary intervention programs were 
designed with emphasis on cognitive-behavioral techniques to increase general 
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well-being rather than to promote weight loss (Bacon et al., 2002; Carrier, 
Steinhardt, & Bowman, 1993; Miller & Jacob, 2001; Robinson & Bacon, 1996). 
All these nondietary approaches, compared to dietary approaches, produced 
similar improvements in psychological well-being, eating behavior, and physical 
fitness, but not regarding weight loss. 
Pharmacotherapy should be considered when lifestyle modification does not 
produce weight loss and when physical comorbidity is high. However, 
prescriptions should be given temporarily and only in conjunction with lifestyle 
modification, especially a calorie-reduced diet. Orlistat, a pancreatic lipase 
inhibitor, prevents the absorption of fats, thereby reducing calorie intake. In a 
systematic review of 23 randomized controlled trials, orlistat proved to be more 
effective than placebo in promoting modest weight loss, weight maintenance, and 
reducing weight-related risk factors, even after 2-year follow-up (O'Meara, 
Riemsma, Shirran, Mather, & ter Riet, 2004). Individuals treated with orlistat 
reported a 2.9% greater reduction in weight compared to placebo-treated 
individuals (Padwal, Li, & Lau, 2004). Another antiobesity agent is sibutramine, 
a noradrenaline and serotonin reuptake inhibitor. Sibutramine increases levels of 
the neurotransmitters dopamine, serotonin, and norpinephrine, thereby increasing 
the subjective perception of satiety. In a recent systematic review, sibutramine 
proved to be modestly successful in promoting weight loss after one year (Padwal 
et al., 2004), with individuals experiencing a 4.6% greater weight loss compared 
to the placebo group. Another review of 29 trials reported a surplus weight loss of 
4.45 kg in sibutramine-treated individuals compared to placebo after one year 
(Arterburn, Crane, & Veenstra, 2004). In summary, both antiobesity agents are 
modestly effective in weight reduction and maintenance, with sibutramine 
showing more negative side effects than orlistat (Nisoli & Carruba, 2004). 
For individuals with a BMI above 40, bariatric surgery might be indicated as a 
treatment option. The two most commonly procedures are vertical banded 
gastroplasty and gastric bypass (Buchwald, 2002). Bariatric surgery is highly 
successful in promoting weight reduction in morbid obese individuals. For 
instance, Barnett et al. (2005) reported a 45% reduction in BMI in 14 individuals 
with a mean follow-up period of 6 years. Bariatric surgery is not only successful 
but safe. In a systematic review and meta-analysis of 361 studies including 
85,048 patients, the total mortality rate 2 years after intervention was smaller than 
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0.4% (Buchwald, Estok, Fahrbach, Banel, & Sledge, 2007). Therefore, bariatric 
surgery can be considered the only broadly successful therapy approach for 
morbid obesity. 
 
1.1.5.2 Effectiveness of Treatments 
A review and meta-analysis of 80 clinical trials (N = 26,455; 18,199 Completers 
[69%]) compared eight types of weight-loss interventions (Franz et al., 2007). 
Inclusion criterion was a follow-up period of at least 1 year, primary outcome 
measure was weight loss. After 48 months, a mean weight loss of 3% to 6% (3 to 
6 kg) was maintained, with no study group regaining all weight which was 
formerly lost (see Figure 1.2). Interventions like exercise alone or advice only 
failed to produce substantial weight loss initially. Most successful long-term 




Figure 1.2. Average weight loss of individuals completing a minimum of 1-year 
weight-management intervention (from “Weight-loss outcomes: A systematic 
review and meta-analysis of weight-loss clinical trials with a minimum 1-year 
follow-up,” by Franz et al., 2007, Journal of the American Dietetic Association, 
107, p. 1757. Copyright by the American Dietetic Association. Reprinted with the 
permission of the author). 
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A similar conclusion was reached by a former review investigating which 
intervention should be best combined with weight reducing diets (Avenell et al., 
2004): Long-term maintenance of weight loss was achieved through a 
combination of either orlistat-diet or exercise-diet-behavior therapy. At 36-month 
follow-up, maintained weight loss varied from 3 to 8 kg. In another review by 
Ayyad and Anderson (2000), weight loss and maintenance were analyzed in 17 
studies reporting on 3,030 individuals. After a median follow-up of 4 years (3 to 
15 years), 15% of the remaining 2,131 individuals reported a maintained weight 
loss of at least 9 kg. Diet combined with group therapy and active follow-up 
(booster sessions) were more successful than diet alone or diet with behavior 
modification. In an analyses of all US studies, mean weight loss maintained after 
5-year follow-up was at least 3% of initial body weight (Anderson, Konz, 
Frederich, & Wood, 2001). Regarding success rates, a prospective study 
assessing long-term maintenance reported that 40% of individuals, after a 12-
week weight loss program, successfully maintained a weight loss of at least 5% 
of initial body weight at 5-year follow-up, and 25% individuals at least 10% of 
initial body weight after seven years (Anderson, Vichitbandra, Qian, & Kryscio, 
1999). 
Several other studies assessed successful weight maintainers to explore intra-
individual factors for successful weight loss and maintenance. Successful weight 
maintenance seems to be associated with low levels of stress (Klem, Wing, 
McGuire, Seagle, & Hill, 1998; Sarlio-Lähteenkorva, Rissanen, & Kaprio, 2000), 
low levels of depression and eating related psychopathology (Klem et al., 1998), 
high levels of physical activity (Klem, Wing, McGuire, Seagle, & Hill, 1997), 
and healthy eating (Sarlio-Lähteenkorva et al., 2000). Moreover, long-term 
weight loss was not associated with permanent distress, but with an overall 
improvement in mental (Klem et al., 1997; Kolotkin, Crosby, Williams, Hartley, 
& Nicol, 2001) and physical well-being (Klem et al., 1997). 
 In retrospect, the most effective interventions for weight reduction seem to be 
the combinations diet-exercise(-behavior therapy) and diet-orlistat with an 
average weight loss of 4 to 6 kg after 4 years. Supportive intra-individual factors 
are low levels of psychopathology and successful coping with stress. 
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1.2 Guilt and Shame 
The emotions guilt and shame have been found to be prominent factors in the 
development and maintenance of numerous clinical disorders, e.g., depression 
(Alexander, Brewin, Vearnals, Wolff, & Leff, 1999), posttraumatic stress 
disorder (PTSD; Lee, Scragg, & Turner, 2001), or alcoholism (Potter-Efron, 
2004). In eating disorders, weight-related shame and guilt are strongly related to 
the severity of the symptomatology (Burney & Irwin, 2000; Frank, 1991; 
Sanftner, Barlow, Marschall, & Tangney, 1995). Although obesity is not 
classified as a mental disorder, its negative effects on psychological well-being 
can be tremendous (Karlsson et al., 2003; Sarlio-Lähteenkorva, 2001) which may 
lead to increased rates of mental disorders in the obese population (Becker et al., 
2001). In addition, the obese population is a heterogeneous group with regard to 
psychological well-being. Thus, despite higher rates of psychopathology, we still 
lack sound knowledge about the psychological mechanisms involved in the 
adjustment to obesity. Feelings of bodily shame and guilt about weight control 
attempts might mediate the link between obesity and psychopathology. 
 
 
1.2.1 Conceptualization of Guilt and Shame 
Guilt and shame are closely related through the common basis of a perceived 
failure in regard to a specific standard or rule. However, the current 
conceptualizations of these self-conscious emotions have distinct characteristics 
and consequences (Lewis, 1993). Shame refers to a failure or shortcoming 
attributed to the global self as the object of evaluation. It is described as a highly 
negative emotional state accompanied by feelings of being exposed, worthless, or 
weak and manifests itself in the tendency to hide, disappear, or withdraw. 
Concerning guilt, the focus of the evaluation is on a specific behavior that led to a 
failure or shortcoming rather than on the individual itself. Remorse about the 
shown behavior is likely (but not inevitable) to elicit some corrective action to 
make up for the failure or shortcoming. In other words, shame applies to how one 
feels about oneself as a person and guilt applies to how one behaves. There is 
empirical evidence for the theoretical differentiation between shame and guilt. 
For example, self-discrepancies, measured by differences in adjective ratings 
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about ideal, ought, and actual self, were found to be related to shame proneness 
rather than guilt proneness (Tangney, Niedenthal, Covert, & Barlow, 1998). 
Moreover, individuals in the study of Tangney, Miller, Flicker, and Barlow 
(1996) rated shame experiences to be more intense and aversive than guilt. 
Measures of general shame were found to be related consistently to indexes of 
psychopathology (Andrews, Qian, & Valentine, 2002; Gee & Troop, 2003; 
Sanftner et al., 1995), whereas the empirical findings concerning general guilt are 
not as clear. Tangney, Wagner, and Gramzow (1992) reported mostly 
nonsignificant correlations between psychopathological symptom reports and 
guilt residuals (the unique variance in guilt) of a scenario-based guilt measure, 
whereas Harder, Cutler, and Rockart (1992) stated that their adjective-checklist 
guilt measure was significantly associated with the Symptom Checklist-90-
Revised (Derogatis, 1994) global severity index (r = .45). To explain the contrary 
results, Ferguson and Crowley (1997) confirmed by means of a multi-method 
approach two distinct kinds of guilt – ruminative and nonruminative. Ferguson 
and Crowley suggested that ruminative guilt may occur if the behavioral 
transgression is left unresolved. Individuals are then likely to experience ongoing 
distress in the form of self-accusation. 
When regarding the situational determinants, there remains an ongoing debate 
about whether shame is the more public emotion than guilt. Smith, Webster, 
Parrot, and Eyre (2002) found that public exposure is linked more strongly to 
shame than to guilt, whereas Tangney et al. (1996) found that shame and guilt 
occurred equally often in interpersonal contexts. The two conflicting findings 
might be deemed compatible by differentiating the shame inherent “concern with 
others’ evaluation” and the guilt inherent “concern with effect on others”, both 
interpersonal and equally prevalent, but emotion-specific concerns (Tangney, 
1992). 
Despite distinctive features, it should be noted that both emotions are likely to 
co-occur, and overall reports of guilt and shame experiences in the same 
situations are rather high. For example, one can avoid exerting oneself physically 
in front of others because of bodily shame and feel guilty about not working out 
at the same time. 
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1.2.2 Guilt and Shame in Obesity 
There are several reasons why feelings of bodily shame and guilt concerning 
weight control are common among obese individuals. First, obese individuals are 
still overtly or implicitly discriminated against (Puhl & Brownell, 2003). Western 
society is strongly influenced by a dietary spirit that implies that losing weight 
can be easily achieved, for example, in magazines or advertisements, which may 
increase the social pressure on obese individuals. More important, obese 
individuals who receive negative feedback from others tend to attribute the 
feedback to their weight rather than to illegitimate prejudices of others (Crocker 
et al., 1993). This in turn might lead to feelings of inadequacy and retreat (Myers 
& Rosen, 1999). For example, Drury and Louis (2002) found that overweight 
individuals delay or avoid health care utilization due to the fear of being 
stigmatized by health care professionals. Second, failures of weight control 
attempts are mostly attributed internally by obese individuals (e.g., lack of 
willpower) rather than externally (e.g., specific aspects about diet), providing 
additional reasons for feelings of guilt and shame (Goodrick, Raynaud, Pace, & 
Foreyt, 1992; Jeffery et al., 1990). Although a behavioral change after self-blame 
might be expected (e.g., change of eating habits), attributions of failure were 
found to have no prognostic significance concerning weight control attempts 
(Paxton & Sculthorpe, 1999) or adherence (Jeffery et al., 1990). Third, 
expectations of obese individuals concerning treatment outcome are rather high, 
with goal weights of 30% under their current weight (Foster, Wadden, Vogt, & 
Brewer, 1997). The latter reason is contrasted by longitudinal studies that have 
indicated poor weight loss maintenance after dietary treatments and a small 
chance of long-term reduction of 5% to 10% of initial weight (Anderson et al., 
2001; Jeffery et al., 2000; Sarlio-Lähteenkorva et al., 2000). Furthermore, there is 
growing evidence that genetic factors play a crucial role in the predisposition and 
genesis of obesity fortifying the stable character of the phenomenon (see chapter 
1.1.3.2; Hebebrand et al., 2003). Consequently, the discrepancy between weight 
loss expectations (e.g., 30% under initial weight) and long-term treatment 
outcomes heightens the likelihood of perceiving successful weight control 
attempts (5% to 10% under initial weight) as failures, which are mostly then 
attributed internally. Finally, feelings of ineffectiveness after perceived failure in 
weight control attempts might have a negative effect on future weight 
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maintenance and/or relapse (Byrne, 2002), which in turn may increase feelings of 
guilt or shame about the inability to control weight. For example, Burk-Braxton 
(1996) reported lowered weight-related self-efficacy scores in nonmaintainers 
compared to maintainers and controls. The same study found nonmaintainers to 
have the highest scores on measures of shame and guilt related to eating. 
 
 
Figure 1.3. Shame-based reactions in obesity. 
 
To illustrate the difference between shame- and guilt-based reactions in obesity, 
Figure 1.3 and 1.4 were adapted from a model proposed by Lee et al. (2001) for 
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shame- and guilt-based reactions in PTSD. Figure 1.3 shows a schematic 
formulation of shame-based reactions in obesity. Pre-existing information, like 
profound childhood experiences (e.g., teasing by peers or diet camps) or 
societal/cultural influences (e.g., ideal body shape conveyed by media or peers), 
shape core schemas about the self, others, and the world (Padesky, 1994). Such 
core schemas, specifically about the self, may be activated by a distressing event 
or situation (e.g., showing one’s body at the swimming pool and others laughing). 
The evaluation of the meaning of the event may result in a subjective loss of 
social attractiveness (e.g., “I am too big”). That might either provoke a feeling of 
humiliation and associated reactions like fighting back (e.g., swearing at others) 
or an intense feeling of shame which (a) may trigger safety behavior like 
withdrawing or avoiding the situation and (b) may confirm the schema about the 
self (e.g., “I am not good enough”). The decision, which behavior is shown, is 
made on prior experiences, self-efficacy beliefs, and habit. It is important to note 
that shame-based reactions per se are not always maladaptive in obesity, but they 
can reach a maladaptive level, for instance, when the individual reacts to 
distressing events mostly with feelings of defeat, self-criticism, or concealment. 
 Analogously, guilt-based reactions are based on pre-existing information like 
familial attitudes (e.g., “If you want it, you can get it”) or societal beliefs and 
convictions (e.g., “Losing weight is a matter of willpower”; Figure 1.4). After a 
transgression (e.g., violating the dietary rules and eating a cream pie), individuals 
evaluate the meaning by equating personal standards (e.g., “I mustn’t eat cream 
pie”), personal responsibility, and related pre-outcome knowledge (e.g., “Food 
intake is always a matter of willpower”). If no reasonable justification can be 
found, individuals might experience feelings of guilt which either provoke a 
reparative action (e.g., extra hour of exercise) or, in the worst case, ruminative 
thoughts about the transgression. Again, feelings of guilt are not maladaptive per 
se since in most cases they result in some corrective behavior. But if an 
individual is constantly preoccupied with self-blame, feelings of guilt become 
maladaptive. Ruminative guilt might evoke feelings of shame since the inability 
to meet certain standards can be attributed to the worthlessness of the self. 




Figure 1.4. Guilt-based reactions in obesity. 
 
1.3  Coping 
Byrne (2002) identified three major psychological factors which are associated 
with weight maintenance and relapse in obesity: poor coping, low self-efficacy, 
and unrealistic weight loss goals. In the current conceptualization, coping is 
defined as the behavioral, emotional, or cognitive effort to solve personal or 
interpersonal problems and to reduce or tolerate stress. Since overweight or 
obesity can be a major source of distress in a subgroup of obese individuals 
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(Fitzgibbon, Stolley, & Kirschenbaum, 1993), the understanding of how obese 
individuals appraise and adjust to situational obstacles might be helpful to find 
mechanisms explaining the heterogeneity of the population regarding 
psychological well-being and weight management. 
 
1.3.1 The Transactional Model 
The transactional model of stress and coping offers a framework for evaluating 
the processes of coping with stressful events or situations related to chronic 
illnesses or states. According to Lazarus and Folkman (1984), stress is defined as 
a certain transaction between an individual and his or her environment. As 
perceiving a stressor as such, an individual appraises the internal or external 
demands (environment). If the subjective coping capacity is considered to be not 
sufficient to deal with the stressful event, an individual experiences stress. 
Whether a potentially stressful event provokes stressful experiences in an 
individual is (a) dependent on the cognitive and emotional appraisal of the event 
and (b) on the social and cultural resources at his or her disposal. If the stressor is 
evaluated as irrelevant or even positive regarding the individual’s situation, no 
stress results. 
The process of appraisal consists of three stages: primary appraisal, secondary 
appraisal, and cognitive reappraisal. (1) When confronted with a stressor, an 
individual evaluates the potential impact, differentiating between potential loss, 
threat, or challenge (primary appraisal). (2) If the stressor is evaluated as 
threatening, the individual assesses his or her coping resources and options for 
dealing with the stressor (secondary appraisal). (3) In a third step, the actual 
coping effort aims at regulation of the problem. The outcome of the process is 
reevaluated by means of the primary appraisal (cognitive reappraisal). It is 
important to note that the sequence of the three stages must not be considered as 
subsequent but varying in order; the process is automatic and appraisals or 
decisions for coping strategies might be applied at the same time and influence 
each other (Lazarus & Launier, 1978). The cognitive reappraisal might conclude 
that the coping effort was successful – the stressor is not perceived as stressful 
anymore. On the other hand, the result of the reappraisal might be that the coping 
effort was not effective, or even worse, that the stressor is perceived as more 
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stressful which can result in a loop of unsuccessful coping transactions and 
reappraisals. 
 
1.3.2 Categorization of Coping Strategies 
In their original work, Lazarus and Folkman (1984) differentiated between 
emotion- and problem-focused coping strategies. Both coping strategies include 
behavioral and cognitive strategies to adjust a situation (or adjust to a situation). 
Problem-focused coping consists of all behavioral efforts to change situational 
determinants as well as the influence or change of internal values, preferences, or 
goals. The latter strategies aim to increase well-being (or decrease stress) through 
modulating the cognitive appraisal of the stressful event. Emotion-focused coping 
describes all efforts to deal with stress-related emotions and feelings to decrease 
the emotional impact of the stressful event. 
 Similarly, Brandtstädter and Renner (1990) described two complementary 
modes of coping: The assimilative tendency is the individual’s effort to transform 
environmental circumstances in accordance with personal preferences, whereas 
the accommodative tendency adjusts the individual’s preferences to situational 
constraints. Hence, strategies like tolerating, enduring, avoiding, or even denying 
can be considered as coping strategies. 
Another categorization divides coping into strategies that approach or avoid a 
stressor. By employing hierarchical factor analysis, Tobin, Holroyd, Reynolds, 
and Wigal (1989) showed that there are problem-focused and emotion-focused 
strategies that emphasize psychological disengagement (avoidance; e.g., 
problem-avoidance and self-criticism) and problem-focused and emotion-focused 
strategies which foster psychological engagement (approach; e.g., problem-
solving and express emotions). Finally, two outcome-orientated categorizations 
have been suggested by Zeitlin (1980): adaptive and maladaptive. Surely, a 
coping strategy can only be labeled as adaptive or maladaptive by means of an 
outcome criterion (e.g., experienced stress level). 
Even though the presented categorizations are still widely employed in 
research, a recent review of coping strategies dissuaded from their use (Skinner, 
Edge, Altman, & Sherwood, 2003). Instead, the authors recommend thirteen 
empirically derived higher order families of coping: problem solving, support 
seeking, escape, distraction, cognitive restructuring, rumination, helplessness, 
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social withdrawal, emotional regulation, information seeking, negotiation, 
opposition, and delegation. The review concludes that action-based types are the 
best higher-order categories (e.g., proximity seeking, accommodation) rather than 
single functions (problem- vs. emotion-focused) or topological distinctions 
(approach vs. avoidance). The main argument was that ways of coping are 
multidimensional (ratable e.g., on the dimensions approach-avoidance and 
cognitive-behavioral) and multifunctional: For example, a single strategy like 
seeking social support can be appraised regarding the dimensions approach-
avoidance and cognitive-behavioral; also, it inherits emotion-focused as well as 
problem-focused coping. Nevertheless, a questionnaire covering these thirteen 
higher-order categories has to date not yet been developed. Therefore, the 
categorization of Tobin et al. (1989) is used in this study (see Appendix C.2). 
 
1.3.3 Situational Determinants of the Stressful Event 
Determinants which influence the choice of coping strategy might be located in 
the context of the situation (Lazarus & Folkman, 1984; Lazarus & Launier, 
1978). The subjective appraisal of characteristics of the stressful event have great 
impact on the subsequent coping process. Therefore, not the stressful event itself 
determines the perceived coping capacity or strategy of the individual, but the 
subjective representation of the characteristics of the stressful event (Bijttebier, 
Vertommen, & Steene, 2001). 
Perrez and Reicherts (1992) describe three important dimensions relevant for 
the choice of coping strategy: valence, which is defined as the experienced 
personal relevance or the impact of the event on one’s life, controllability, which 
refers to the appraisal of the personal resources for changing the situation for the 
better, and changeability, which refers to the belief that the situation will change 
on its own without the individual’s action. Other important factors are the 
familiarity (frequency of previous encounters with this type of situation), the 
predictability of the event or situation, and the duration of the event (stable vs. 
fluctuating). 
It is hypothesized that the appropriateness of a certain coping strategy as a 
reaction to a stressful event is a function of these situational determinants. Thus, 
while an active coping strategy might be considered appropriate if the situation 
has been appraised as controllable, the same strategy would be considered 
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inappropriate if the situation has been appraised as uncontrollable. Indeed, 
individuals mostly experience chronic stress if the appropriateness of employed 
coping strategies is low. 
 
1.3.4 Coping With Obesity 
In the case of obesity, one might differentiate between coping efforts regarding 
weight-related situations (buying clothes, getting looks in the swimming pool 
etc.) and weight reduction efforts. Referring to the situational determinants of 
Perrez and Reicherts (1992), obesity features stability over time, low 
changeability, and limited controllability. Obesity is considered a chronic 
disorder (Bray, 2004). Most obese individuals who engage in weight loss 
programs only manage to maintain small weight losses, if any, over a longer 
period of time (> 5 years; Anderson et al., 2001), and long-term effective 
treatments and interventions are yet to be found. Therefore, weight loss is 
difficult and hard to accomplish. 
 Consequently, the availability and use of appropriate coping strategies for 
weight-related situations is likely to have a great impact on obese individuals’ 
well-being (Kolotkin, Meter, & Williams, 2001). Obesity is associated with a 
variety of stressful events or situations (Kolotkin, Crosby, Williams et al., 2001; 
Myers & Rosen, 1999): stigmatisation, impairment of physical functioning, low 
self-esteem and reduced sexual life, to name only a few. Myers and Rosen (1999) 
found that the frequency of experienced stigmatization were positively associated 
with the frequency of coping attempts (r = .61) in a sample of obese individuals. 
Furthermore, disengaging coping strategies (negative self-talk, crying/isolating, 
avoiding/leaving situation) were significantly associated with measures of 
negative psychological adjustment, even after controlling for the variance of body 
weight. In a study by Rydén et al. (2001), the disengaging coping strategy 
“wishful thinking” was significantly associated with helplessness and intrusion 
(impact of obese state on one’s life), whereas engaging strategies such as “social 
trust” and “fighting spirit” were negatively related to the two distress factors. 
Thus, disengaging coping strategies seem to be positively related to 
psychological distress. 
Regarding coping and weight change, Kayman et al. (1990) compared coping 
responses to troubling issues, events, or situations, between weight relapsers, 
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weight maintainers, and individuals of the control group. Relapsers reported 
significantly more disengaging strategies (escape-avoidance) than maintainers 
and individuals of the control group. On the other hand, maintainers and control 
group individuals reported significantly more engaging coping strategies like 
problem solving/confronting and seeking social support. In another study, 
Drapkin, Wing, and Shiffman (1995) investigated the ability to generate coping 
responses to hypothetical high risk situations. Hypothetical situations were, for 
example, eating while watching TV or eating at family mealtime celebrations. 
The authors found that the ability to generate engaging coping responses at 
baseline was a predictor of weight loss after 12 months. Thus, specific coping 
responses seem to support long-term weight loss, whereas other coping strategies 
may be linked to emotional distress and relapse. 
 
 
1.4 Feedback About Genetic Susceptibility for Obesity 
With a rapidly growing body of research about the genetic etiology of obesity 
(see chapter 1.1.3.2), health professionals might be increasingly confronted with 
the task of informing patients about their genetic susceptibility (Lerman, Croyle, 
Tercyak, & Hamann, 2002). Whereas prenatal and carrier testing nowadays 
belong to standard procedures in genetic testing where individuals learn whether 
they have transmitted (or are in danger to transmit) an altered gene to their 
offspring, the detection of personal susceptibility to disease was introduced more 
recently in various medical fields, including obesity. Researchers hypothesized 
that the knowledge of genetic risk enhances medical decisions about future health 
behavior (Carpenter et al., 2007; Roussi & Miller, 2005). Regarding obesity, this 
might be, for instance, more flexible eating habits, less self-blame, or more 
realistic weight loss expectations due to a gene-action-based rather than a solely 
action-based explanatory model (Frosch, Mello, & Lerman, 2005; Harvey-Berino 
et al., 2001). Regardless of the potential behavioral and psychological benefits 
provided by risk assessment, there may also be adverse psychological and social 
risks of genetic risk testing, such as stigmatization, discrimination, and rejection 
of positive tested individuals (Phelan, 2002). 
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1.4.1 Genetic Counseling Versus Risk Feedback 
Regarding secondary obesity, genetic counseling is clearly indicated when 
prenatal or carrier tests for monogenic forms of functionally relevant mutations 
are conducted (e.g., Prader-Willi syndrome, Bardet-Biedl syndrome, MOMO 
syndrome, leptin receptor mutations, melanocortin receptor mutations). In these 
rather rare cases, the causation of obesity is directly attributable to the genotype 
because a positive test is associated with a great chance of disease depending on 
inheritance pathway (autosomal dominant or autosomal recessive). Tested 
individuals have to be informed about inheritance and physiological pathways, 
physical and psychological consequences, and possible ways of coping (C. 
Evans, 2006). 
Regarding primary obesity, indicators for genetic causes are less valid (Barsh 
et al., 2000). Therefore, genetic counseling in the full sense of the word is not 
indicated (C. Evans, 2006). The best currently known indicators for a genetic 
cause of primary obesity are either the existence of an obesity-relevant 
polymorphism (Hebebrand, Sommerlad, Geller, Görg, & Hinney, 2001), or a 
familial predisposition (at least one parent or sibling obese). Whereas a blood test 
necessary to identify a polymorphism is expensive and time consuming, the 
familial susceptibility can be easily determined by asking individuals to estimate 
the body size of their relatives (Bulik et al., 2001). Although a familial history of 
obesity can be used to estimate heritable risk, it should be noted that it is an 
imperfect marker, and many relatives of obese individuals neither carry the 
genetic predisposition nor develop overweight. 
 
1.4.2 Hypothesized Consequences of Risk Feedback 
Two models might offer a framework for understanding potential positive and 
negative effects of feedback about familial predisposition: In the first model, 
Baum, Friedman, and Zakowski (1997) proposed an adaptation from the 
transactional model of stress and coping (see chapter 1.3.1; Lazarus & Folkman, 
1984). The model predicts long-term distress in individuals when feedback 
suggests a high risk, when uncertainty is not reduced, when results of risk 
analysis are at odds with preventive actions, or when individuals who receive a 
high-risk feedback lack social support, coping skills, and other resources. The 
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second model, the theory of planned behavior, describes the proximal influences 




Figure 1.5. The theory of planned behavior (from “The theory of planned 
behavior,” by Ajzen, 1991, Organizational Behavior and Human Decision 
Processes, 50, p. 179-211. Copyright by Icek Ajzen. Reprinted with the 
permission of the author). 
 
Behavior is determined by intentions to engage in that behavior and by perceived 
behavioral control. Intentions, on the other hand, are determined by attitudes, 
subjective norms, and perceived behavioral control. The theory of planned 
behavior experienced empirical support regarding healthy eating (Conner, 
Norman, & Bell, 2002), reduction in fat intake (Paisley & Sparks, 1998), and 
weight loss (Schifter & Ajzen, 1985). 
According to the above mentioned models, one might hypothesize that 
feedback about genetic susceptibility may alter the way obese individuals cope 
with their overweight and in which behavior they are likely to engage, 
respectively. First, an individual who is informed about his or her familial or 
genetic susceptibility for obesity might experience distress: Most obese 
individuals who seek treatment or take part in consultations plan to lose weight 
(Melchionda et al., 2003), and the word genetic is mostly interpreted as not 
controllable (Marteau & Croyle, 1998). Therefore, an obese individual might 
come to the conclusion that losing weight is going to be a difficult, if not 
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impossible task. Second, perceived behavioral control might decrease regarding 
behaviors which aim towards quick and substantial weight loss. Third, attitudes 
and subjective norms might change toward more modest weight loss goals and a 
more realistic likelihood of long-term weight loss. Consequently, the intention to 
engage in certain health behaviors might change: Short-term dieting might be 
replaced by a long-term modification of eating habits, and guilt-driven rigid 
control might be replaced by a more flexible, less self-blaming attitude towards 
fatty or high calorie food. Fourth, individuals might be stigmatized or labeled as 
genetically defected. The latter could result in feelings of insufficiency and 
shame. Finally, perceived behavioral control could decrease to zero if individuals 
attribute the genetic susceptibility as the one and only cause for their overweight, 
which, in turn, could result in a sense of fatalism and helplessness. For the latter 
reason, it is most important to provide alternative health behaviors and 
possibilities to engage when giving feedback about familial susceptibility.  
In summary, the main goal of using genetic information in counseling of obese 
individuals is to provoke and foster healthier ways of coping with obesity, such 
as regular eating patterns, a flexible control of energy intake, slow weight loss 
with realistic weight loss expectations, and regular exercise. On the other hand, 
one aims to reduce guilt and self-blame, unrealistic weight loss expectations, self-
punishment in form of a rigid dietary regime, low self-esteem due to unsuccessful 
weight loss trials, and short-term energy intake restrictions. 
 
1.4.3 Empirical Evidence of Risk Feedback 
Existing empirical evidence as to the effects of consultations using genetic 
information on an individual’s psychological status is contradictory. As proposed 
by Baum et al. (1997), certain studies suggest that the feedback of increased risk 
to disease has adverse psychological effects. In a vignette study by Frosch et al. 
(2005), normal or overweight undergraduates (18.5 < BMI < 29.9) were asked to 
imagine that they had been tested for their risk of becoming obese. Experimental 
variations utilized were increased vs. average risk, and hormone vs. genetic 
testing. Results indicated that the effects of receiving feedback of an increased 
risk of becoming obese resulted in stronger intentions to follow a healthy diet. 
Interestingly, within the genetic test group, those who were told they were at an 
increased risk of becoming obese indicated lower perceived behavioral control 
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compared to those who were told they were at average risk. The authors 
concluded that their results reflected a sense of fatalism stemming from the belief 
that genetics are immutable. This view was supported by Lerman et al. (1997) 
who randomly allocated smokers to be tested for genetic susceptibility to lung 
cancer. The tested individuals were not more likely to quit smoking than 
individuals who were not tested. However, the tested individuals perceived their 
future risk of lung cancer as greater and were more fearful than those who were 
not tested. Assessing the adjustment to genetic testing for Huntington disease, 
Codori, Slavney, Young, Miglioretti, and Brandt (1997) also confirmed this 
finding. They found that after a 6-month follow-up genetically positive 
individuals indicated feeling significantly more hopeless concerning their future 
than genetically negative persons. Therefore, there is some evidence to suggest 
that high-risk feedback rather than average-risk feedback might have the potential 
for adverse psychological effects and result in worry or distress. 
In contrast, there are two studies pointing to the hypothesis that genetic status 
information has at least no negative effects on individuals. One study compared 
obese individuals who tested positive for a β3-adrenergic receptor (β3AR) gene 
with a group of obese individuals who tested β3AR-negative (Harvey-Berino et 
al., 2001). The β3AR gene was found to influence weight gain and energy 
expenditure. After receiving feedback as to their genetic status, individuals who 
tested β3AR-positiv were not adversely affected concerning their subjective 
ability to lose weight or control their eating behavior. Paradoxically, these 
individuals were more likely to disagree with the impact of genetics on future 
weight loss efforts than the β3AR-negative individuals. The findings of Harvey-
Berino et al. (2001) were confirmed by a study investigating 
hypercholesterolemia (FH). Receiving feedback of a genetic mutation that 
confirmed their diagnosis of FH did not reduce an individual’s perception of 
control over the condition, or their adherence to risk-reducing behaviors (Marteau 
et al., 2004). 
Even though Harvey-Berino et al. (2001) found no adverse effects concerning 
their obese participants’ subjective ability to lose weight or control their eating 
behavior after feedback of their genetic status, one has to take the following 
methodological issues into account: The sample size and, therefore, the statistical 
power was small (N = 30); participants were informed before beginning a weight 
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loss program; and feedback about the genetic mutation was quite subtle 
(“…which may play a role in excessive fat accumulation”, p. 1351). In the study 
of Marteau et al. (2004), participants were previously aware of the FH-diagnosis 
and it is likely that they consolidated appropriate risk-reducing behaviors before 
receiving feedback about the genetic predisposition. Hence, the current body of 
research about risk feedback suggests the use of a medium-risk feedback to alter 
health behaviors without risking adverse psychological effects (Frosch et al., 
2005). Condit and Parrott (2004) proved that lay participants estimated the level 
of risk associated with the terminology “has a family history of” as significantly 
lower as compared to the higher level of risk attributed when the terminology 
“has a gene that causes” is used. The feedback about a familial predisposition, 
rather than a monogenic form of a functionally relevant mutation, is hypothesized 
to have positive effects on obese individuals without adverse psychological 
effects. 
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2 Objectives and Hypotheses 
This chapter is a short overview of the aims, hypotheses, and employed methods 
of the three research manuscripts. All analyses of the manuscripts are based on 
the data of a nonclinical sample of obese individuals recruited for a genetic study 
run by the Medical and Psychological Department of the University of Marburg. 
The overall design of the study was longitudinal and aimed to evaluate a 
counseling approach using genetic information about obesity, suggesting 
divergent effects on individuals with a familial predisposition (at least one obese 
parent or sibling) and without a familial predisposition. Timing of assessment, 
information and consent forms, employed questionnaires and interviews are 
presented in Appendix A.1 to A.6. The two counseling approaches, with and 
without genetic information, are shown in Appendix A.7 and A.8. The figure in 
Appendix B.1 gives an overview of the sampling procedure. 
The initial assessment comprised a short questionnaire (Appendix A.3; 
medical and sociodemographic information, body silhouettes), the measurement 
of height and weight, and a blood test. After randomized allocation to control and 
two intervention groups, all participants were assessed through an obesity-
specific interview (Appendix A.5) and a selection of questionnaires (Appendix 
A.4) at baseline (time 1). After 6 months (time 2), participants were reassessed 
via telephone interviews (Appendix A.6) and mailed surveys. The control group 
did not receive consultation. Thus, the study comprised a 3 x 2 x 2 design (Group 
x Familial Predisposition x Assessment Time). 
Sociodemographic, weight-related, and medical variables as well as 
Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders III-Revised (DSM-III-R) 
diagnoses of the study sample (N = 351) are presented in Appendix B.2 to B.5. 
 
2.1 Objectives and Hypotheses of Manuscript I 
The goal of manuscript I was to present and validate a new scale called the 
Weight- and Body-Related Shame and Guilt Scale (WEB-SG). The relevance of 
measuring weight- and body-related shame and feelings of guilt for the 
understanding of obesity is diverse: First, weight-related feelings of shame and 
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guilt might be explanatory psychological factors for the phenomenon that only a 
subgroup of the obese population suffers from being overweight. Higher degrees 
of shame and/or guilt might be associated with higher levels of psychopathology, 
particularly body dissatisfaction, eating disturbance, and depressive symptoms as 
found in nonobese samples (Burney & Irwin, 2000; Frank, 1991; Jaeger et al., 
2002; Sanftner et al., 1995). On the contrary, levels of body dissatisfaction 
proved to be independent from BMI in both obese and nonobese samples (Sarwer 
et al., 1998). Second, weight-related shame and guilt feelings might have 
differing behavioral correlates which was already confirmed by studies about 
general guilt and shame (e.g., Tangney, 1996). Consequently, weight-related 
shame and guilt might have differing prognostic relevance to the outcome of 
future weight loss trials (Burk-Braxton, 1996; Byrne, 2002), most likely through 
behavioral correlates. For instance, obese individuals might stop exercising in 
public due to body shame. 
 The following hypotheses were formulated: (Ia) Weight- and body-related 
shame and guilt, as measured by the new scale, are related but distinct constructs. 
(Ib) The constructs shame and guilt, as measured by the new scale, are rather 
stable over time. (Ic) Weight-related shame and guilt, as measured by the new 
scale, are weakly associated to BMI. (Id) Weight- and body-related shame and 
guilt, as measured by the new scale, show different correlational patterns to other 
constructs, with body shame being strongly correlated with indices of 
psychopathology (depressive symptoms, low self-esteem), whereas weight-
related guilt is related to dietary restraint. 
 For the validation of the new measure, data of the assessment at baseline (time 
1) were analyzed (n = 331). Measured constructs included weight- and body-
related shame and guilt, distress about weight-related shame and guilt, shame and 
guilt about eating, body self-acceptance, depressive symptoms, self-esteem, 
dietary restraint, and rumination about being overweight. 
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2.2 Objectives and Hypotheses of Manuscript II 
The aim of manuscript II was to determine the longitudinal associations among 
weight- and body-related shame and guilt, weight-related coping responses, and 
weight change over 6 months. The way of coping with weight-related issues 
might have a significant impact on obese individuals’ well-being. Disengaging 
coping strategies seem to be positively related to psychological distress in obese 
individuals (Myers & Rosen, 1999; Rydén et al., 2001). Furthermore, specific 
coping responses seem to support long-term weight loss, whereas other coping 
strategies may be linked to emotional distress and relapse (Drapkin et al., 1995; 
Kayman et al., 1990). It was hypothesized that weight-related shame and guilt are 
mediating factors between distressing weight-related situations and the 
employment of coping strategies (Friedman et al., 2005). The basic idea is that 
the level of shame and guilt predicts the way of coping with weight-related 
situations. Research questions which arise are: What are typical distressing 
situations? Does the level of shame and guilt feelings predict future coping 
responses? Is the way of coping associated to future weight change? 
Hypotheses of the second manuscript are therefore: (IIa) Distressing situations 
are mostly of evaluative nature (negative evaluation by others or self) and (IIb) 
the distress about those situations is not associated to BMI but measures of 
weight-related shame and guilt. (IIc) Weight-related shame feelings predict 
disengaging coping strategies, whereas weight-related guilt feelings predict 
engaging coping responses. (IId) Engaging coping strategies are positively 
related to weight loss, whereas disengaging coping responses are positively 
related to weight gain (or at least no weight loss). 
 Longitudinal data of the control group were analyzed (n = 98). Measured 
constructs included weight-related guilt and shame, weight-related coping, 
relative weight change, dietary restraint, and depressive symptomatology. 
 
2.3 Objectives and Hypotheses of Manuscript III 
The aim of manuscript III was to test the effects of informing obese individuals 
about a gene-based explanation of obesity on the level of weight-related shame 
and guilt feelings and weight-related attitudes. The main hypothesis was that a 
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consultation focusing on genetic information influences the controllability 
dimension of weight regulation beliefs and, therefore, decreases self-blame about 
eating and leads to more realistic weight loss expectations.  
A consultation focusing on genetic factors might transmit the message that the 
heritability of body weight is high, and that losing weight long-term is even more 
difficult if an individual shows a familial predisposition to obesity. It was 
hypothesized that (IIIa) an obese individual informed about having a familial 
predisposition shows positive reactions that include a decrease in self-blame 
about eating and an adjustment to more realistic expectations concerning future 
weight loss attempts (control attribution to genes). (IIIb) Negative reactions 
might include feelings of hopelessness, more disengaging coping strategies as 
well as a decrease in engaging coping behaviors to deal with typical weight-
related situations. (IIIc) Further, the labeling as “genetically burdened” might 
also stigmatize the individual which might show in an increase in body shame. 
 For that purpose, longitudinal data (6-month follow-up) of the two 
intervention groups (n = 253) and the control group (n = 98) were analyzed. 
Measured constructs were attitudes about weight loss (likelihood and 
satisfaction), self-blame about eating, weight-related coping responses, and body 
shame.
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3 Manuscript I: Development of the Weight- and Body-Related 
Shame and Guilt Scale (WEB-SG) in a Nonclinical Sample of 
Obese Individuals 
3.1 Introduction 
The main goal of this study was to present a new measure of Weight- and 
Body-Related Shame and Guilt (WEB-SG) in obesity. Although obesity is not 
classified as a mental disorder, its negative effects on psychological well-being 
can be tremendous (Karlsson et al., 2003; Sarlio-Lähteenkorva, 2001). This 
may lead to increased rates of mental disorders in the obese population 
(Becker et al., 2001). In addition, the obese population is a heterogeneous 
group with regard to psychological well-being. Thus, despite higher rates of 
psychopathology, we still lack sound knowledge about the psychological 
mechanisms involved in dealing with obesity. Feelings of bodily shame and 
guilt about weight control attempts might mediate the link between obesity and 
psychopathology. The WEB-SG was developed in response to a perceived 
need for a short, easy-to-administer, self-report measure assessing the 
frequency of shame and guilt feelings related to obesity separately. A 
prevalence rate of approximately 20% in industrial countries (Lobstein & 
Frelut, 2003; Wyatt, 2003), a rising incidence (Flegal, Carroll, Kuczmarski, & 
Johnson, 1998), and the rather chronic character of obesity (Bray, 2004) 
underline the need to establish valid measures targeting factors crucial for 
psychological well-being in obesity. 
 
3.1.1 Why are Feelings of Guilt and Shame Common in the Obese 
Population? 
There are several reasons why feelings of bodily shame and guilt concerning 
weight control are common among obese individuals. First, obese individuals 
are still overtly or implicitly discriminated against (Puhl & Brownell, 2003). 
Western society is strongly influenced by a dietary spirit which implies that 
losing weight can be easily achieved, for example, in magazines or 
advertisements, which may increase the social pressure on obese individuals. 
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More important, obese individuals who receive negative feedback from others 
tend to attribute the feedback to their weight rather than to illegitimate 
prejudices of others (Crocker et al., 1993). This in turn might lead to feelings 
of inadequacy and retreat (Myers & Rosen, 1999). Second, failures of weight 
control attempts are mostly attributed internally by obese individuals (e.g., 
lack of willpower) rather than externally (e.g., specific aspects about diet), 
providing additional reasons for feelings of guilt and shame (Goodrick et al., 
1992; Jeffery et al., 1990). Third, expectations of obese individuals concerning 
treatment outcomes are rather high, with goal weights of 30% under their 
current weight (Foster, Wadden, Vogt et al., 1997). The latter reason is 
contrasted by longitudinal studies indicating poor weight loss maintenance 
after dietary treatments and a small chance of long-term reduction of 5% to 
10% of the initial weight (Anderson et al., 2001; Jeffery et al., 2000; Sarlio-
Lähteenkorva et al., 2000). Consequently, the discrepancy between weight loss 
expectations (e.g., 30% under initial weight) and long-term treatment 
outcomes heightens the likelihood of perceiving successful weight control 
attempts (5% to 10% under initial weight) as failures, which are mostly then 
attributed internally. Finally, feelings of ineffectiveness after perceived failure 
in weight control attempts might have a negative effect on future weight 
maintenance and/or relapse (Byrne, 2002), which in turn may increase feelings 
of guilt or shame about the inability to control weight. 
 
3.1.2 Why Measure Guilt and Shame in Obesity? 
Shame and guilt might have a prognostic relevance to the outcome of future 
weight loss trials. Burk-Braxton (1996) reported lowered weight-related self-
efficacy scores in overweight nonmaintainers compared to overweight 
maintainers and controls. In the same study, nonmaintainers were found to 
have the highest scores on measures of shame and guilt related to eating. 
Furthermore, shame and guilt might increase the risk of developing a clinically 
relevant Axis I disorder. For example, it is well known in eating disorder 
research that weight-related shame and guilt are strongly related to the severity 
of the symptomatology (Burney & Irwin, 2000; Frank, 1991; Sanftner et al., 
1995). 
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3.1.3 Why a New Measure? 
To our knowledge, there are three published scales tapping the constructs of 
weight-related shame and/or guilt. The shortest of these is a four-item scale 
called the Shame and Guilt Eating Scale (SG) by Frank (1990). Two items ask 
individuals to rate the level of guilt experienced when eating normally and 
overeating; the other two items assess individuals’ experience of shame 
feelings. Even though SG is a short and valid instrument, it assesses guilt and 
shame feelings only as they relate to eating and overeating, respectively, 
therefore neglecting, for example, bodily shame or guilt regarding not 
exercising. For this reason, the scale was insufficient for our purpose. Another 
scale is the Body Image Guilt and Shame Scale (BIGSS; Thompson, Dinnel, & 
Dill, 2003). This is a scale assessing proneness to shame and guilt in weight- 
and body-related scenarios that requires the respondent to make four ratings in 
response to each of 15 scenarios, thus altogether requiring 60 ratings. Despite 
good psychometric properties, BIGSS has certain shortcomings in relation to 
our purpose. First, the task of 60 ratings is neither an easy nor a quickly 
accomplished one. Second, BIGSS measures the proneness of experiencing 
feelings of guilt and shame rather than the perceived frequency of their actual 
occurrence. Because we aimed to assess frequency of occurrence, we needed a 
scale with more general items rather than specific scenarios to make sure that 
obese individuals potentially experience the item content in real life. For 
example, if the rating for the shame item in the second scenario of BIGSS 
(scenario: “Your partner expresses disappointment over your body”; shame 
item: “You would feel diminished in your image of yourself”) would be 
answered with “never,” then the frequency rating could be interpreted in two 
ways: first, the absence of shame feelings in this scenario, or second, the 
absence of a partner. The third measure is the Objectified Body Consciousness 
Scale developed by McKinley and Hyde (1996). It comprises three subscales, 
each consisting of eight items measuring surveillance, body shame, and 
appearance control. Since our aim was to assess guilt and shame aspects 
separately, the scale did not meet our criteria. 
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3.1.4 Theoretical Considerations 
Guilt and shame are closely related through the common basis of a perceived 
failure in regard to a specific standard or rule. However, the current 
conceptualizations of these self-conscious emotions have distinct 
characteristics and consequences (Lewis, 1993). Shame refers to a failure or 
shortcoming attributed to the global self as the object of evaluation. It is 
described as a highly negative emotional state accompanied by feelings of 
being exposed, worthless, or weak and manifests itself in the tendency to hide, 
disappear, or withdraw. Concerning guilt, the focus of the evaluation is on a 
specific behavior which led to a failure or shortcoming rather than on the 
individual itself. Remorse about the shown behavior is likely (but not 
inevitable) to elicit some corrective action to make up for the failure or 
shortcoming. In other words, shame applies to how one feels about oneself as a 
person and guilt applies to how one behaves. There is empirical evidence for 
the theoretical differentiation between shame and guilt. For example, self-
discrepancies, measured by differences in adjective ratings about ideal, ought, 
and actual self, were found to be related to shame-proneness rather than guilt-
proneness (Tangney et al., 1998). Moreover, individuals in the study of 
Tangney et al. (1996) rated shame experiences to be more intense and aversive 
than guilt. Measures of general shame were found to be related consistently to 
indixes of psychopathology (Andrews et al., 2002; Gee & Troop, 2003; 
Sanftner et al., 1995), whereas the empirical findings concerning general guilt 
are not as clear. Tangney et al. (1992) reported mostly nonsignificant 
correlations between psychopathological symptom reports and guilt residuals 
(the unique variance in guilt) of a scenario-based guilt measure, whereas 
Harder et al. (1992) stated that their adjective-checklist guilt measure was 
significantly associated with the Symptom Checklist-90-Revised (Derogatis, 
1994) global severity index (r = .45). To explain the contrary results, Ferguson 
and Crowley (1997) confirmed by means of a multimethod approach two 
distinct kinds of guilt – ruminative and nonruminative. Ferguson and Crowley 
suggested that ruminative guilt may occur if the behavioral transgression is left 
unresolved. Individuals are then likely to experience ongoing distress in the 
form of self-accusation. 
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 Despite distinctive features, it should be noted that both emotions are likely 
to co-occur, and overall reports of guilt and shame experiences in the same 
situations are rather high. For example, one can avoid exerting oneself 
physically in front of others because of bodily shame and feel guilty about not 
working out at the same time. 
Our main purpose of this study was to assess shame and guilt feelings 
separately in obese individuals and to investigate differing behavioral and 
emotional correlates of these emotions. Based on the preceding considerations, 
we defined the two constructs underlying the scale as the following: (a) shame 
concerning the body, figure, or weight in front of others or imagined others 
and (b) guilt concerning eating habits, exercising, and weight control. We 
chose a frequency rather than an intensity rating, as there is strong evidence 
that the frequency of affect has a stronger impact on a participant’s well-being 
than intensity (Diener, Sandvik, & Pavot, 1991). To avoid the influence of 
fluctuant behavioral changes (short-term diets or exercise) on the measurement 
of the frequency of guilt rather than shame feelings, we opted for a 6-month 
period in the scale instructions. 
In addition to the WEB-SG, we chose several collateral measures. To test 
convergent validity, we included two short scales measuring guilt and shame 
feelings (SG, SG-Distress). To examine discriminant validity of the WEB-SG 
subscales, we included measures for depressive symptoms, self-esteem, body 
self-acceptance, and dietary restraint. Depressive symptoms, lowered self-
esteem, and lowered body self-acceptance might be linked to shame because 
the current definition of shame includes the tendency to hide or disappear or 
feeling worthless. Restraint eating might be described as a consequence of 
guilt because it reflects a corrective action concerning weight. We included a 
measure of ruminative thoughts about being overweight to indicate the degree 
to which the Guilt subscale of the WEB-SG refers to ruminative or 
nonruminative guilt. Ruminative guilt reflects perseveration about repeated but 
not successful attempts at reparation, repetitive thoughts about transgressions, 
and feelings that no atonement for the misdeed would ever be sufficient. 
Nonruminative guilt refers to reparation or atonement, which implies a 
possible behavioral correction of the transgression (e.g., dieting). 
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3.2 Method 
3.2.1 Item Generation and Reduction 
Four experienced clinical professionals (including the author and the first three 
co-authors) created altogether 20 items possible for inclusion in the WEB-SG, 
10 items referring to each − guilt or shame. We distributed this initial item 
pool to 15 experienced psychologists with the instruction to rate each item on a 
5-point scale ranging from 1 (not at all) to 5 (completely) concerning its 
appropriateness to measure the assumed construct. That is, shame items were 
rated concerning their appropriateness to measure the shame construct, guilt 
items concerning their appropriateness to measure the guilt construct. Item 
selection was based on the criteria of a mean expert rating above 4. Finally, a 
scale of 12 items was determined with 6 items assessing body shame and 
another 6 items assessing guilt concerning weight control. Both subscales were 
intended to be equal in length. In the instructions, we asked participants to rate 
how often they experienced feelings of guilt and/or shame in the last 6 months 
on a 5-point scale (0 = never, 1 = rarely, 2 = sometimes, 3 = often, 4 = always). 
 
3.2.2 Procedure 
Since the World Health Organization (WHO) has defined obesity as a body 
mass index (BMI) ≥ 30 kg/m2 (WHO, 2000), we recruited individuals with a 
minimum BMI of 30 through press releases, posters, and collaboration with 
general practitioners to take part in a study evaluating a new counseling 
approach regarding genetic factors in obesity. Written informed consent was 
obtained from each individual. Height and weight were assessed by medical 
staff either in general practice or at our laboratory. All participants provided 
demographic information and received €10 incentive for their initial 
participation. We randomly contacted half of the individuals to participate in 
further studies (study sample). Exclusion criteria consisted of the inability to 
speak and read German; age of under 18 or above 70 years; and evidence of 
major sensory, cognitive, or communication deficits. The baseline survey 
comprised of a questionnaire package, a psychiatric diagnostic interview, and 
an interview tapping relevant information about obesity. For a subsample of 
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participants (n = 112), we administered the same measures again after a 6-
month period without any intervention during that time. The latter sample was 
used to determine retest reliability. 
 
3.2.3 Participants 
Of the randomly contacted individuals, a total of 331 agreed to participate in 
further studies which yields a dropout rate of 18.7%. Two thirds of the 
participants were female (68.9%). The mean age of participants was 45.50 
years (SD = 13.28; range = 18–70). The mean BMI was 36 (SD = 5.18; range 
= 30–63). Table 3.1 provides an overview of demographic data of all 
respondents who took part in the study. Educational level has been 
conceptualized according to the standards of the Health Report for Germany 
(Statistisches Bundesamt, 1998), which combine school education indicators 
and occupational training indicators. In this report, school qualification was 
divided, along the lines of the German school system, into three categories 
(low = 9 years of schooling; medium = 10 years of schooling; high = 13 years 
of schooling). When compared to the distribution of the German population 
(Statistisches Bundesamt, 2005), the distribution of the level of education for 
our sample did not suggest any selection bias. Follow-up data for the retest-
reliability estimation (no intervention sample) was available from 98 
participants (attrition rate = 12.5%). 
 
3.2.4 Measures 
In addition to the WEB-SG scale, we administered the following measures: 
 Distress about shame and guilt feelings (Distress-SG). As part of a short 
structured interview, we assessed Distress-SG by three items asking 
participants whether they experienced feelings of guilt or shame concerning 
eating, their body/figure, or exercise/physical strain (e.g., “Do you know 
feelings of guilt or shame concerning eating?”). If answering Yes, we asked 
participants to rate on a 4-point scale ranging from 1 (never) to 4 (always) how 
often these feelings were very distressing for them. We calculated a total score 
for each participant by summing up the distress ratings of positively answered 
questions. 
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 Shame and guilt concerning eating. As described previously, the SG by 
Frank (1990) comprises four items which assess guilt and shame concerning 
normal eating and overeating (e.g., “When I overeat, I feel that I am doing 
something wrong”; scale ranging from 1, never, to 5, always). Even though the 
guilt and shame subscales were moderately to strongly correlated in our 
sample (Spearman-Rho, r = .56, p < .001), we used subscale scores as well as 
sum scores of the SG. 
 Body self-acceptance. We administered the subscale Body Self-acceptance. 
This forms part of the Frankfurt Body Image Scale (Deusinger, 1998) and 
measures attitudes towards aesthetical aspects of the body. The subscale 
comprises six items (e.g., “I am pleased with my appearance”) that were 
administered with a 6-point scale ranging from 1 (strongly disagree) to 6 
(strongly agree). It discriminated well between obese and normal individuals 
(Deusinger, 1998). 
 Depressive symptoms. The Center for Epidemiological Studies Depression 
Scale − Short Form (CES-D-S) is a widely used, well-validated measure of 
depression appropriate for both clinical and nonclinical populations (Radloff, 
1977). The scale consists of 15 items, each rated on a 4-point scale ranging 
from 0 (rarely) to 3 (most of the time). Hautzinger and Bailer (1993) reported 
good reliability and validity for the German version. Concerning the detection 
of individuals with clinically relevant depression scores, the CES-D-S showed 
high correspondence (97%) compared to the CES-D long form. 
 Self-esteem. We measured self-esteem using the German adaptation of the 
Rosenberg Self Esteem Scale (Ferring & Filipp, 1996). The German scale was 
tested by Ferring and Filipp (1996) in three different samples that yielded 
satisfactory reliability and validity indices. Stability was high, which 
underscores the trait character of the construct in measure. In this study, we 
administered the 10 items with a 4-point scale ranging from 0 (strongly 
disagree) to 3 (strongly agree). 
 Dietary restraint. To measure the degree of our participants’ dietary 
restraint, we used the Restraint scale of the Dutch Eating Behavior 
Questionnaire (DEBQ-R) (Van Strien, Frijters, Bergers, & Defares, 1986). The 
scale comprises 10 items describing intentions to restrict food intake for 
weight reasons. Its psychometric properties are discussed elsewhere (Van 
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Strien et al., 1986). In a study conducted by Laessle, Tuschl, Kotthaus, and 
Pirke (1989), the scale proved to measure the actual restriction of food intake 
rather than the drive to be thin. In this study, items operated with a 5-point 
scale ranging from 1 (never) through 3 (sometimes) to 5 (always). 
 Rumination about being overweight. To identify whether our guilt subscale 
measures adaptive or maladaptive guilt feelings, we assessed rumination about 
being overweight with a short 4-item scale developed for this study (“I can’t 
think of anything else than being overweight”; “Worries about my weight 
block my thoughts”; “The thoughts about being overweight do not leave my 
mind”; “I often brood about my weight”). The targeted construct is best 
described as the distressing preoccupation with one’s weight. The scale was 
administered with a 6-point scale ranging from 1 (strongly disagree) to 6 
(strongly agree). 
 
3.2.5 Statistical Analyses 
Means, standard deviations, and corrected item-total correlations were 
computed using ITAMIS-PC (Diehl & Staufenbiel, 2002), which is a small but 
powerful program designed for psychometric analysis. Cronbach’s (1951) 
alphas and mean item-item correlations were computed to test the internal 
consistency of the scale and its subscales. To study the factor structure of the 
WEB-SG, we used exploratory factor analysis (EFA) as well as confirmatory 
factor analysis (CFA). For that purpose, we divided the total sample randomly 
into two subsamples (n1 = 166; n2 = 165). First, we employed MINRES 
(MINimum RESiduals) EFA (n1 = 166). MINRES is based on the direct 
minimization of least squares and is known to be robust concerning any 
distributional assumptions (Jöreskog, 2003). In addition to the oblique rotation 
(promax), we included the orthogonal rotation (varimax) for an easier 
interpretation of the factorial structure. Second, we conducted maximum 
likelihood CFA using LISREL Version 8.54 (Jöreskog & Sörbom, 2003) 
(n2 = 165). The tested models included (a) a two-factor model with correlated 
factors and (b) a single-factor model with all items loading on one factor. The 
correlation matrix was employed. Beside the minimum fit function chi-square 
value, we employed the root mean square error of approximation (RMSEA; 
Steiger, 1990), the standardized root mean square residual (SRMR; Jöreskog & 
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Sörbom, 1981), and the comparative fit index (CFI; Bentler, 1990). The SRMR 
is defined as the square root of the mean of the squared standardized residuals 
and describes the average discrepancy between the observed and the expected 
correlations across all parameter estimates, whereas the RMSEA is a 
population-based index estimating the lack of fit of the model to the population 
covariance matrix (Schermelleh-Engel, Moosbrugger, & Müller, 2003). An 
RMSEA of .08 should not be exceeded (Jöreskog, 1993). For the RMSEA, we 
reported 90% confidence intervals (CI90). Concerning the SRMR, a value not 
greater than .10 is considered to indicate good fit. Concerning model 
comparison, the CFI is often used in small samples since it avoids 
underestimation of good fit. Values range between 0 and 1. A value above .96 
is indicative of good fit (Schermelleh-Engel et al., 2003). To compare the 
factor structure of women and men, we calculated the coefficient of 
congruency (FC; Gebhardt, 1967) and an inferential test statistic w (Shakun, 
Maguire, & Hakistan, 1976). An FC value above .95 is considered to indicate 
high congruency of factor structures. A test statistic w smaller than a critical 
value (wp<.05 = .254) indicated no significant differences in factor structures. 
 To estimate the incremental validity of our measure, hierarchical regression 
analyses were calculated. We did not report standardized betas, as multi-




3.3.1 Factor Structure 
EFA (MINRES) revealed two factors accounting for 32.3% and 27.5% of the 
variance in the WEB-SG responses, respectively (Table 3.2). A clear pattern of 
two subscales was visible in the item loadings of the orthogonal rotation 
(varimax). Item numbers 2, 4, 6, 7, 10, and 12 showed high loadings on the 
first factor (Shame subscale), whereas item numbers 1, 3, 5, 8, 9, and 11 
showed high loadings on the second factor (Guilt subscale). On a theoretical 
basis, we expected the two subscales to be moderately correlated. For that 
reason, we conducted an additional oblique rotation (promax) to assess the 
degree of factor intercorrelation. This was calculated to be .64. 
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 Maximum Likelihood CFA confirmed the two-factor solution. Concerning 
the two-factor model, we allowed each set of six WEB-SG items (first set: 2, 
4, 6, 7, 10, 12; second set: 1, 3, 5, 8, 9, 11) to load freely on a single factor. We 
freely estimated the correlation between the two latent factors (φ = .70). 
Minimum fit function chi-square for the two-factor model was 142.87 
(df = 53), p < .001; RMSEA (CI90) = .08 to .12; SRMS = .05; CFI = .97. 
Because all items showed rather high loadings (.33–.91) on the first factor in 
the unrotated factor solution of the EFA, we also tested a single-factor model. 
Minimum fit function chi-square for the single-factor model was 310.77 
(df = 54), p < .001; RMSEA (CI90) = .17 to.21; SRMS = .10; CFI = .91. The 
decrement in fit associated with the one-factor model was significant, χ2(1) = 
310.77 – 142.87 = 167.9, p < .05. Table 3.2 gives an overview of the factor 
analytic results. 
 
3.3.2 Psychometric Properties of the Items and Subscales 
Table 3.3 shows item means, standard deviations, and corrected item-total 
correlations computed in relation to their 6-item subscale. All item means 
ranged between 1.2 and 2.7 with standard deviations close to 1 (item scoring: 0 
= never, 1 = rarely, 2 = sometimes, 3 = often, 4 = always). All item-total 
correlations reached values above .50. Subscale means were satisfactorily 
close to the midpoint 12 of the scale (Mshame = 10.69, SD = 6.66; Mguilt = 13.84, 
SD = 5.15). The mean item-item correlation for the Shame subscale (.69) was 
higher compared to the Guilt subscale (.52). Alpha coefficients (Cronbach’s 
alpha) were excellent for both subscales (αShame = .92; αGuilt = .87). 
Kolmogorov-Smirnov tests of the distributions of scores indicated that the 
Guilt subscale scores were normally distributed (skew = −.09; kurtosis = −.36), 
but this was not the case for the Shame subscale scores (skew = .26; kurtosis = 
−.90). Spearman intercorrelation of the subscale scores (rShame x Guilt) was .64, 
which indicated related but not redundant subscales. 
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3.3.3 Test-Retest Reliability 
We examined the temporal stability of the WEB-SG by calculating intraclass 
correlation (ICC) indexes (two-way, mixed). Of the consecutively assessed 
participants, 98 completed the follow-up survey 6 months after the baseline 
survey (no intervention) with an attrition rate of 12.5%. The ICC of the Shame 
and Guilt subscale reached .79 and .72, respectively. We also checked for 
differences in subscale scores between Time 1 (T1) and Time 2 (T2) by means 
of t tests, which showed no significant differences: MShame, T1 = 11.38; MShame, 
T2 = 10.58; tShame(97) = −1.27, p > .20, d = .13; MGuilt, T1 = 14.39; MGuilt, T2 = 
13.49; tGuilt(97) = −1.65, p > .10, d = .17. 
 
3.3.4 WEB-SG, BMI and Demographic Variables 
Significantly higher means for women were evidenced for both the Guilt 
subscale (Mwomen = 14.71; Mmen = 11.83); t(329) = 4.87, p < .001; d = .58, and 
the Shame subscale (Mwomen = 12.43; Mmen = 6.85); t(329) = 7.93, p < .001, 
d =.94. For the t test performed with the Shame subscale, equal variances were 
not assumed based on Levene’s test (M. B. Brown & Forsythe, 1974) for 
equality of variances. High internal consistency estimates were found on the 
Shame and Guilt subscale for both women (αShame = .91; αGuilt = .86) and men 
(αShame = .92; αGuilt = .86). An EFA performed separately for women and men 
indicated similar factor structures with the factors accounting for 64.4% and 
66.7% of the variance, respectively. The FC value reached .98, and the factor 
structures did not differ significantly (w = .11). 
Product-moment correlation between participants’ age and the Shame 
subscale scores was significant, although effect size was small (r = −.18, p < 
.01), whereas the product-moment correlation between age and the Guilt 
subscale scores was not significant (r = −.08, p > .15). Visual examination of 
the scatterplot did not suggest any nonlinear relationship between these 
variables. There was a small but significant correlation between the 
participants’ BMI and shame (r = .21, p < .01) but not with guilt (r = .10, p > 
.05). With regard to educational level, analyses of variance did not yield any 
significant group mean differences on either subscale: WEB-Shame, F(2, 328) 
= 1.27, p > .20, η2 = .009; WEB-Guilt, F(2, 328) = 1.03, p > .30, η2 = .007. 
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3.3.5 Incremental Validity 
We separately conducted a series of linear regression analyses to predict 
collateral measure scores from guilt- and shame-related scales (Table 3.4). We 
used hierarchical regression procedures entering the SG-Shame or SG-Guilt 
subscale first and in a second step, the WEB-Shame or WEB-Guilt subscale. 
We did not include Distress-SG, as the scale did not assess guilt and shame 
feelings separately. Entering WEB-Shame in the second step, we observed 
significant changes in R2 for most regressions, such as body self-acceptance 
(+.19), depressive symptoms (+.09), self-esteem (+.06), and rumination (+.09). 
The only exception was dietary restraint, of which zero variance could be 
explained by both shame subscales. We observed a similar pattern when 
considering WEB-Guilt, although the total amount of variance as well as the 
changes in R2 were smaller for body self-acceptance (+.13), depressive 
symptoms (+.07), and self-esteem (+.03). For rumination, the change in R2 
reached .12 by entering WEB-Guilt, but the total amount of explained variance 
did not exceed the level reached by the Shame subscales. Again, restraint 
eating was the exception, as no further variance could be explained by entering 
WEB-Guilt. 
 
3.3.6 Discriminant Validity of the WEB-SG Subscales 
To examine separate and independent associations, we present Pearson 
correlations between the WEB-Shame and WEB-Guilt subscale with collateral 
measures (Table 3.5). Substantial associations of both subscales with all 
collateral measures could be observed except for dietary restraint. The 
correlations with body self-acceptance and self-esteem were negative, as both 
measures tap the presence rather than the absence of the construct in measure. 
Overall, the differences in Pearson correlations between subscales were not 
remarkable. After conducting t tests for dependent correlations (two sided; α = 
.05), the differences between correlations for the Shame and Guilt subscales 
were significant for SG-Guilt (.42 < .63) and self-esteem (−.50 > −.35). To 
account for the common variance between the subscales, we calculated partial 
correlations where WEB-Guilt was factored out of WEB-Shame and vice 
versa. In contrast to the Pearson correlations, a distinct pattern of associations 
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was visible after factoring out WEB-Shame or WEB-Guilt, respectively. As 
expected, the WEB-Shame remained substantially associated to SG-Shame, 
Distress-SG, body self-acceptance, depressive symptoms, self-esteem, and 
ruminative thoughts about being overweight. After controlling for the variance 
of WEB-Shame, the WEB-Guilt subscale still showed substantial correlations 
with SG-Guilt and rumination about being overweight. The relations to SG-
Shame, Distress-SG and body self-acceptance remained significant but did not 
exceed a coefficient of .25. Again, it was surprising that dietary restraint 
showed no significant association to either of the subscales. In particular, we 
had expected WEB-Guilt to be associated with the behavioral tendency to 
restrain one’s diet. 
 
3.4 Discussion 
In this article, we describe the development and validation of a 12-item 
measure for body shame and guilt concerning weight control. It was developed 
in response to a perceived need for a short, easy-to-administer, self-report 
measure assessing the frequency of shame and guilt feelings as they separately 
relate to obesity. The results of the study indicate that the WEB-SG is a 
psychometrically sound, reliable, and valid instrument for measuring the 
frequency of feelings of body shame and guilt concerning weight control in a 
sample of obese individuals. The subscales were found to have excellent 
internal consistencies, corrected item-total correlations, and well-distributed 
item means. The results of the factor analyses of the responses confirmed the 
two-factor conceptualization of the scale and reproduced the theoretically 
derived item sets to measure body shame and guilt concerning weight control. 
The moderate intercorrelation of the shame and guilt subscale scores as 
measured by WEB-SG (r = .64) were comparable to those of other studies 
using different measures like SG (r = .75; Burney & Irwin, 2000) or BIG-SS 
(r = .59; Thompson et al., 2003). This points to the interpretation of a 
population-based value rather than a coefficient resulting from the sample or 
measure in use. 
The 6-month test-retest reliability of both subscale responses calculated by 
employing ICC showed consistency over time. The consistency in responding 
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was not surprising given that the instructional set for the WEB-SG focuses on 
a 6-month window. Therefore, the shame and guilt reactions to body weight 
measured by the WEB-SG may be interpreted as being consistent over time 
given that the person’s situational contexts do not change. Kocherscheidt, 
Fiedler, Kronmüller, Backenstraß, and Mundt (2002) came to the same 
conclusion with general shame and guilt. We expected body shame to be more 
stable across time than guilt feelings because theoretically, body shame is 
linked more strongly to self-esteem. In contrast, guilt focuses on behavioral, 
more variable shortcomings. Surprisingly, the ICC of both the shame (.76) and 
guilt (.72) responses were almost equally high. 
Body shame and guilt concerning weight control were found to be only 
weakly associated to BMI, gender, or age in our study. Starting with the BMI, 
participants reported a varying frequency of guilt and shame feelings 
concerning their weight almost independently of the level of obesity. This is an 
important finding, as the emotional burden of obesity might be independent of 
the actual weight. However, we investigated on a limited range of BMI (> 30), 
and therefore, variance might be limited in our sample. Concerning gender, 
women reported slightly more frequent weight- and body-related feelings of 
shame and guilt. This result was also found in other studies measuring general 
shame and guilt (Gross & Hansen, 2000; Lutwak & Ferrari, 1996). Women 
might experience higher levels of social pressure to be thin than men. Gross 
and Hansen (2000) explained the gender difference with the notion that 
women tend to value interpersonal relationships more than men as a result of 
their socialization and are therefore more prone to the interpersonal experience 
of shame. Moreover, men seem to estimate their implicit weight identity as 
lighter than their actual weight status (Grover, Keel, & Mitchel, 2002) and 
might feel less ashamed even if weight status is the same as compared to a 
female counterpart. In our sample, we found shame scores were inversely 
related to age (r = −.18), which might be explained by the finding that elderly 
individuals tend to rate their general emotional well-being more positively than 
younger individuals (Clarke, Marshall, Ryff, & Rosenthal, 2000). Furthermore, 
younger individuals might experience more normative pressure concerning 
their body appearance compared to older individuals. We could not find any 
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significant differences on subscale scores between different educational levels. 
Therefore, education does not seem to have any influence on the self-report in 
the case of the WEB-SG. 
Incremental validity was evidenced by examining the relationship between 
the two subscales and collateral measures employing stepwise hierarchical 
regression analysis. First, results indicate that the WEB-SG subscales provided 
greater predictiveness over the existing SG subscales for most collateral 
measures, particularly for body self-acceptance, depressive symptoms, and 
ruminative thoughts. This result most likely stems from the fact that our 
measure covers broader concepts of guilt and shame compared to the SG. 
Second, it is noteworthy that in our sample, the WEB-SG subscales failed to 
account for a significant amount of explained variance of dietary restraint. In 
particular, we had expected the WEB-Guilt subscale to be substantially 
associated with dietary restraint because theoretically, dietary restraint is 
supposed to be a guilt-inherent corrective action in obese individuals. The 
latter result could be interpreted in two ways: (a) that either the frequency of 
experienced body shame and guilt concerning weight control reported by 
obese individuals is independent of the reported calorie restriction or (b) that 
the WEB-SG subscales simply failed to tap the corrective action of restricting 
one’s diet. In contrast to normal weight samples where the relationship 
between guilt and shame about eating and eating disturbance could be 
evidenced (Burney & Irwin, 2000; Frank, 1991), the results of our study did 
not identify such an association in an obese sample. This was in spite of our 
measure including three items tapping guilt about eating. Regarding the first 
interpretation (a), some obese individuals might experience shame or guilt 
feelings about their body and their eating without necessarily reducing their 
calorie consumption. Instead, they may choose other coping strategies such as 
social withdrawal (Puhl & Brownell, 2003), constant self-criticism or 
ruminative thoughts about the unresolved behavioral transgression. Third, the 
results of the Pearson and partial correlations were consistent with previous 
research that has suggested shame to be related to indixes of psychopathology 
(Gee & Troop, 2003; Sanftner et al., 1995; Tangney et al., 1992), that has 
supported the self-destructive effects of shame feelings as proposed by Lewis 
(1993). Regarding the WEB-Guilt subscale, results clearly showed that the 
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subscale refers to potentially maladaptive aspects of guilt such as ruminative 
and intrusive thoughts about being overweight. Following the distinction of 
Ferguson and Crowley (1997), guilt as measured by the WEB-SG may partly 
be considered ruminative. 
An advantage of the WEB-SG is that it provides a possible differentiation 
between behavioral and emotional consequences associated with weight- and 
body-related guilt and shame. Future studies addressing specific consequences 
of the two emotions are feasible. For example, shame and guilt feelings might 
have diverse predictive effects on weight loss and/or psychological well-being. 
Shame might be more predictive of mental health problems, whereas guilt 
might be linked to weight loss trials. Furthermore, the developmental sequence 
of obesity, body shame, and guilt concerning weight control warrants further 
empirical scrutiny. Body shame might be a cause of guilt feelings and 
reparative action, whereas being overweight itself might be a trigger for body 
shame in a subsample of obese individuals. The results of the current study 
indicate that subgroups might exist with different developmental sequences 
concerning the discussed variables because only some participants felt shame 
about their body. The identification of these subgroups would have practical 
implications for the therapy of obese individuals. That is, with regard to 
obesity, body shame could emerge as a more important consideration than 
weight-related guilt. Again, this issue needs further investigation. 
Although the use of self-report measures is recommended for assessing 
emotional states, they only provide information about conscious and recalled 
experiences of past shame and guilt feelings. One may argue that a strength of 
the study is the employment of an interview in addition to the questionnaire. 
Even though we had a considerably diversified and large sample, we have to 
take self-selection into account. Participant acquisition of individuals may 
have been biased by monetary incentives or the willingness to take part in a 
study run by a psychological department. Additionally, the BMI was defined 
to be above 30; thus, variance may have been limited. Further replication and 
cross-validation of these findings in other samples, particularly in clinical 
samples, is needed. Furthermore, the results are only correlational in nature so 
that no conclusions regarding causality or the developmental sequence of 
shame and guilt in obese individuals can be drawn. Finally, we note that our 
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study used the German version of the WEB-SG. The English translation may 
yield different psychometric properties due to cultural and language 
differences. 
In conclusion, the WEB-SG is a brief, psychometrically sound measure for 
assessing body shame and guilt concerning weight control in obese 
individuals. It was a reliable measure, showed good convergent validity, and 
the guilt and shame subscales display discriminant correlational patterns to 
other scales. The scale could be useful for researchers or clinical practitioners 
to scrutinize diverse effects of body shame and guilt concerning weight control 
measured by the WEB-SG. Further research is needed regarding discriminative 
validity and the utility of the measure in clinical settings. 
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3.6 Tables 
Table 3.1 
Demographics of the Respondents 
Demographic  
Female (%) 68.9 
Mean age (SD) 45.50 (13.28) 
Mean BMI (SD) 36.07 (5.18) 
Living with partner (%) 71.1 




Note. N = 331. BMI = body mass index. 
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Table 3.2 
Factor Loadings for EFA and CFA of the WEB-SG Items 
 MINRES EFA  (n = 166)   ML CFA  (n = 165) 
 Varimax Promax  
Item Factor 1 Factor 2 Factor 1 Factor 2 Com Factor 1 Factor 2 
2 .82 .26 .95 -.07 .74 .94 - 
4 .84 .30 .90 .02 .79 .93 - 
6 .88 .25 .90 -.01 .83 .91 - 
7 .67 .32 .59 .18 .56 .80 - 
10 .61 .34 .45 .28 .49 .70 - 
12 .60 .40 .40 .37 .52 .74 - 
1 .40 .78 .05 .85 .76 - .75 
3 .36 .76 -.01 .86 .71 - .74 
5 .25 .60 -.02 .66 .42 - .64 
8 .16 .57 -.07 .62 .36 - .68 
9 .24 .78 -.06 .81 .66 - .82 
11 .36 .48 .25 .40 .36 - .70 
Eigenvalues 3.88 3.3      
% explained 
variance 32.3 27.5   59.8   
Note. EFA = explanatory factor analysis; CFA = confirmatory factor analysis; WEB-SG = Weight- and Body-
Related Shame and Guilt Scale; MINRES EFA = minimum residual EFA; ML CFA = maximum likelihood CFA; 
Com = Communalities of the MINRES EFA. Item numbers indicate the presented order. 
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Table 3.3 
Means, Standard Deviations, and Corrected Item-Total Correlations of the WEB-SG 
Item  M SD rit-c 
 Shame subscale    
2 
 
When I am in a situation where others can see my 
body (e.g., pool, changing room), I feel ashamed.  2.21 1.29 .83 
4 
 
The appearance of my body is embarrassing for me in 
front of others. 2.05 1.26 .85 
6 
 
When I think of the possibility that others can see my 
naked body, I would rather hide somewhere. 1.92 1.39 .86 
7 
 
I am ashamed of myself when others get to know how 
much I really weigh. 2.10 1.42 .75 
10 
 
I avoid exerting myself physically in front of others 
since I feel embarrassed. 1.21 1.14 .70 
12 
 
Since the size of my clothes is embarrassing for me, I 
would rather avoid shopping for new clothes. 1.21 1.29 .72 
 Guilt subscale    
1 
 
When I have eaten more than I want, I experience 
feelings of guilt. 2.14 1.22 .73 
3 
 
When I eat fattening food (e.g., tarts), I get distressed 
by the feeling that I did something wrong. 1.92 1.19 .73 
5 
 
When I can’t manage to work out physically, I feel 
guilty. 1.98 1.11 .60 
8 
 When I can’t get a grip on my weight, I blame myself. 2.66 1.03 .57 
9 
 
I blame myself when I break a good resolution 
concerning my eating. 2.43 1.09 .75 
11 
 
When I watch myself in the mirror, I feel guilty and 
decide to do more for my figure. 2.69 1.01 .59 
Note. N = 331. WEB-SG = Weight- and Body-Related Shame and Guilt Scale; rit-c = corrected 
item-total correlation computed in relation to its 6-item subscale. Item numbers indicate 
presented order. Original version was presented in German language. Item scoring: 0 = never, 
1 = rarely, 2 = sometimes, 3 = often, 4 = always. The German version may be obtained from 
M. Conradt. 
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Table 3.4 
R2 Change in Hierarchical Regression Analyses Predicting Collateral Measure Scores 





SG-Shame .21** .15** .23** .00 .42** 
WEB-Shame .19** .09** .06** .00 .09** 
Total variance .40 .24 .29 .00 .51 
Analysis 2      
SG-Guilt .16** .07** .12** .06** .27** 
WEB-Guilt .13** .07** .03* .00 .12** 
Total variance .29 .14 .15 .06 .39 
Note. N = 327. SG-Shame and SG-Guilt = Shame and Guilt Eating subscales; WEB-Shame and 
WEB-Guilt = Weight- and Body-Related Shame and Guilt subscales. 
* p < .01. ** p < .001. 
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Table 3.5  
Pearson and Partial Correlations for the WEB-SG Subscales to Indixes of Psychopathology 
 Pearson Partial correlations: Residuals 
Subscale Shame Guilt Shame Guilt 
SG-Shame   .64*   .55*   .44*   .24* 
SG-Guilt   .42*a   .63*   .02   .52* 
Distress-SG   .69*   .59*   .51*   .25* 
Body self-
acceptance −.63* −.54* −.45*
 −.22* 
Depressive 
symptoms   .48*   .37*   .35*
   .08 
Self-esteem −.50*a −.35* −.40* −.04 
Dietary restraint   .07   .15 −.04   .14 
Rumination   .65*   .60*   .43*   .30* 
Note. N varied from 327 to 331. WEB-SG = Weight- and Body-Related Shame and Guilt Scale; 
SG = Shame and Guilt Eating Scale; SG-Shame = SG Shame subscale; SG-Guilt = SG Guilt 
subscale; Distress-SG = Distress about shame and guilt feelings measured by the interview. 
a t tests for dependent correlations indicate significant differences between the correlations for 
the shame and guilt subscales; p < .05 two-sided. 
* p < .001 with Bonferroni correction. 
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4 Manuscript II: Who Copes Well? Obesity-Related Coping and Its 
Associations With Shame, Guilt, and Weight Loss 
4.1 Introduction 
The aim of this longitudinal study was to determine the associations among 
weight-related coping responses, weight- and body-related shame and guilt 
feelings, and weight change over 6 months in a nonclinical sample of obese 
individuals. Obesity is a physiological and psychological burden for the 
individuals who suffer from it. In comparison to unemployed long-term sick 
leave patients, obese individuals estimated their weight situation as more 
difficult to handle (Nilsson et al., 1997). In obesity research, little information 
has been gathered about the psychological mechanisms involved in coping 
with obesity – related either to weight management (Byrne, 2002) or to 
emotional well-being (Doll et al., 2000). The way of coping with weight-
related issues might have a great impact on obese individuals’ general well-
being. In this study, the authors hypothesized that weight-related guilt and 
shame feelings could be prospective predictors of coping responses in obesity. 
 
4.1.1 Weight-Related Coping and Emotional Well-Being 
Disengaging coping strategies seem to be positively related to psychological 
distress. Myers and Rosen (1999) found that the frequency of experienced 
stigmatization was positively associated with the frequency of coping attempts 
(r = .61) in a sample of obese individuals. Furthermore, disengaging coping 
strategies (negative self-talk, crying/isolating, avoiding/leaving situation) were 
significantly associated with measures of negative psychological adjustment, 
even after controlling for the variance of body weight. In a study by Rydén et 
al. (2001), the disengaging coping strategy “wishful thinking” was 
significantly associated with helplessness and intrusion (impact of obese state 
on one’s life), whereas engaging strategies like “social trust” and “fighting 
spirit” were negatively related to the two distress factors. 
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4.1.2 Weight-Related Coping and Weight Change 
Specific coping responses seem to support long-term weight loss, whereas 
other coping strategies may be linked to emotional distress and relapse. 
Kayman, Bruvold, and Stern (1990) compared coping responses to troubling 
issues, events, or situations, between weight relapsers, weight maintainers, and 
individuals of a control group. Relapsers reported significantly more 
disengaging strategies (escape-avoidance) than maintainers and individuals of 
the control group. On the other hand, maintainers and control group 
individuals reported significantly more engaging coping strategies like 
problem solving/confronting and seeking social support. In another study, 
Drapkin, Wing, and Shiffman (1995) investigated the ability to generate 
coping responses to hypothetical high risk situations. Hypothetical situations 
were, for example, eating while watching TV or eating at family mealtime 
celebrations. The authors found that the ability to generate engaging coping 
responses at baseline was a predictor of weight loss after 12 months. 
 
4.1.3 Weight-Related Shame- and Guilt-Based Reactions 
Weight-related feelings of shame and guilt could be crucial factors for coping 
responses in obesity. In current conceptualizations (Lewis, 1993), shame is 
described as a highly negative emotional state accompanied by feelings of 
being exposed or worthless. Shame elicits the behavioral tendency to hide, 
disengage, or withdraw. Guilt is characterized as less distressing than shame 
(Tangney et al., 1996), and it is likely to elicit some corrective action after a 
failure or a behavioral transgression. Regarding obesity, weight-related shame 
might elicit a more disengaging coping response including self-criticism, 
social withdrawal, and problem avoidance. Therefore, weight-related shame 
might have a significant impact on the emotional well-being of obese 
individuals. In contrast, weight-related guilt might elicit more engaging, 
corrective coping responses. These might include problem solving and weight 
control behaviors such as a change of eating habits. Engaging coping 
responses are more likely to predict weight change (Drapkin et al., 1995; 
Kayman et al., 1990). 
 Empirical evidence points to the validity of shame- and guilt-based 
reactions in obesity. A primary source for shame feelings in obesity is social 
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discrimination (Puhl & Brownell, 2003). Weight-based stigmatization is a 
common experience for obese individuals and a well-known source for 
psychological distress (Friedman et al., 2005; Kolotkin, Crosby, Kosloski, & 
Williams, 2001; Myers & Rosen, 1999). The more frequently stigmatizing 
experiences occur, the greater the reported distress; namely, depressiveness, 
general psychiatric symptoms, body image disturbance, and lowered self-
esteem (Friedman et al., 2005; Myers & Rosen, 1999). Friedman et al. (2005) 
hypothesized that stigmatizing experiences might serve as a trigger for a body 
shame response in a subgroup of obese individuals. As a consequence, obese 
individuals who are prone to feel shame might feel worthless and tend to 
withdraw from society. 
 Sources for guilt might be transgressions like overeating or not exercising. 
Also, failed weight control attempts are mostly attributed internally by obese 
individuals (Goodrick et al., 1992; Jeffery et al., 1990). That means that most 
obese individuals find the reasons for failure in themselves. In contrast, the 
empirical likelihood of successful weight reduction is very small and long-
term weight loss maintenance is difficult (Anderson et al., 2001; Jeffery et al., 
2000; Sarlio-Lähteenkorva et al., 2000). Unsuccessful weight loss attempts 
might trigger guilt, which, in turn, might trigger corrective actions like further 
dieting or exercising. 
 Only a few studies explicitly investigate body- or weight-related shame 
and/or guilt. Four such studies reported body shame to be strongly associated 
with eating disturbance in normal weight individuals (Burney & Irwin, 2000; 
McKinley & Hyde, 1996; Swan & Andrews, 2003; Tiggemann & Kuring, 
2004), and there is evidence for the association between body shame and 
depressiveness (Tiggemann & Kuring, 2004). Only one study has investigated 
an obese sample, although not differentiating between guilt and shame 
subscales: Burk-Braxton (1996) reported about overweight individuals after 
successful weight loss. Based on a period of at least 8 months after the 
successful weight loss, she divided the sample in maintainers and 
nonmaintainers. Nonmaintainers reported significantly higher scores on a 
measure of shame and guilt compared to maintainers and normal weight 
control individuals. 
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 To our knowledge, no study has evaluated the associations among coping 
responses, body- and weight-related shame and guilt, and weight change in a 
sample of obese individuals. Since weight-related shame and guilt are 
considered to be rather stable constructs (Kocherscheidt et al., 2002), it was 
hypothesized that baseline shame and guilt would explain an independent part 
of the variance of the coping responses at the follow-up stage, even when 
controlled for the variance of baseline coping responses. Furthermore, shame 
and guilt might have a prognostic relevance to the outcome of future weight 
loss trials. Objectives of the present study are therefore (a) to present a 
description of typical distressing situations for obese individuals, (b) to 
determine whether baseline feelings of guilt and shame can predict subsequent 
coping responses, and (c) to determine associations between coping responses 
and weight change. A significant prediction of weight-related coping through 
feelings of guilt and shame might give valuable information for therapeutic 
interventions. 
 
4.1.4 Choice of Collateral Measures 
Apart from weight-related coping responses and feelings of shame and guilt, 
two other constructs were measured: The construct depressiveness was 
included based on the theoretical and empirical finding that shame elicits the 
tendency to hide, disengage, or withdraw, which might simply be considered 
as aspects of depression (Andrews et al., 2002). To operationalize the 
behavioral consequences of guilt, a measure of dietary restraint was used. 
Restricting one’s diet might be regarded as a coping effort to make up for past 
transgressions concerning eating. 
 
4.2 Method 
4.2.1 Participants and Procedure 
Participants were obese individuals recruited for a larger study for genetic 
counseling in Germany. They were told that the aim of the study was to find 
new insights about the development of obesity and to design new treatment 
approaches for individuals who suffer from being overweight. Inclusion 
criteria for the study were a body mass index (BMI – kilograms per meter 
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squared) of at least 30, an age between 18 and 70 years, and the ability to read 
and write German. Participants were recruited mostly through collaboration 
with general practitioners (GPs), but also through posters and press releases. 
They received €10 for their participation (€1 = $1.54 US). The baseline survey 
(T1) comprised a questionnaire package and an interview ascertaining relevant 
information about obesity. After 6 months (T2), the interview was conducted 
over the telephone and the self-report measures were mailed one week before 
the telephone appointment. After the follow-up stage, data of 98 participants 
were complete and appropriate for longitudinal analyses (dropout: 14.8%). 
Seventy participants were female (71.4 %). Mean age was 47.7 years (SD = 
12.3). The mean BMI of the sample was 36.7 (SD = 5.1). Educational degree 
was conceptualized according to the standards of the German Federal Health 
Survey (1998), by combining school qualification and current occupation. 
Higher education was reported by 15 participants (15.3%), medium education 
by 31 (31.6%) and low education by 37 (37.8%), whereas 15 participants did 
not report their education (missing 15.3%). All participants were Caucasian. 
The mean number of years being obese was 21.9 (SD = 13.2). All participants 
reported that they tried to lose weight in the past. The mean number of weight-
loss attempts in the past 2 years was 4.16 (SD = 3.67; missing data: n = 22). 
The mean maximum weight loss ever experienced was 15.6 kg (SD = 11.1; 
missing data: n = 38). The study was approved by the ethics committee of the 
Medical School of Marburg. 
 
4.2.2 Measures 
At baseline, medical staff assessed weight and height of the participants. At the 
follow-up stage, the current weight was only assessed via telephone interview. 
 Coping behavior was assessed with the Coping Strategies Inventory – Short 
Form (CSI-S; Tobin et al., 1989). This is a 32-item self-report questionnaire 
designed to assess coping thoughts and behavior in response to a specific 
stressor. It has eight subscales: problem solving, cognitive restructuring, 
express emotions, social contact, problem avoidance, wishful thinking, self 
criticism, and social withdrawal. In the present study, four higher-order 
subscales named problem-focused engagement (PE; subscales 1 and 2), 
emotion-focused engagement (EE; subscales 3 and 4), problem-focused 
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disengagement (PD; subscales 5 and 6), and emotion-focused disengagement 
(ED; subscales 7 to 8) were used. The instructions were altered by asking 
participants to describe a typical event or situation in the past 6 months when 
they became aware of being obese. Tobin (2001) noted that users have the 
option of requesting a particular type of stressor. Also, an alteration of 
instructions is not necessarily damaging to the instrument’s psychometric 
properties and reliability (Weyers, Ising, Reuter, & Janke, 2005). Further, it 
should be noted that participants were only given the option of providing a 
single nomination; therefore, the questionnaire did not ask how frequently a 
typical event or situation was experienced. After providing a short description 
of their specific event or situation, respondents were asked to indicate for each 
item on a five-point scale (never, rarely, sometimes, often, always) how often 
they performed a particular coping response in dealing with the previously 
described typical situation. After filling in all items, participants were asked to 
rate the distress experienced in the formerly described stressful situation on a 
4-point scale (1 = not at all, 2 = a little, 3 = somewhat; 4 = much). In our 
sample, some of the four higher-order subscales were significantly correlated 
with each other: PE x EE (r = .51; p < .01), PE x PD (r = −.29; p < .01), PE x 
ED (r = .10; ns), EE x PD (r = −.04; ns), EE x ED (r = .14; ns), PD x ED (r = 
.26; p < .05). Scores of the four scales can range from 0 to 32. Former 
analyses of factorial structure of the CSI-S (translated into German) with 
altered instructions confirmed the results of Tobin et al. (1989) in another 
obese sample of 264 participants (see Appendix C.1). In a sample of 801 
college students, Tobin (2001) reported good Cronbach alpha coefficients for 
the subscales ranging from .81 to .92. Two-week test-retest reliability (n = 
354) ranged from .69 to .82. 
 Guilt and shame associated with obesity were assessed by using the 
Weight- and Body-Related Shame and Guilt Scale (WEB-SG; Conradt et al., 
2007). This is a 12-item scale with two subscales assessing the frequency of 
experiencing shame concerning the body and the weight in front of real and 
imagined others (WEB-Shame), and guilt concerning eating habits, exercising, 
and weight control (WEB-Guilt) during a 6-month period. Subscale scores can 
range from 0 to 24, with higher scores indicating more frequent feelings of 
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shame or guilt. In a sample of 331 obese individuals, scale consistency for the 
German version was high for both subscales (αShame = .92; αGuilt = .87). Also, 
the subscales proved to provide a possible differentiation between behavioral 
and emotional consequences associated with either weight-related guilt or 
shame. 
 Depressive symptoms were assessed with the Center for Epidemiological 
Studies Depression Scale - Short Form (CES-D-S; Hautzinger & Bailer, 1993; 
Radloff, 1977). It consists of 15 items and scores can range from 0 to 60. 
Higher scores indicate a more depressed mood. The mean score of the short 
form in a general population sample (N = 1,205) was 10.72 (SD=8.03; 
Hautzinger & Bailer, 1993). For the German version, good internal 
consistency (α = .90) and split-half reliability (r = .90) were reported. Further, 
the CES-D-S showed high correspondence (97%) with the CES-D in detecting 
individuals with clinically relevant depression scores. 
 Dietary restraint was assessed using the Dutch Eating Behavior 
Questionnaire (DEBQ-R; Van Strien et al., 1986). The scale comprises 10 
items describing intentions to restrict food intake for weight reasons. In a study 
conducted by Laessle, Tuschl, Kotthaus, and Pirke (1989), the German version 
proved to have good internal consistency (α = .89) and to measure the actual 
restriction of food intake rather than the drive to be thin. Like Laessle et al. 
(1989), a 5-point scale from 0 (never) through 2 (sometimes) to 4 (always) was 
used in this study; therefore, scores can range from 0 to 40, with higher scores 
indicating more restrained eating.  
 At baseline, the intention to lose weight in the following 6-month window 
was also assessed by an interview question (“In the near future, do you want to 
reduce your weight?” Yes/No). 
 
4.2.3 Statistical Analyses 
Levels of obesity refer to grade I (30 ≤ BMI < 35), grade II (35 ≤ BMI < 40), 
and grade III obesity (BMI ≥ 40). Relative weight change (%) over the 6 
months was calculated by the formula ([weight_T2−weight_T1]/weight_T1)* 
100. Therefore, negative values indicate the percentage of body weight lost 
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over 6 months compared to the weight at T1, whereas positive values indicate 
the percentage of body weight gained. 
 Concerning the classification of stressful situations, three clinically 
experienced researchers (two psychologists, one medical doctor) classified the 
short descriptions of the typical stressful situations reported in the CSI-S by 
using six categories (see Table 4.2). Categories were adapted from the scales 
of the Impact of Weight on Quality of Life Questionnaire (Kolotkin, Crosby, 
Williams et al., 2001) as the only known empirical categorization of weight-
related situations in the obesity literature. Pairwise kappa coefficients were 
calculated to approximate the convergence of the judgments. Discrepancies 
between the raters’ judgments only ever emerged as a 2:1 split. The final 
classification was determined based on the category chosen by at least two of 
the researchers in each situation. 
 To compare the frequencies of stressful situations per level of obesity, a 
Fisher’s exact test (Fisher, 1922) was calculated to see whether the reported 
frequencies differed from the expected frequencies in case of independence of 
the levels of obesity. Furthermore, Kruskal-Wallis tests were calculated to 
compare mean distress ratings of the typical situations between levels of 
obesity as well as between categories of situations. For the psychometric 
evaluation, mean scores, standard deviations, and Cronbach alpha coefficients 
(Cronbach, 1951) were calculated for the baseline data only. To estimate retest 
reliability, Pearson product-moment correlations between scores of T1 and T2 
were calculated. Kolmogorov-Smirnov tests indicated that all scores were 
normally distributed. The differences in scores between T1 and T2 were tested 
by t tests for repeated measures with Bonferroni corrected significance levels. 
 To estimate the predicting effects of guilt and shame on coping responses, 
hierarchical regression analyses were calculated. First, demographic variables, 
the T1 equivalent coping measure, and the measure of depressive symptoms 
were entered. In a second step, guilt and shame followed. Variables within 
each step were entered simultaneously. The coding of gender was “1” for male 
and “0” for female. Standardized betas were reported, as multicollinearity was 
low (with tolerances > .10). To estimate differences in coping responses 
between levels of obesity, repeated measure ANOVAs were calculated. 
Finally, the sample was divided into weight gainers (4% ≤ weight change; n = 
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16), weight maintainers (−4% < weight change < 4%; n = 60), and individuals 
who lost weight (weight change ≤ −4%; n = 22) to calculate repeated measure 
ANOVAs for coping measures (including restrained eating). The cutoff of 4% 
was chosen as it has shown to be a reasonable and realistic goal in weight loss 
programs (Anderson et al., 2001). Furthermore, the sizes of the groups were 
still large enough to employ variance analysis. Data were analyzed by using 
the SPSS (Version 12.0). 
 
4.3 Results 
At baseline, 96 participants (97.9%) indicated that they planned to reduce their 
weight in the near future. At the follow-up stage, 76 participants (77.5%) 
stated that they had tried actively to lose weight in the past 6 months. The 
majority reported that they were dieting and exercising (n = 32; 32.7%), with 
the second largest group of participants indicating that they were only dieting 
(n = 28; 28.6%). Eight participants reported exclusively using exercise to lose 
weight (8.2%), 4 participants reported changing their eating habits without 
dieting (4.1%). Only four of the participants took medication to lose weight 
(4.1%). No invasive methods (e.g., gastric banding) were reported. Mean 
relative weight change for the whole sample was −0.55 (SD = 5.44). 
 
4.3.1 Psychometric Properties of the Measures 
Table 4.1 gives an overview of the psychometric properties of the measures. 
Mean scores and standard deviations at T1 indicated adequate sample variance 
for all measures. Pairwise t tests for repeated measures with Bonferroni 
adjusted alpha levels (α < .0125) indicated significant differences in the 
regularity with which coping strategies were performed: PE was performed 
significantly more frequently than the other coping subscales, t(97), PE-PD = 5.41, 
p < .001; t(97), PE-ED = 6.02, p < .001; t(97), PE-EE = 2.81, p < .01. The mean scores 
and standard deviations of depressiveness and dietary restraint were slightly 
higher than those found in other nonclinical samples (Hautzinger & Bailer, 
1993; Laessle et al., 1989). Internal consistency (Cronbach’s alpha) was good 
for almost all measures (α > .75), except for the scales PE- and PD-coping for 
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which the coefficients were only moderate. To compare stability indices, 
product-moment correlations were provided for all repeated measures (rtt). The 
WEB-Shame and the WEB-Guilt were found to be the most stable scales. All 
other scales showed lower retest correlations, indicating greater variation 
between T1 and T2. Furthermore, mean scores of all measures (T2−T1) did not 
differ significantly over time. In the last column, Pearson correlations between 
BMI and coping/collateral scores indicated no significant associations, except 
for the coping subscale EE. 
 
4.3.2 Distressing Situations 
Table 4.2 shows the distribution of the typical situations reported at baseline. 
The categorization for each level of obesity is presented separately. The mean 
paired kappa coefficient for the three classification judgments was .87 (p < 
.001), underlining good convergence of the researchers. 
 The first category, negative evaluation by others or self, was reported most 
frequently (e.g., comments or looks by others/evaluating own body in mirror), 
followed by the category physical functioning (e.g., trouble breathing, moving, 
or exercising). The two categories, eating difficulties and illness/disease, were 
reported only rarely. The category environmental hazards consisted mainly of 
trouble with shopping for clothes, and it was unclear whether individuals’ 
distress stems from the missing sizes or from the interaction with the sales 
personnel. Two participants’ answers could not be fitted into either category 
(e.g., “I am a widow”). Fourteen participants did not specify their situation, but 
indicated its distressing nature by filling in the distress rating item. 
 Regarding the three levels of obesity, a Fisher’s exact test indicated that the 
frequencies of situations did not differ significantly from the independence 
frequency distribution (P = .869, Fisher’s exact test). For example, the authors 
had expected the physical functioning category to increase markedly with a 
BMI over 40. However, the levels of obesity did not differ significantly in 
terms of relative frequency of situations. Furthermore, a Kruskal-Wallis test 
was calculated to compare the mean distress ratings of the three levels of 
obesity, which indicated no significant differences, χ2(2) = 4.58, p > .10. A 
second Kruskal-Wallis test to compare the mean distress ratings of the 
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categories did not indicate any significant difference either, χ2(5) = 8.22, p > 
.14. It should be noted that none of the reported situations was rated as being 
not at all distressing. Spearman correlations between the distress ratings and 
the shame and guilt subscale scores revealed significant associations (Distress 
x Shame: r = .59, p < .001; Distress x Guilt: r = .53, p < .001). 
 
4.3.3 Predicting Coping Responses From Shame and Guilt 
Table 4.3 presents Pearson correlations between coping and collateral 
measures at T1. The coping subscales PE and EE did not show any significant 
associations with any of the collateral measures, although there was a tendency 
of PE being positively related to the guilt subscale (r = .19; p < .07). The 
subscale PD showed significant associations with shame and guilt scores. The 
correlation indices between the subscale ED and shame and guilt scores were 
even higher. Also, ED showed a significant correlation with depressive 
symptoms, indicating that both constructs share commonalities (self criticism, 
social withdrawal). Finally, there was a small positive correlation between 
restrained eating and guilt scores. 
 A series of linear regression analyses was separately conducted to predict 
T2 coping measure scores from T1 guilt and shame scales (Table 4.4). 
Hierarchical regression procedures were employed. In the first step, age, 
gender, T1 BMI, the T1 equivalent coping scale, and the T1 depressive 
symptom measure were entered. In a second step, the T1 WEB-Shame 
subscale and the T1 WEB-Guilt subscale were entered. The depressive 
symptom measure was included to control for general (but not weight-related) 
negative affectivity. Only the PE subscale and restrained eating scale were 
significantly predicted by T1 shame or guilt. Regarding the coping subscale 
PE, the standardized betas of the WEB-Shame (β = −.26) and WEB-Guilt 
subscale (β = .25) at T1 made a significant contribution to explain further 
variance of T2 PE subscale scores. It should be pointed out that the WEB-
Shame subscale was negatively associated to the PE subscale. For the 
prediction of restrained eating at T2, only the T1 guilt subscale showed a 
significant beta weight (β = .26) with a significant increase of explained 
variance. 
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4.3.4 Associations Between Coping Responses, BMI and Relative 
Weight Change 
It was already stated that no significant correlative association between BMI 
and any coping measure (including restrained eating) was found, except the 
rather small but significant correlation between the subscale EE and BMI (see 
Table 4.1). To check for possible nonlinear associations, repeated measure 
ANOVAs were calculated for every coping measure (including restrained 
eating) to compare mean scores between levels of obesity. None of the 
repeated measure ANOVAs showed a significant interaction effect (Time x 
Level of Obesity). 
 With a chosen cutoff of 4% of body weight, the sample was divided in 
weight gainers (n = 16), weight maintainers (n = 60), and individuals who lost 
weight (n = 22) during the 6-month period. Age, gender, or BMI at T1 did not 
differ significantly between groups. To test for possible differences of coping 
scores between these groups, repeated measure ANOVAs were calculated. 
Only the coping subscale PD showed a significant main effect Time, F(1, 94) 
= 8.95, p < .01; η2 = .09, as well as a significant interaction effect Time x 
Group, F(2, 94) = 8.06, p < .001; η2 = .16. Post-hoc t tests for repeated 
measures with Bonferroni adjusted alpha levels (α < .0167) revealed that only 
the weight loss group showed a significant drop on the PD subscale, weight 
loss group: MT1 = 14.36, MT2 = 10.14; t(21) = −4.12, p < .001; maintainer 
group: MT1 = 13.52, MT2 = 14.27; t(59) = 1.36, p < .18; weight gainers: MT1 = 
16.03, MT2 = 14.50; t(15) = −1.17, p < .26. To test for possible differences 
regarding the employed weight loss strategies (dieting + exercising, dieting, 
exercising, medication), the frequency of reported methods were compared 
between weight change groups. A Fisher’s exact test indicated no significant 
differences (P = .271, Fisher’s exact test). 
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4.4 Discussion 
The aim of the present study was (a) to present a description of typical 
distressing situations for obese individuals, (b) to determine whether baseline 
feelings of guilt and shame would predict subsequent coping responses at 
follow-up, and (c) to determine associations between coping responses and 
weight change. 
 
4.4.1 Distressing Situations 
Findings suggested that obese individuals became most distressed of being 
obese in evaluative situations, either through self-evaluation or evaluation by 
others, and in situations which were related to physical functioning and the 
inability to perform (moving, exercising) like a normal weight individual. 
Also, obese individuals often reported to be distressed about finding or 
shopping for the right clothing. The latter finding makes sense, since one 
becomes very aware of the body when trying to fit into clothes. These results 
are in line with other studies (Friedman et al., 2005; Myers & Rosen, 1999), 
although our findings are based on individuals’ recall of significant situations 
rather than the recognition of situations on a presented list. Surprisingly, 
situations related to eating or illness were reported very rarely. This could be 
either due to a minor impact of these situation categories on individuals’ 
awareness of being obese or due to a very healthy sample. From a public 
health perspective, this may suggest that obese persons are less likely to be 
swayed by messages conveying the health risks of obesity. They may be more 
likely to be reached by messages that relate to physical functioning, 
movement, or clothing. 
 When considering the differences between the three levels of obesity, it was 
somewhat unexpected that observed frequencies of the situations did not differ 
from an independence frequency distribution. In other words, the group of 
individuals with grade 3 obesity (BMI ≥ 40) did not report a higher number of 
distressing physical functioning situations compared to those individuals with 
grade 1 obesity (30 ≤ BMI < 35). To illustrate the difference in weight 
between the two grades, one could imagine the same person, 1.70 m (∼5.6 ft) 
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in height, weighing 90 and 120 kg (198 lbs and 265 lbs). However, it should 
be emphasized that each individual was only asked for a single situation. 
Individuals could not indicate how often they experienced the typical situation. 
Although the distribution of nominated situations did not differ between the 
three groups, there may have been significant differences if one had considered 
the frequency at which they encountered such situations. 
 Additionally, the mean distress ratings neither differed significantly 
between levels of obesity, nor between situation categories. Such findings, 
namely the independence of relative frequencies of situations and mean 
distress ratings from the levels of obesity, confirmed an independence of the 
experienced weight-related distress and the body weight as reported by other 
studies (Friedman et al., 2005; Myers & Rosen, 1999). Obese individuals’ 
distress about weight-related issues therefore might not be primarily 
influenced by their current weight. The significant and substantial correlation 
of the distress ratings with the shame and guilt scores (.59 and .53, 
respectively) supported the hypothesis of Friedman et al. (2005) that 
stigmatizing or evaluative experiences might serve as a trigger for a body 
shame response and cause psychological distress. Body shame itself was found 
to be not associated to BMI in our study. Thus, weight might play a minor role 
as a factor for psychological distress in obesity. More likely, the interaction of 
three variables is crucial for the development of psychological distress in 
obesity: the frequency of experienced evaluative and distressing situations, 
internalized antifat attitudes, and feelings of weight-related body shame and 
guilt. 
 
4.4.2 Coping Responses, Weight-Related Feelings of Shame and Guilt 
At baseline, weight-related feelings of shame were substantially and positively 
correlated with disengaging coping responses (PD, ED). The association 
between body shame and disengaging coping strategies is a result in 
accordance with other studies in which global shame was strongly related to 
indices of psychopathology (Harder, 1995; Harder et al., 1992; Tangney, 
Burggraf, & Wagner, 1995; Tangney et al., 1992). Our findings are also in line 
with the association between stigmatizing experiences (resulting in shame) and 
certain coping strategies (negative self-talk, cry/isolate myself, avoid or leave 
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situation) reported by Myers and Rosen (1999). Taking the validity of the 
theory of shame-based reactions (e.g., Lewis, 1993), this result was expected 
because shame is supposed to be associated with avoiding, disengaging 
strategies. Our findings confirmed that this might be also true for weight-
related shame. Weight-related guilt showed small positive associations to 
problem-focused disengaging coping and restrained eating, but also a 
substantial correlation with emotion-focused disengagement coping responses. 
The association with restrained eating and the tendency to be associated with 
problem-focused engagement strategies (r = .19, p < .07) confirmed theoretical 
considerations that guilt might be more strongly linked to engaging, corrective 
strategies for past transgressions than shame (Lewis, 1993; Lindsay-Hartz, De 
Rivera, & Mascolo, 1995). 
 For obesity, weight-related feelings of guilt might therefore elicit more 
engaging coping responses than feelings of shame. In fact, hierarchical 
regression analyses revealed that weight-related guilt was a significant positive 
predictor for problem-focused engagement (problem solving, cognitive 
restructuring) and restrained eating, whereas weight-related shame was found 
to be a negative predictor for problem-focused engagement. All other coping 
subscales (EE, PD, ED) were not significantly predicted by weight-related 
guilt or shame. Even though the standardized beta weights for the guilt and 
shame measures were rather small, one has to consider our conservative 
approach to control for depressive symptoms as well as the criterion-
equivalent T1 coping scale. Taking this into account, the predictive effects of 
weight-related guilt and shame on coping responses were confirmed in our 
study. Whereas weight-related shame seems to be related to a decrease in 
problem-focused coping, weight-related guilt might have a positive effect on 
the employment of more active coping strategies. As this study is of 
correlational nature, the associations identified may also suggest that some 
individuals, for example, are actively dieting and therefore feel guilt for minor 
transgressions, or that individuals who decrease their efforts in problem-
focused coping feel more shame. Independent of the causal nature of these 
associations, these distinct, but associated feelings should be discussed 
separately in counseling sessions (cognitive behavioral therapy) about weight 
issues. 
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4.4.3 Coping Responses, BMI, and Weight Change 
Regarding the reported weight loss strategies, less than half of the participants 
tried to lose weight with a combined strategy of dieting and exercising. The 
other participants reported adopting a single strategy. This was a surprising 
finding, since the recommendation of a combined strategy is widely advertised 
and recommended. Furthermore, the preferred single strategy was dieting, 
which contradicts the empirical finding that long-term weight loss is unlikely 
when engaging in dieting alone. The finding may suggest that the distribution 
of obesity-related public health messages alone does not provoke healthier 
behavior. More important, no significant differences were found between 
weight change groups regarding the weight loss strategies. Alternative factors 
other than the employed strategy (e.g., a self-motivated cognitive style) might 
prove to be more important for weight loss, although our interview did not 
discriminate between different types of diets/exercise. Therefore, the 
appropriateness of the employed diets/exercise cannot be judged. 
 Another unexpected result of the study was that BMI did not show any 
substantial linear association to any of the coping measures. This could mean 
that the individuals’ way of coping with distressing situations related to being 
overweight might be independent of the level of obesity. This finding was 
supported by the study of Rydén et al. (2001), where intrusion (impact of 
obese state on one’s life) was related to helplessness, but not to weight itself. 
On the other hand, we found via group comparison of weight maintainers, 
weight gainers, and individuals who lost weight a substantial nonlinear effect; 
that is that the weight loss group reported to have experienced in the 6-month 
period a significant decrease in strategies such as wishful thinking and 
problem avoidance (problem-focused disengagement). This is an interesting 
finding, since Kayman et al. (1990) found that weight relapsers reported more 
disengaging strategies (escape-avoidance) than weight maintainers. Also, other 
studies pointed out that disengaging coping strategies (wishful thinking, avoid 
or leave situation) were associated with negative psychological adjustment 
(Myers & Rosen, 1999) as well as helplessness and intrusion (Rydén et al., 
2001). If weight-related shame and guilt are also considered as measures of 
psychological adjustment, the results of the study confirmed the association 
between disengaging coping strategies and measures of psychological 
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adjustment. Thus, disengaging coping, specifically problem-focused, might 
influence obese individuals in two ways: If wishful thinking or problem 
avoidance is employed frequently, obese individuals might experience more 
distress about their obese state in the form of guilt and shame, but on the other 
hand might not be able to generate or focus on more engaging coping 
strategies, which, in turn, might foster weight loss. 
 
4.4.4 Limitations 
The current study has several limitations. Weight at follow-up was assessed by 
self-report (over the telephone) rather than by objective measures, so 
interpretation of the results about weight change should be made with caution. 
Whilst self-report measures are recommended for assessing emotional states, 
they only provide information about conscious and recalled experiences of past 
feelings of shame and guilt, for example. Also, one has to take self-selection of 
the recruited individuals into account because they were mostly recruited in 
GP practices. The recruitment of the participants may have also been biased by 
monetary incentives or the willingness to take part in a study run by a 
psychological department. Additionally, the BMI was defined to be above 30, 
thus the study lacked a comparison with normal weight (BMI < 25) or 
overweight (25 < BMI < 30) individuals. Regarding the employed methods, 
although longitudinal, the results can only be considered as correlational, so no 
conclusions can be drawn regarding causality or the developmental sequence 
of shame or guilt feelings and related coping strategies in obese individuals. 
Future studies may address this issue by applying experimental designs to 
determine the causal effects of these variables, possibly through inducing 
short-term ways of coping. A general limitation is the generalizability of the 
results. Investigating a German sample, it is unclear whether the findings 
would be confirmed in other Western cultures. However, it is unlikely that 
associations between weight-related guilt, shame, and coping differ 
fundamentally between Western countries. 
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4.4.5 Conclusions 
First, the current study found that distressing situations were mostly linked to 
negative evaluation, physical functioning, and environmental obstacles like 
buying clothes. The mean distress about these situations did not differ between 
obesity levels and the situation categories themselves. Second, weight-related 
shame and guilt were substantially and positively associated with disengaging 
coping responses. Weight-related shame showed some overlap with depressive 
symptoms, whereas guilt was also associated with engaging coping responses 
like restrained eating. Predicting coping subscales (and restrained eating) at 
follow-up from collateral measures, shame and guilt showed opposing 
predictive effects on problem-focused engagement, with guilt feelings being a 
positive and shame feelings being a negative predictor. Third, weight loss was 
accompanied by a substantial drop in disengaging coping responses, namely 
wishful thinking and problem avoidance. The findings might be of good use 
for clinical practice. Weight-related guilt and shame might be discussed in a 
more differentiated way in the therapeutic process. The differentiation could 
underline the possible positive function of guilt by fostering engaging coping 
responses. Also, one might focus on the role of disengaging coping strategies 
(especially wishful thinking and problem avoidance) and their adverse effect 
on psychological well-being and future weight loss. 
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4.6 Tables 
 Table 4.1 
Psychometric Properties of the Measures 
 Time 1  M (SD) tt2-t1,df=97§ α†
 rtt‡ r(BMI)¶ 
Problem foc. engagement 15.3 (4.09)   1.48 .61 .65   .16 
Emotion foc. engagement 13.0 (5.30)   1.32 .80 .58   .21* 
Problem foc. disengagement 14.1 (4.80) −1.48 .64 .51   .00 
Emotion foc. disengagement 12.8 (5.25) −1.49 .77 .69   .05 
Depressive symptoms 12.7 (8.52) −1.64 .91 .57   .02 
Dietary restraint 18.0 (6.42)   1.60 .86 .62 −.02 
Shame 11.4 (6.53) −1.24 .92 .79   .11 
Guilt 14.4 (5.01) −1.64 .86 .73   .07 
Note. BMI = body mass index. Foc. = focused. 
§ t tests for repeated measures of time 1 and time 2 scores. 
† Cronbach alpha coefficient. 
‡ Pearson correlations between time 1 and time 2 scores. 
¶ Pearson correlations with BMI at time 1. 
*p < .05. 
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Table 4.2 
Frequencies of Typical Situations (%) and Mean Distress Ratings at Time 1 
 All 30 ≤ BMI < 35 35 ≤ BMI < 40 40 ≤ BMI  
Categories N = 98 n = 47 n = 31 n = 20 Mean distress ratings (SD) 
Negative evaluation by 
others/ self 37 (37.8) 20 (42.6) 8 (25.8) 9 (45.0) 3.30 (0.78) 
Physical functioning 24 (24.5) 11 (23.4) 7 (22.6) 6 (30.0) 3.25 (0.74) 
Difficulty with eating 2 (2.0) 1 (2.1) 1 (3.2) - (0.0) 3.50 (0.71) 
Disease or illness 3 (3.1) 2 (4.3) - (0.0) 1 (5.0) 3.33 (0.58) 
Environmental hazards 16 (16.3) 6 (12.8) 7 (22.6) 3 (15.0) 2.88 (0.81) 
Other 2 (2.0) 1 (2.1) 1 (3.2) - (0.0) 2.00 (0.00) 
Missing 14 (14.3) 6 (12.8) 7 (22.6) 1 (5.0) 2.71 (0.73) 
Mean distress ratings (SD) 3.11 (0.79) 3.00 (0.75) 3.10 (0.79) 3.40 (0.82)  
Note. BMI = body mass index. 
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Table 4.3 
Product-Moment Correlations Between Coping and Collateral Measures at Time 1 
 Depressive symptoms Shame Guilt 
Problem-focused engagement −.16 .04 .19 
Emotion-focused engagement   .12 .06 .11 
Problem-focused disengagement   .12 .42*** .22* 
Emotion-focused disengagement   .47*** .62*** .69*** 
Dietary restraint   .03 .03 .25* 
*p < .05; ***p < .001. 





















Hierarchical Regression Analyses Predicting Coping From Shame and Guilt 
















Step 1      
Gender −.10 −.12   .00   .15 −.14 
Age   .01 −.12 −.02   .12   .14 
T1 BMI   .00   .01 −.03   .05   .08 
T1subscale   .60***   .58***   .50***   .72***   .56*** 
T1 Depressive 
symptoms −.20*   .05   .11   .03 −.04 
R2 adjusted   .47   .36   .27   .51   .42 
Step 2      
T1 Shame −.26* −.12   .04 −.12 −.04 
T1 Guilt   .25*   .06   .17   .14   .26* 
R2 change +.05* - +.03 +.01 +.05* 
Note. T1 = Time; BMI = body mass index. Standardized betas are reported. 
*p < .05; ***p < .001. 
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5 Manuscript III: A Consultation With Genetic Information About 
Obesity Decreases Self-Blame About Eating and Leads to 
Realistic Weight Loss Goals 
5.1 Introduction 
This study tested the effects of a consultation using genetic information about 
obesity on attitudes about weight loss goals, self-blame about eating, and 
weight-related coping in obese individuals. Based on twin and population 
studies, genetic factors are estimated to explain between 50% to 90% of the 
variance in body mass index (BMI) (Faith et al., 1999; Maes et al., 1997) and 
influence differences in BMI throughout the lifespan (Hewitt, 1997). 
Furthermore, there is a growing body of research on genetic markers for 
obesity (Hinney et al., 2008), making personal risk feedback consultations 
more likely in the future. Using information about the influence of genetics on 
the development and maintenance of obesity could encourage an obese person 
to develop healthier strategies concerning weight management (e.g., to set 
more realistic weight loss goals) or to improve emotional well-being (e.g., less 
self-criticism about body weight). However, such an approach has to consider 
the negative connotations attached to the word genetic, for example, the 
assumption that a phenomenon with a predominantly genetic origin is not 
controllable (Marteau & Croyle, 1998). 
 A consultation focusing on genetic factors aims to convey the message that 
the heritability of body weight is high, and that the likelihood of losing weight 
long-term is lowered if an individual shows a familial predisposition to 
obesity. An obese individual informed about having a familial predisposition 
might show positive reactions that include a decrease in self-blame about 
eating and overeating (control attribution to genes). This could be helpful 
because high levels of self-blame about eating proved to be associated with 
weight regain (Burk-Braxton, 1996) and depressive symptoms (Frank, 1991). 
Furthermore, the feedback about genetic susceptibility could cause an 
adjustment to more realistic weight-loss expectations. Exaggerated weight-loss 
expectations have shown to predict attrition in obese individuals seeking 
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treatment (Grave et al., 2005), and it is well known that obese individuals 
overestimate their weight loss capability: In a sample of 128 obese individuals 
with a mean weight of 99.1 kg (SD = 12.3), an average weight loss of 17 kg 
was considered to be disappointing and not successful, which refers to a 17% 
weight loss (Foster, Wadden, Vogt et al., 1997). In contrast, a weight loss of 
only 5% of initial weight has shown to be associated with improving health 
(Wadden & Frey, 1997). Therefore, more realistic weight loss goals are 
considered positive for commitment to a weight loss intervention without 
neglecting health benefits. 
 The negative reactions to a consultation using genetic information might 
include feelings of hopelessness and less active coping responses to deal with 
weight-related issues. Weight-related coping has proven to be an important 
factor in weight management and emotional adjustment in obesity. 
Disengaging coping strategies like negative self-talk, wishful thinking, or 
problem avoidance were significantly associated with measures of negative 
psychological adjustment (Myers & Rosen, 1999) and feelings of helplessness 
(Rydén et al., 2001). Concerning stability after weight reduction, relapsers 
reported significantly more disengaging strategies (escape-avoidance) than 
maintainers and individuals of the control group (Kayman et al., 1990). On the 
other hand, maintainers and control group individuals reported significantly 
more engaging coping strategies like problem solving/confronting and seeking 
social support. Finally, another negative consequence could be the labeling as 
genetically burdened which might also stigmatize the individual: Obese 
individuals might interpret the familial predisposition as an undesirable 
characteristic or defect (Phelan, 2002). 
 Existing empirical evidence about the effects of consultations using genetic 
information on an individual’s psychological status is contradictory: The 
results of a vignette study by Frosch, Mello, and Lerman (2005) indicated that 
the effects of receiving the information of an increased risk of becoming obese 
resulted in stronger intentions to eat a healthy diet. Interestingly, within the 
genetic test group (vs. hormone test group), those who were told they were at 
an increased risk of becoming obese indicated lower perceived behavioral 
control compared to those who were told they were at average risk. The 
authors concluded that their results might reflect a sense of fatalism stemming 
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from the belief that genetics are immutable. In contrast, one study concluded 
that genetic status information has at least no negative effects on obese 
individuals (Harvey-Berino et al., 2001). The study compared obese 
individuals who tested positive or negative for the β3-adrenergic receptor 
(β3AR) gene which was found to influence weight gain and energy 
expenditure. After receiving information about their genetic status, individuals 
who tested β3AR-positive were not adversely affected concerning their 
subjective ability to lose weight or control their eating behavior. In the 
preliminary analysis of this trial, Rief et al. (2007) concluded that the inclusion 
of genetic information is useful for those participants with a familial 
predisposition for obesity, while the subjective well-being of obese people 
without a familial predisposition increased if they received a consultation 
without genetic information. However, in those preliminary analyses, the 
relevance of weight-related attitudes, weight-related coping, and self-blame 
about eating was not analyzed. 
 
5.1.4 Hypotheses 
The following main hypotheses were tested. (a) Obese individuals with a 
familial predisposition who receive a consultation with genetic information 
about obesity, and feedback about their personal familial predisposition, show 
a decrease in self-blame about eating transgressions, develop more realistic 
weight loss expectations, but also show a decrease in engagement coping in 
weight-related situations compared to obese individuals without a familial 
predisposition. (b) Obese individuals without a familial predisposition who 
receive a consultation with genetic information about obesity, and feedback 
about their missing personal familial predisposition, show an increase in self-
blame about eating transgressions, less adjustment of weight loss expectations, 
and an increase in engagement coping with weight-related situations compared 
to obese individuals with a familial predisposition. Furthermore, we 
hypothesized that (c) the feedback about a familial predisposition could yield 
to an increase in body shame in individuals with a genetic susceptibility. 
Finally, the study sought to explore possible predictors for weight gain and 
weight loss. 
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5.2 Method 
5.2.1 Participants 
A total of 411 obese individuals were included in the study (see Appendix 
B.1). We randomly selected these individuals from a larger sample of obese 
individuals who were encouraged by their general practicioners (GPs) to 
participate. Inclusion criteria were a BMI of at least 30, the ability to speak and 
read German, and a minimum age of 18. One hundred sixteen participants 
living further away from the study center (> 200 miles) served as the control 
group. The cutoff of 200 miles was chosen due to economic reasons. We 
randomly assigned the remaining 295 participants to one of two consultations, 
either with or without genetic information. The three groups (two intervention 
plus one control group) were also divided into subgroups depending on the 
individuals’ family history of obesity (at least one obese parent/sibling), that is 
one subgroup with and one without a familial predisposition. After the 6-
month follow-up, 253 participants from the intervention groups and 98 from 
the control group had complete data sets and, therefore, remained for the final 
analysis (see bottom of Appendix B.1). 
 
5.2.2 Procedure 
The study was approved by the Ethics Committee of the Medical School of 
Marburg, Germany. We recruited obese individuals mostly from the practices 
of GPs, but also through billboards and newspaper advertisements. All 
individuals received €10 (∼$15 US) for the initial participation which included 
a short questionnaire, the measurement of height and weight, and a blood test. 
Individuals were informed that the study was seeking to determine risk factors 
of obesity, and that a subgroup would be invited to take part in a consultation 
that provided helpful management strategies for obesity. As the present study 
was part of a larger study on genetic screenings, all participants gave written 
informed consent concerning a blood test. For the two intervention groups, 
randomization was based on a list prepared by the principal investigator who 
was independent of the consultation procedure (WR); the sequence was 
generated by a random-number table. The participants of the intervention 
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groups were assessed through an obesity-specific interview and a selection of 
questionnaires before the consultation (Time 1 [T1]), immediately after the 
consultation, and 6 months later (Time 2 [T2]). At the 6-month follow-up, 
participants were assessed via telephone interviews and mailed surveys. If 
participants did not respond, three further attempts were made to motivate or 
assist. The control group (n = 116) did not receive consultation but was 
assessed at T1 and T2. 
 
5.2.3 Measures 
At baseline, body weight and height were assessed by a medical staff either in 
a general practice or the university laboratory. The weight at T2 was assessed 
via telephone. In addition to demographics, we queried participants about their 
family history of obesity by using Stunkard’s standard silhouettes (Stunkard, 
Sörensen, & Schulsinger, 1983) to rate the body shape of parents and siblings. 
Bulik et al. (2001) report good reliability and validity of this instrument. 
 Attitudes about losing weight were assessed with a set of interview 
questions. The aim was to assess alterations of weight loss expectations. We 
considered 5% weight loss to be a reasonable weight loss goal because it has 
shown to be associated with improving health (Wadden & Frey, 1997). At the 
beginning, participants were asked if they intended to lose weight in the future 
(Yes/No). To assess the perceived likelihood of being able to lose 5% of body 
weight, we employed a single item (“How would you estimate the likelihood 
of being able to lose 5% of your current body weight in the next 6 months, 
which is in your case XY kg?”; 0% to 100%). Furthermore, we assessed the 
satisfaction with a weight loss of 5% with a single item (“How satisfied would 
you be with a weight loss of 5%?”; 0 = not at all; 1 = a little; 2 = somewhat; 3 
= very much). 
 Self-blame concerning eating was assessed by the Shame and Guilt 
concerning Eating Scale (SG) by Frank (1990) which comprises four items to 
assess guilt and shame concerning normal eating and overeating (e.g., “When I 
overeat, I feel that I am doing something wrong”; 0 = never to 4 = always). 
 Coping behavior was assessed with the Coping Strategies Inventory – Short 
Form (CSI-S; Tobin et al., 1989). This is a 32-item self-report questionnaire 
designed to assess coping thoughts and behavior in response to a specific 
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stressor. It has eight subscales: problem solving, cognitive restructuring, 
express emotions, social contacts, problem avoidance, wishful thinking, self-
criticism, and social withdrawal. In the present study, we used two higher-
order subscales named engagement coping (subscales 1 to 4) and 
disengagement coping (subscales 5 to 8). We altered the instructions by asking 
participants to describe a typical event or situation that occurred in the past 6 
months that made them aware of their obesity. In the CSI manual, Tobin 
(2001) noted that users have the option of requesting a particular type of 
stressor. Then, respondents were asked to indicate for each item on a 5-point 
scale (0 = never; 1 = rarely; 2 = sometimes; 3 = often; 4 = always) how often 
they performed a particular coping response in dealing with the previously 
described typical situation. In our sample, the two higher-order subscales were 
not significantly correlated, r = -.07, p > .18. Analyses of the factorial 
structure of the CSI-S (translated into German) with altered instructions 
confirmed the results of Tobin (1989). The data are available from the first 
author. 
 Body shame associated with obesity was assessed by the shame subscale of 
the Weight- and Body-Related Shame and Guilt Scale (Conradt et al., 2007). A 
6-item subscale assesses the frequency of experiencing shame concerning 
body and weight in front of real and imagined others (WEB-Shame). The 5-
point scale ranged from 0 (never) to 4 (always). 
 
5.2.4 Consultation 
The general consultation (G) without genetic information lasted 30 min and 
included general information on the following topics: body weight, the failure 
of most dietary approaches, the role of self-blame and the encouragement to 
not feel guilty about being obese, reasonable weight loss goals, encouragement 
of normal and regular food intake, as well as regular exercise. It was 
emphasized that weight change is only possible in a limited range. The 
consultation with genetic information (GG) included the same content, plus 
specific information on heredity, twin studies, and genetic transmission. If 
patients showed a family history of obesity, this was integrated into the 
consultation with personal feedback about the genetic susceptibility. Due to 
the additional information, the consultation with genetic information lasted 
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about 10 to 15 min longer. Participants from both consultation groups received 
written material summarizing the main messages. Both consultations were 
standardized (19- vs. 28-page manuscript; see Appendix A7 and A8). All 
interventions were provided by six trained consultants (three medical doctors, 
three clinical psychologists) performing a similar number of both 
consultations. Treatment fidelity was evaluated by video feedback of each 
trainer in test consultations. 
 
5.2.5 Statistical Analyses 
The targeted sample size (n = 300) was chosen to detect small effects (η2 = 
.02) with an alpha level of < .05 and a statistical power of 1−β > .90. We 
employed a 3 x 2 x 2 repeated measure design: factor Group - control 
group/general consultation/genetic consultation (C vs. G vs. GG); factor 
Predisposition - no familial/familial predisposition (NFP vs. FP); factor 
Assessment Time – before consultation/6-month follow-up (T1 vs. T2). For 
the single-item questions, we performed Kruskal-Wallis tests to identify 
significant differences between item ratings (T2 - T1). For the rest of the 
measures, we performed repeated measure ANOVAs. Even though self-blame 
about eating and body shame were not normally distributed according to 
Kolmogorov-Smirnov tests, skewness and kurtosis were in an acceptable range 
(see Table 5.2). Also, parametric tests proved to be very robust concerning the 
violation of normality assumption (Rasch & Guiard, 2004), and the 
Kolmogorov-Smirnov test is considered extremely conservative (Micceri, 
1989). Subsequently, to compare mean scores of the six subgroups at T1, we 
performed one-way ANOVAs and Kruskal-Wallis tests, respectively. Finally, 
we divided the sample into weight gainers (5% ≤ weight change; n = 29), 
weight maintainers (−5% < weight change < 5%; n = 261), and individuals 
who lost weight (weight change ≤ −5%; n = 61) to compare study measures at 
baseline. The cutoff of 5% was chosen as it has been shown to be associated 
with health improvements (Wadden & Frey, 1997). The main aim of this trial 
was not weight loss but psychological adjustment to obesity and improvement 
of health; therefore, a 5% weight loss seemed appropriate. Alpha level was 
adjusted for the hypotheses that tested the positive effects of the consultation 
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(minimizing Type I error). For hypotheses testing the negative effects, an 
unadjusted alpha level of .05 minimized the likelihood of Type II errors. Data 
were analyzed by using SPSS (Version 12.0). 
 
5.3 Results 
5.3.1 Descriptive Data 
We found no significant differences in mean age, sex, BMI, living status, 
educational levels, or the percentage of individuals reporting to have at least 
one obese parent/sibling between the three study groups (see Table 5.1). 
Participants had a mean age of 45.5 years (SD = 12.9) and a mean BMI of 35.7 
(SD = 5.3). The majority were female (70.7%) and reported at least one 
parent/sibling being obese according to Stunkard’s standard silhouettes 
(56.4%). A total of 335 individuals indicated in the initial interview that they 
wanted to lose weight in the future (95.4%). The mean number of years of 
being obese was 21.9 (SD = 13.1). Table 5.2 gives an overview of the means, 
standard deviations, distribution indexes, alpha coefficients, and correlations 
between BMI and the study measures at baseline. All scales proved to have 
adequate sample variance and good to excellent internal consistency (.75 to 
.92). We found a significant but small correlation between BMI and body 
shame. 
 
5.3.2 Differences in Measure Scores Between Groups at Baseline 
Among all the study measures, only the perceived likelihood of being able to 
lose 5% of body weight differed significantly between study groups at 
baseline, χ2(5) = 20.97, p < .01. The control group without a familial 
predisposition (NFP/C) reported a lower likelihood than all other study groups 
(see Table 5.3). The only explanation we found was that the control group 
without predisposition consisted of 68.9% individuals from an eastern urban 
area (Berlin), whereas the predisposed control group only consisted of 50.9%. 
Individuals from that area rated the likelihood to lose 5% lower than 
participants from other urban or suburban areas in western Germany which 
might be due to cultural differences, χ2(2) = 10.74, p < .01. 
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5.3.3 Interaction Effects of the Factors Group, Predisposition, and 
Assessment Time 
According to the nonparametric tests, the two intervention groups significantly 
lowered their estimated likelihood of losing 5% of their body weight over 
time, whereas the control group did not, χ2(2) = 13,45, p < .005 (see Table 
5.3). Also, the intervention groups, compared to the control group, indicated to 
be more satisfied with a 5% weight loss at follow-up, although the effect was 
not significant after adjustment for Type I error inflation, χ2(2) = 7.42, ns, p = 
.024. 
 With respect to self-blame about eating, the results confirmed our 
hypothesis: The group with a familial predisposition which received genetic 
consultation (FP/GG) indicated a decrease in self-blame, whereas the 
intervention group without a familial predisposition (NFP/GG) experienced an 
increase in self-blame about eating. Interestingly, the group with a familial 
predisposition which received the general consultation (FP/G) experienced the 
greatest decrease in self-blame about eating, whereas the group without a 
familial predisposition (NFP/G), once more, experienced an increase in self-
blame. 
 
5.3.4 Differences Between Weight Change Groups at Baseline 
Neither the general nor the genetic consultation had a significant main effect 
on weight change. For that reason, we divided the sample into weight gainers 
(n = 29), weight maintainers (n = 261), and individuals who managed to lose at 
least 5% of their body weight (n = 61). At baseline, the weight change groups 
did not differ significantly in sex, BMI, living with a partner, educational 
levels, mean years of being obese, or the percentage of individuals reporting to 
have at least one obese parent/sibling. The groups only differed significantly in 
age, F(2, 348) = 3.97, p < .05 (MGain = 40.0, MMaintain = 46.5, MLoss = 43.9). 
Results showed significant differences between groups at baseline concerning 
the variables satisfaction with 5% weight loss, disengagement coping, and 
body shame (see Table 5.4). Post-hoc tests (Tukey-HSD) indicated that the 
group of weight gainers had significantly higher means at baseline on body 
shame and disengagement coping compared to weight maintainers and the 
weight loss group. Regarding the variables satisfaction with a 5% weight loss, 
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the group of weight gainers reported the lowest mean compared to weight 
maintainers and the weight loss group. 
 
5.4 Discussion 
This study investigated the effects of a consultation focusing on genetic 
information about obesity on weight-related attitudes, self-blame about eating, 
and weight-related coping in a sample of obese individuals. The results did not 
confirm the hypothesis of previous studies (Codori et al., 1997; Frosch et al., 
2005; Lerman et al., 1997) that genetic feedback about personal susceptibility 
may be distressing or demoralizing for individuals with a genetic 
predisposition: Regarding body shame, there was no significant increase, and 
neither disengagement nor engagement coping changed significantly at follow-
up. Therefore, this analysis of weight-related variables confirmed the results of 
Rief et al. (2007) that a genetic consultation using risk feedback may not be 
harmful to obese individuals.  
 The results supported the suggestion of Frosch et al. (2005) that feedback 
about genetic susceptibility may have positive effects on obese individuals 
with a family history of being overweight, particularly on the degree of self-
blame about eating. This finding is helpful because self-blame about eating 
seems to be associated with psychological maladjustment and weight relapse 
(Burk-Braxton, 1996; Frank, 1991). Another hypothesis was that individuals 
without a familial predisposition receiving a genetic consultation (NFP/GG) 
experience not only an increase in self-blame but also an increase in 
engagement coping compared to the control group, neither of which was 
confirmed by the results, at least not on a significant level. This suggests that 
the effects of a genetic consultation are moderated by familial predisposition. 
 Moreover, it is important to note that the effects on individuals’ attitudes 
about weight loss occurred independently of the consultation type or the 
familial predisposition. Both intervention groups, compared to the control 
group, showed more realistic weight loss expectations and a greater 
satisfaction regarding a 5% weight loss at follow-up. Clearly, these changes 
can be ascribed to the general part of the consultation which emphasized the 
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failure of dietary approaches, the limited range of long-term weight loss, and 
realistic weight loss goals. 
 It was somewhat surprising that predisposed individuals who received a 
general consultation also experienced a substantial drop in self-blame. This 
was unexpected because those individuals did not receive feedback about 
genetic susceptibility. One possible explanation is an interaction effect 
between the pretreatment assessment, the general consultation, and the familial 
predisposition: Those individuals (FP/G) might have learned implicitly during 
recruitment and assessment. For example, participants were informed about 
the genetic background of the study, agreed to a blood test, and were 
questioned about the body shapes of their family members. To trigger an 
adjustment in self-blame, it might have been enough to focus on their own 
family history of obesity to emphasize the rather chronic character of their 
being overweight. The interaction effect would explain why the predisposed 
control group, who went through the same assessment procedure, did not 
experience a decrease in self-blame. Additional proof for the proposed 
interaction effect is that the group without a familial predisposition (NFP/G) 
did not experience a decrease either. 
 
5.4.1 Predictors for Weight Change 
The study also explored possible predictors for weight change. The group of 
individuals who gained at least 5% of their body weight experienced most 
frequently body shame and showed the highest mean disengagement coping 
score at baseline. Although not significant after Bonferroni correction, the 
weight gain group also showed the lowest satisfaction with their weight at 
baseline and displayed the lowest frequency in employing engaging coping 
strategies. These results suggest that the more critical obese individuals are 
about their weight and body at baseline, the higher the risk to increase body 
weight at follow-up. On the contrary, the weight loss group reported the lowest 
means regarding disengagement coping, body shame, and self-blame about 
eating, and the highest mean satisfaction with a 5% weight loss at baseline. 
This is an important finding which underlines the need for consultation 
approaches which improve psychological well-being and foster an engaging 
coping style with weight-related issues. The results confirmed findings of 
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other studies (Kayman et al., 1990; Myers & Rosen, 1999) and suggest a 
disengaging, shame-based coping style as a predictor for future weight gain. 
However, one methodological shortcoming is that we did not control for the 
effects of the intervention. 
 
5.4.2 Limitations 
There are several limitations to this study. First, we recruited obese patients 
mostly from general practices. The individuals were willing to take part in a 
study run by the psychological and medical department. Therefore, variance 
and, consequently, external validity might be limited due to self-selection. 
However, the experimental design of our study heightens internal validity. 
Furthermore, the study sample showed no clinically relevant levels of distress 
about being overweight, and mean values of body shame and self-blame about 
eating were in a normal range. On the one hand, the latter finding might be a 
disadvantage for the usefulness of the results in a genuinely clinical context; 
on the other hand, there might be greater use of the findings in general 
practice. In addition, results might be different in other countries where the 
feedback of genetic susceptibility is more or less accepted. Another 
methodological limitation relates to the use of questionnaires for assessing 
coping behavior. Questionnaires lead to different results than, for example, 
momentary reports recorded via a palm-top computer, as retrospective reports 
of coping are highly distorted by memory effects (Stone et al., 1998). 
Regarding the measurement of weight change, the assessment of weight at 
follow-up over the telephone must be considered as a source for unreliable 
results, although the cutoff of 5% weight change might have been high enough 
to heighten the validity of the classification in the weight gain/weight loss 
group. Moreover, this study was not a weight loss trial, and obese individuals 
were encouraged to accept their being overweight (but encouraged to change 
eating patterns and physical activity), so understatement of body weight was 
not expected. 
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5.4.3 Conclusions 
These results might have implications for clinical work. Feedback about 
genetic susceptibility might have a relieving effect on individuals with a 
familial predisposition, but it should be combined with a general consultation 
which focuses on healthy approaches to weight management and the 
possibility of reducing weight. There is a fine line between eliciting relieving 
and motivating responses in obese individuals and nurturing a sense of 
fatalism and hopelessness. For example, in the study of Frosch et al. (2005), 
the rather small alteration of feedback from average to increased risk of 
becoming obese yielded opposing effects in the genetic test group. It may be 
crucial to inform individuals about the genetic origin of being obese before the 
general consultation about weight control. Future studies should investigate the 
effects of giving the information in reverse order (genetic-general vs. general-
genetic). Furthermore, participants of such consultations are mostly layman 
and not statisticians. A potential danger of genetic consultations might be the 
tendency to falsely interpret a genetic cause as immutable (e.g., “50% to 90% 
of my overweight is genetically determined”). For example, whilst Maes et al. 
(1997) estimated genetic factors’ influence on the determination of body 
weight to be 50% to 90%, the same review reported an estimated mean 
correlation between the BMI of obese individuals and the BMI of 
parents/siblings of .23, which is considered to be small. Therefore, a genetic 
consultation with its associated relieving effects should always include 
recommendations which pinpoint the possibility of a healthy lifestyle (normal 
eating patterns, physical activity). The interested reader may be referred to a 
summary of recommendations in Rief et al. (2007). 
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5.6 Tables 
Table 5.1 
Demographics of the Participants of Control and Experimental Groups 
 Control General consultation 
Genetic 
consultation 
 n = 98 n = 127 n = 126 
Female (%) 71.4 64.6 76.2 
Mean age (SD) 47.2 (12.3) 45.1 (13.1) 44.6 (13.1) 
Mean BMI (SD) 36.7 (5.12) 35.4 (5.16) 35.4 (5.41) 
Living with partner (%) 73.1 72.0 70.4 
Educational level (%)    
low 37.8 27.6 28.5 
medium 31.6 44.1 50.0 
high 15.3 22.0 15.9 
missing 15.3 6.3 5.6 
At least one obese parent/ 
sibling (%) 54.1 52.8 61.9 
Mean number of years  
being obese (SD) 21.9 (13.2) 21.4 (13.5) 22.5 (12.5) 
Note. N = 351. BMI = body mass index. 
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Table 5.2 
Psychometric Properties of the Measures at Time 1 
 Item mean (SD) Min/Max α§ Skewness Kurtosis r(BMI)† 
Likelihood of losing  
5% body weight (n = 341) 74.7 (30.2) 0/100 - -   -   .00 
Satisfaction with  
5% weight loss (n = 343) 1.16 (1.05) 0/3 - -   - −.09 
Self-blame about eating  1.23 (0.81) 0.0/4.0 .75 0.76   0.49   .05 
Engagement coping‡ 1.80 (0.59) 0.0/3.8 .86 0.14   0.36   .10 
Disengagement coping‡ 1.58 (0.57) 0.2/3.2 .81 0.12 −0.27   .10 
Body shame 1.75 (1.10) 0.0/4.0 .92 0.25 −0.89   .21* 
Note. N = 351. BMI = body mass index. 
§ Cronbach alpha coefficient.  
† Pearson correlations with BMI.  
‡ Kolmogorov-Smirnov tests indicated normal distribution. 
*p < .01. 
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Table 5.3 
Means (SD) of Control and Experimental Groups at Time 1, Time 2, and Mean Differences 
Time 1 Time 2  Measure Family predisposition of obesity 
Group M SD M SD MT2 – T1 
Test of significance 
No familial predisposition 
Control  
General  













  2.09 
−17.33a 
−17.22a 
Likelihood of losing 
5% body weight 
Familial predisposition  
Control  
General  
















G: χ2(2) = 13.45, 
p < .005 
 
G x P: χ2(5) = 14.30, ns  
(p = .014) 
 
No familial predisposition 
Control 
General 













  0.05 
  0.55b 
  0.31 
Satisfaction with 5% 
weight loss 

















  0.37 
  0.26 
G: χ2(2) = 7.42, ns 
(p = .024) 
 
G x P: χ2(5) = 8.09, ns 
 
No familial predisposition 
Control 
General 













  0.11 
  0.10 
  0.12 
Self-blame 
about eating 
Familial predisposition  
Control 
General 













  0.01 
−0.15* 
−0.11 
G x T: F(1, 345) = 0.46, ns 
 
P x T: F(1, 345) = 7.64,  
p < .005, η2 = .022 
 
G x P x T: F(1, 345) = 0.46, 
ns 
 
No familial predisposition 
Control  
General 













  0.06 
  0.04 


















  0.09 
  0.16* 
−0.04 
G x T: F(1, 345) = 0.11, ns 
 
P x T: F(1, 345) = 0.29, ns 
 
G x P x T: F(1, 345) = 4.46, 
ns, (p < .025) 
 
No familial predisposition 
Control 
General 





































G x T: F(1, 345) = 0.14, ns 
 
P x T: F(1, 345) = 0.26, ns 
 
G x P x T: F(1, 345) = 0.49, 
ns 
 
No familial predisposition 
Control 
General 



































  0.07 
G x T: F(1, 345) = 1.23, ns 
 
P x T: F(1, 345) = 0.08, ns 
 
G x P x T: F(1, 345) = 1.53, 
ns 
 
Note. n varied from 338 to 346. Bonferroni corrected alpha level: α = .05/10 = .005. T1 = Time 1. T2 = Time 2. G = factor 
Treatment Group, P = factor Familial Predisposition, G x P = comparison of all group combinations, T = factor Assessment Time 
Point, G × T = interaction of G and T in ANOVA, P x T = interaction of P and T in ANOVA, G x P x T = interaction of G, P, and T 
in ANOVA. 
*t test for dependent measures (p < .05; comparison level = 0). 
aFriedman’s test for dependent ordinal measures (p < .001). 
bFriedman’s test for dependent ordinal measures (p < .01). 
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Table 5.4 
Means (SD) of Weight Change Groups at Time 1 
 Weight loss Maintainers Weight gain Test of significance 
Likelihood of losing 5% body 
weight 84.2 (22.4) 72.0 (31.5) 74.7 (30.2) χ
2(2) = 7.24,  ns 
Satisfaction with 5% weight 
loss .93 (.99) 1.26 (1.05) 0.79 (0.98)
 χ2(2) = 9.12,  p < .008 
Self-blame about eating 1.21 (0.73) 1.20 (0.83) 1.62 (0.75) F(2, 348) = 3.81,  ns 
Engagement coping 1.92 (0.71) 1.81 (0.55) 1.53 (0.58) F(2, 348) = 4.34,  ns 
Disengagement coping 1.66 (0.57) 1.53 (0.56) 1.85 (0.57)b F(2, 348) = 4.79,  p < .008, η2 = .027 
Body shame 1.75 (1.11) 1.68 (1.06) 2.47 (1.09) a,b F(2, 348) = 7.00,  p < .008, η 2 = .039 
Note. Weight loss = Weight loss group (n = 61), weight change ≤ −5%. Maintainers = Weight maintainers (n = 261), −5% < 
weight change < 5%. Weight gain = Weight gainers (n = 29), 5% ≤ weight change. Bonferroni corrected alpha level: α = .05/6 = 
.0083. 
a Significantly different from weight loss group, p < .05 (Tukey-HSD). 
b Significantly different from weight maintainer group, p < .05 group (Tukey-HSD). 
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6 Summary 
This doctoral thesis aimed to investigate the associations among weight-related 
shame, guilt, and coping in obesity. Interventions designed for the treatment of 
obesity commonly have two main goals: first, to improve psychological well-
being, and second, to improve physical well-being and health, mostly through 
moderate weight loss. Psychological factors proved to have significant 
influence on the outcome and success of these interventions (Teixeira, Going, 
Sardinha, & Lohman, 2005), and there might be a psychological mechanism 
explaining why only a subgroup of the obese population suffers from being 
overweight. The main hypothesis of this work is that weight-related shame and 
guilt feelings are psychological factors crucial for both emotional well-being 
and the success of weight loss attempts. Prior studies found suggestive 
evidence that this hypothesis might be valid: Obese individuals are likely to 
experience weight-related shame feelings through the contrast of an overtly 
visible stigma and the omnipresent thin ideal in society, and stigmatizing 
experiences were consistently related to psychological distress (Friedman et 
al., 2005; Myers & Rosen, 1999; Puhl & Brownell, 2003). Weight-related guilt 
feelings are likely experienced since weight control is still viewed as a matter 
of willpower by obese (Jeffery et al., 1990; Paxton & Sculthorpe, 1999) as 
well as nonobese individuals (Brogan & Hevey, 2008; Weiner et al., 1988), but 
unfortunately most weight loss attempts do not remain successful (Ayyad & 
Andersen, 2000). Also, weight-related shame and guilt feelings might be a 
maintaining mechanism for the vicious cycle of dieting, weight loss, and 
weight regain (Burk-Braxton, 1996; Fletcher, Pine, Woodbridge, & Nash, 
2007). 
 Consequently, the three manuscripts address the following research 
questions: (1) Are weight-and body-related shame and guilt concerning weight 
control separate constructs? (2) Are weight-related shame and guilt feelings 
associated to BMI? (3) Do weight-related shame and guilt feelings have 
separate behavioral and emotional consequences? (4) Are shame-based or 
guilt-based coping responses predictive of weight change? (5) Is it possible to 
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minimize guilt and shame feelings about eating through a counseling approach 
emphasizing genetic factors in the development of obesity? 
 The first manuscript (see chapter 3; Conradt et al., 2007) presents the 
evaluation of the psychometric properties of a new self-report measure of 
weight- and body-related shame and guilt (WEB-SG) in a sample of 331 obese 
individuals. The factorial structure of the WEB-SG supported a two-factor 
conceptualization with the constructs weight- and body-related shame and 
guilt concerning weight control. Even though the intercorrelation of the 
subscale scores was rather high (r = .64, p < .01), the subscales measure 
different constructs. The WEB-SG subscales proved to be internally consistent 
(αshame = .92; αguilt = .87) and temporally stable (ICCshame = .79; ICCguilt = .72), 
which means the scores did not fluctuate greatly over a period of 6 months. 
The construct validity of the subscales was evidenced by a substantial overlap 
of common variance with other shame and guilt measures. Also, the subscales 
showed differential correlation patterns to other scales (depressive symptoms, 
self-esteem, dietary restraint, rumination about overweight), but were not 
substantially associated to BMI (rGuilt = .10, ns; rShame = .21, p < .05). Thus, it 
appears that the frequency of weight-related shame and guilt feelings in obese 
individuals may be affected by factors other than weight. In summary, the 
WEB-SG is a brief, psychometrically sound measure for assessing body shame 
and guilt concerning weight control in obese individuals. 
 The second manuscript (see chapter 4; Conradt et al., 2008) presents the 
longitudinal associations among weight-related coping, guilt, and shame in a 
sample of 98 obese individuals. The study explored the kind and frequency of 
typical coping situations in which obese individuals become aware of being 
obese. Individuals reported mostly negative evaluations through others/self 
(37.8%), physical exercise situations (24.5%), or environmental hazards 
(16.3%; mainly shopping for clothes). The two categories eating difficulties 
(2.0%) and illness/disease (3.1%) played only a minor role. Again, the 
perceived distress about those situations did not differ significantly between 
levels of obesity, but was strongly correlated to weight-related shame (r = .59, 
p < .001) and guilt (r = .53, p < .001). Excessive body weight itself does not 
appear to be the determinant of distress about weight-related situations, but 
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cognitive appraisal of the situation. Furthermore, the study sought to determine 
the predictive utility of weight-related shame and guilt concerning coping 
responses, and whether there is an association between coping responses and 
weight change. Contrary to the hypothesis, weight-related shame at baseline 
was a significant negative predictor for problem-focused engagement coping 
(β = −.26, p < .05), but not a positive predictor for disengagement coping, 
whereas, as expected, weight-related guilt was a significant positive predictor 
for problem-focused engagement strategies (β = .25, p < .05) and dietary 
restraint (β = .26, p < .05) at follow-up. Finally, weight loss was accompanied 
by a substantial drop in problem-focused disengagement coping (wishful 
thinking, problem avoidance), but not an increase in engagement coping 
strategies. That either could mean that a decrease of disengaging coping 
responses might support weight loss, or that weight loss causes a decrease in 
disengaging coping responses. 
 The study outlined in the third manuscript (see chapter 5; Conradt et al., in 
press) tested the effects of a consultation using genetic information about 
obesity on attitudes about weight loss goals, self-blame about eating, and 
weight-related coping in obese individuals. For that purpose, we chose a 
longitudinal experimental design with two intervention groups (n1 = 126; 
n2 = 127) and a control group (n = 98). Independent variables were the 
experimental variation of the consultation (with and without genetic 
information), the familial predisposition (at least one parent/sibling obese vs. 
no parent/sibling obese), and two assessment points (after consultation and 6-
month follow-up). Individuals with and without a familial predisposition 
profited in different ways from a consultation using genetic information about 
obesity: At follow-up, individuals with a familial predisposition reported 
mainly a relieving effect in the form of less self-blame about eating. Both 
experimental groups, independent of the factors Consultation and Familial 
Predisposition, reported an adjustment to more realistic weight loss goals and a 
greater satisfaction with a 5% weight loss. Neither disengagement nor 
engagement coping responses changed significantly at follow-up. The 
hypothesized stigmatizing effect could not be observed either. Regarding 
weight change, the less satisfied obese individuals felt about their current 
weight at baseline, the higher the risk that these individuals had gained weight 
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at follow-up. Also, the weight gain group showed higher levels of body shame 
and disengagement coping compared to the weight loss and weight 
maintenance group. In summary, a consultation with genetic information about 
obesity and feedback of the familial susceptibility seem to be helpful 
especially for obese individuals with a familial predisposition. 
 
 
6.1 Research and Practical Recommendations 
Weight-related shame and guilt in obesity are factors strongly associated with 
the individuals’ emotional adjustment to obesity and weight management 
efforts. The first intriguing finding was that BMI was not (substantially) 
associated with weight-related shame, guilt, or coping. Sarwer, Wadden, and 
Foster (1998) reported the same finding for BMI and body dissatisfaction 
which is a closely related construct. This result suggests an independence of 
weight-related shame and guilt from actual body weight within the obese 
population (BMI > 30). The question remains whether the independence of 
BMI and weight-related shame and guilt feelings can be confirmed in other 
obese samples (e.g., inpatients), and whether the finding is valid for normal 
and overweight individuals. 
 Further, the perceived distress about typical weight-related situations did 
not differ between levels of obesity. Instead, it was strongly correlated to 
weight-related shame and guilt. Future studies investigating psychological 
distress in obesity should include self-conscious emotions in the pool of 
variables since especially weight-related shame might be the link between 
stigmatization and psychopathology. One hypothesis is that most distressing 
weight-related situations are simply shameful experiences. Obese individuals 
named, beside weight reduction efforts, mostly situations like being evaluated 
by self/others, physical functioning situations, or buying clothes as sources for 
distress which confirmed findings of another study (Kolotkin, Crosby, 
Kosloski et al., 2001). The link between self-conscious emotions and 
experienced distress could be investigated by assessing situational distress and 
accompanying emotions, for instance via palmtop. 
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 Weight-related shame was also highly associated with indicators of 
psychopathology like depressive symptoms or low self-esteem, which points 
to the validity of weight- and body-related shame being a mediator of the 
obesity-psychopathology link (Becker et al., 2001; Friedman et al., 2005; 
Herpertz et al., 2006). Since weight-related shame was found to occur almost 
independently of body weight, the hypothesis regarding the developmental 
sequence is that the proneness to shame (or to weight-related shame) evolves 
before individuals become overweight. Longitudinal studies, especially with 
childhood and adolescent samples, could yield clarification of this research 
question. Moreover, future studies should investigate the role of weight-related 
shame in the development of anxiety disorders which were found to be 
significantly more prevalent in obese compared to nonobese samples (Becker 
et al., 2001; Herpertz et al., 2006). 
 Regarding weight loss, results indicated that obese individuals who are 
ashamed of their weight and less satisfied with smaller weight loss goals are 
more likely to gain weight in the future. Shame feelings could hinder obese 
individuals from engaging in weight-maintaining activities like sports. On the 
other hand, intense feelings like shame might be difficult to cope with. Obese 
individuals, especially women, are likely to engage in maladaptive strategies 
like stress-driven eating and drinking which might be a reason for weight gain 
(Laitinen et al., 2002). Fitting the latter hypothesis, weight loss was 
accompanied by a decrease in problem-focused disengaging coping responses 
(problem avoidance, wishful thinking). Again, clarity about the developmental 
sequence of coping responses and weight change would be helpful for the 
understanding and treatment of obesity. Either the absence (or decrease) of 
disengaging coping responses supports weight loss, or weight loss results in 
less problem avoidance and less wishful thinking since weight loss goals are 
“on their way”, although the latter explanation contradicts the finding that BMI 
was not associated to disengaging coping or shame feelings. This is an 
important research question since cognitive behavioral therapy offers effective 
interventions for diminishing problem avoidance, wishful thinking, or shame-
based reactions and fostering healthier ways of coping with obesity-related 
issues. Finally, dietary restraint was not a predictor for weight change which is 
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a well known finding of other studies (McGuire, Wing, Klem, Lang, & Hill, 
1999; Westenhöfer et al., 2004). 
 In summary, Figure 6.1 suggests a path model of the variables under 
investigation. The model could be tested with latent trait analysis. It is 
noteworthy that weight-related shame feelings and disengaging coping 
responses are suggested to be positively correlated to weight gain, but not to 
weight loss. On the contrary, weight loss (not represented in this model) is 
suggested to be independent from engagement coping, guilt feelings, or dietary 
restraint. Although BMI is included as a variable, it is hypothesized to be 




Figure 6.1. Proposed model for associations among study variables. 
Note. Continuous line = positive correlation, dashed line = negative 
correlation. Proposed strength of correlation: [+++] = r > .50. 
[++] = .30 < r < .50. [+] = .20 < r < .30. [−] = −.30 < r < −.20. 
 
 The use of genetic information and risk feedback in obesity turned out to be 
helpful for obese individuals, especially those with a familial predisposition. A 
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next research step could be the evaluation of a more intense program which is 
based on a gene-action explanatory model of obesity. The main question is 
whether the positive psychological effects can be fortified and consolidated 
over time. Another approach worthwhile to be tested is the combination of 
such consultation with a weight loss program. In particular, a medium-risk 
feedback (familial predisposition) might be beneficial in adjusting treatment 
expectations to a realistic level and decrease guilt feelings about transgressions 
or failures. In summary, professional weight loss interventions should be 
accompanied by interventions focusing on coping efforts with weight-related 
situations, especially those with high shame- or guilt-potential. Nondietary 
approaches already include these topics in the treatment schedule, and their 
authors have proven to increase psychological well-being in obese individuals 
(e.g., Bacon et al., 2002). Furthermore, the differential behavioral and 
emotional consequences of shame-based or guilt-based reactions could be used 
effectively in cognitive behavioral therapy. For instance, guilt-based reactions 
inherit an engaging component, whereas shame-based reactions might be 
hindering for problem solving efforts and weight change. In the current 
recommendations for obesity treatment for professionals (North American 
Association for the Study of Obesity & National Heart Lung and Blood 
Institute, 2000), the words guilt or shame are not even mentioned, pointing to 
the fact that the treatment underlies a very technical view which focuses on 
weight, health risks, exercise, and eating. Distressing situations, which 
possibly result in strong emotions like shame or guilt, could be powerful in 
obstructing weight loss strategies. Therefore, the handling of weight-related 
self-conscious emotions must be implemented in the current treatment 
recommendations which could result in a stepwise approach in the diagnostic 
and therapeutic process. Obese individuals who frequently experience intense 
shame feelings about their weight might benefit more from cognitive 
behavioral treatment strategies (cognitive restructuring, emotion management 
etc.) than pure weight management. 
 Findings of this doctoral thesis suggest some practical recommendations for 
health professionals who provide consultations for obese individuals. It should 
be noted that the recommendations given below are limited to the findings and, 
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therefore, can be embedded in a more extensive program. Further 
recommendations may be found in Rief et al. (2007). 
 
► Assess frequency of weight-related shame and guilt feelings separately 
► Determine most frequent distressing situations which induce weight-related 
shame or guilt feelings 
► Explore behavioral and emotional consequences of distressing situations 
► Inform patient about link between weight-related shame, disengaging 
coping behavior, and depressive symptoms 
► Highlight beneficial and pathological consequences of guilt feelings 
(behavioral change vs. excessive worries or rumination) 
► Stress the association between disengaging coping responses (above all 
self-criticism, problem avoidance, and wishful thinking) and their hindering 
effect on weight loss 
► Suggest healthier ways of coping with obesity-related issues if disengaging 
coping responses are predominant 
► Inform about familial susceptibility for obesity with emphasis on realistic 
weight loss goals, a lessening of self-blame, and alternative behavioral 




6.2 German Summary 
Die vorliegende Arbeit hat das Ziel, Zusammenhänge zwischen 
gewichtsbezogener Scham, Schuld und Coping in einer Stichprobe von 
adipösen Individuen zu untersuchen. Interventionen, die zur Behandlung der 
Adipositas entwickelt wurden, haben üblicherweise zwei Hauptziele: erstens 
die Verbesserung des psychischen Wohlbefindens, und zweitens die 
Verbesserung der Gesundheit bzw. des körperlichen Wohlbefindens – meist 
durch moderaten Gewichtsverlust. Psychologische Faktoren haben großen 
Einfluss auf das Ergebnis bzw. den Erfolg solcher Interventionen (Teixeira et 
al., 2005), und es existiert vermutlich ein psychologischer Mechanismus, der 
erklären kann, warum nur eine Untergruppe der adipösen Population unter 
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ihrem Körpergewicht leidet. Die Haupthypothese dieser Arbeit besagt, dass 
gewichtsbezogene Scham- und Schuldgefühle psychologische Faktoren 
darstellen, die zum einen für das emotionale Wohlbefinden, zum anderen für 
eine erfolgreiche Gewichtsabnahme entscheidend sind. Frühere Studien 
lieferten Hinweise darauf, dass diese Hypothese gültig sein könnte: Adipöse 
Individuen erleben häufig Schamgefühle durch das sichtbare Stigma des 
Körpergewichts und dem überall präsenten Schlankheitsideal. 
Stigmatisierende Erfahrungen sind durchgängig positiv korreliert mit 
psychischer Belastung (Friedman et al., 2005; Myers & Rosen, 1999; Puhl & 
Brownell, 2003). Schuldgefühle werden ebenfalls häufig erlebt, da adipöse 
(Jeffery et al., 1990; Paxton & Sculthorpe, 1999) wie auch nicht adipöse 
Individuen (Brogan & Hevey, 2008; Weiner et al., 1988) die 
Gewichtskontrolle meist als eine Sache der Willensstärke sehen. Scham- und 
Schuldgefühle könnten ebenfalls ein aufrechterhaltender Faktor im 
Teufelskreis von restriktivem Essen, rigider Esskontrolle, Gewichtsverlust und 
erneuter Gewichtszunahme sein (Burk-Braxton, 1996; Fletcher et al., 2007). 
 Die drei in dieser Arbeit vorgestellten Manuskripte thematisieren die 
folgenden Fragestellungen: (1) Sind gewichtsbezogene Scham und 
gewichtsbezogene Schuld als eigenständige Konstrukte messbar? (2) Falls ja, 
weisen gewichtsbezogene Scham und Schuld unterschiedliche behaviorale und 
emotionale Korrelate auf? (3) Sind gewichtsbezogene Scham- und 
Schuldgefühle Prädiktoren für eine Veränderung des Körpergewichts 
(Zunahme oder Abnahme)? (4) Lassen sich gewichtsbezogene Schuldgefühle 
durch eine Beratung minimieren, in welcher genetische Komponenten bei der 
Entstehung der Adipositas betont werden? 
 Das erste Manuskript (siehe Kapitel 3; Conradt et al., 2007) beschreibt die 
Validierung einer Skala zur Messung von gewichtsbezogener Scham und 
Schuld (WEB-SG) in einer Stichprobe von 331 adipösen Individuen. 
Exploratorische und konfirmatorische Faktoranalysen bestätigten ein 
Zweifaktorenmodell mit den Konstrukten „Gewichts- und körperbezogene 
Scham“ und „Schuld bezüglich der Gewichtskontrolle“. Wenngleich die 
Summenwerte der Unterskalen recht hoch interkorrelierten (r = .64, p < .01), 
ist dennoch von einer Messung unterschiedlicher Konstrukte auszugehen. Die 
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Unterskalen der WEB-SG erwiesen sich als intern konsistent (αshame = .92; 
αguilt = .87) und reliabel (ICCshame = .79; ICCguilt = .72), dass heißt, es zeigte 
sich nur eine geringe Fluktuation der Summenwerte über einen Zeitraum von 
sechs Monaten. Die Konstruktvalidität der Unterskalen wurde durch 
substanzielle Überschneidungen gemeinsamer Varianz mit anderen Schuld- 
und Schamskalen nachgewiesen. Weiterhin zeigten die Unterskalen 
unterschiedliche Korrelationsmuster zu anderen Skalen (depressive 
Symptome, Selbstwert, restriktives Essen, gewichtsbezogene Rumination), 
allerdings waren sie nicht substanziell mit der Variable BMI assoziiert 
(rGuilt = .10, ns; rShame = .21, p < .05). Scheinbar ist die erlebte Häufigkeit von 
gewichtsbezogenen Scham- und Schuldgefühlen von anderen Faktoren 
beeinflusst als dem Körpergewicht. Zusammenfassend ist die WEB-SG ein 
kurzes, psychometrisch valides Messinstrument zur Erfassung körper- und 
gewichtsbezogenen Scham- und Schuldgefühle bei adipösen Personen. 
 Das zweite Manuskript (siehe Kapitel 4; Conradt et al., 2008) thematisiert 
die längsschnittlichen Zusammenhänge zwischen gewichtsbezogenem Coping, 
Schuld- und Schamgefühlen in einer Stichprobe von 98 adipösen Personen in 
einem Zeitraum von sechs Monaten. Ziel der Studie war die Exploration 
sowohl der Art als auch Häufigkeit typischer Belastungssituationen adipöser 
Individuen, in denen sie sich ihrer Adipositas bewusst werden. Die am 
häufigsten genannten Belastungssituationen waren den Kategorien ‘negative 
Bewertung durch die eigene Person oder durch andere’ (37.8%), ‘körperliche 
Bewegung’ (24.5%), oder ‘umweltspezifische Probleme’ (16.8%; Kauf von 
Bekleidung) zuordenbar. Die beiden Kategorien ‘Schwierigkeiten mit dem 
Essen’ (2.0%) und ‘Krankheit’ (3.1%) spielten hingegen nur eine 
untergeordnete Rolle. Überdies war der für jede Situation eingeschätzte 
Belastungsgrad statistisch unabhängig vom BMI, allerdings signifikant positiv 
korreliert mit gewichtsbezogenen Scham- (r = .59, p < .001) und 
Schuldgefühlen (r = .53, p < .001). Starkes Übergewicht per se scheint 
demzufolge nicht den Belastungsgrad durch gewichtsbezogene Situationen zu 
determinieren, wohl aber die kognitiv-emotionale Bewertung der Situationen. 
Weiteres Ziel der Studie war die Bestimmung der prädiktiven Validität 
gewichtsbezogener Scham- und Schuldgefühle in Hinblick auf eingesetzte 
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Copingstrategien. Zugleich sollte die Frage beantwortet werden, ob ein 
Zusammenhang zwischen Copingstrategien und einer eventuellen 
Gewichtsänderung besteht. Entgegen der formulierten Hypothese waren 
gewichtsbezogene Schamgefühle ein signifikant negativer Prädiktor für 
problemfokussiertes Engagementcoping (β = −.26, p < .05), allerdings kein 
signifikant positiver Prädiktor für Disengagementcoping. Gewichtsbezogene 
Schuldgefühle waren, wie erwartet, ein signifikant positiver Prädiktor für 
problemfokussiertes Engagementcoping (β = .25, p < .05) sowie für gezügeltes 
Essverhalten (β = .26, p < .05). Schließlich war bei der Gruppe adipöser 
Personen, die einen Gewichtsverlust über die sechs Monate erlebten, eine 
signifikante Reduktion in Hinblick auf problemfokussiertes 
Disengagementcoping (Problemvermeidung, Wunschdenken) zu beobachten, 
allerdings keine Zunahme bezüglich der Variable Engagementcoping. 
Letztgenanntes Ergebnis könnte bedeuten, dass eine Verringerung von 
Disengagementcoping-Strategien einen Gewichtsverlust unterstützt, oder dass 
ein Gewichtsverlust eine Verringerung eben dieser Copingstrategien nach sich 
zieht. 
 Die Studie, die im dritten Manuskript vorgestellt ist (siehe Kapitel 5; 
Conradt et al., in press), untersuchte die Fragestellung, ob eine 
Adipositasberatung, die genetische Informationen über die Erkrankung 
beinhaltet, zu einer Veränderung gewichtsbezogener Einstellungen 
(beispielsweise in Hinblick auf das individuelle Wunschgewicht) sowie 
gewichtsbezogener Schuldgefühle und Copingstrategien führt. Zu diesem 
Zweck wurde ein Längsschnittstudiendesign gewählt, bei welchem zwei 
Interventionsgruppen (n1 = 126; n2 = 127) und eine Kontrollgruppe (n = 98) 
untersucht wurden. Unabhängige Variablen waren die experimentelle 
Variation der Beratung (mit genetischer Information vs. ohne), die vorhandene 
familiäre Prädisposition (mindestens ein Elternteil oder Geschwister adipös vs. 
kein Elternteil oder Geschwister adipös) und zwei Messzeitpunkte (vor 
Beratung vs. sechs Monate später). Personen mit und ohne familiärer 
Prädisposition profitierten in unterschiedlichem Maß von der Beratung mit 
genetischen Informationen: Nach sechs Monaten berichteten Personen mit 
einer familiären Prädisposition hauptsächlich Erleichterung im Sinne einer 
Abnahme von Schuld- und Schamgefühlen über das Essverhalten. Beide 
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Experimentalgruppen (unabhänging von Art der Beratung und Prädisposition) 
berichteten eine signifikante Veränderung hinzu realistischeren 
Gewichtsabnahmezielen sowie eine größere Zufriedenheit mit einer 5%igen 
Gewichtsabnahme. Weder die Variable Disengagement- noch 
Engagementcoping veränderten sich signifikant nach sechs Monaten. Ein 
eventuell stigmatisierender Effekt der genetischen Beratung konnte ebenfalls 
nicht beobachtet werden. Bezüglich der Variable Gewichtsveränderung war 
das Risiko einer Gewichtszunahme bei Follow-up umso größer, je 
unzufriedener adipöse Personen mit ihrem aktuellen Gewicht vor der Beratung 
gewesen waren. Überdies zeigte die Gruppe der Personen, die innerhalb der 
sechs Monate eine Gewichtszunahme erlebten, vor der Beratung signifikant 
höhere Summenscores auf den Variablen gewichtsbezogene Scham und 
Disengagementcoping im Vergleich zu den Personen, die ihr Gewicht halten 
oder sogar reduzieren konnten. Zusammenfassend scheint eine Beratung, die 
genetische Informationen über Adipositas beinhaltet, hilfreich zu sein, vor 
allem für Personen mit einer familiären Prädisposition. 
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Appendix A  147 
A.1 Timing of Assessment 
 Two weeks before consultation 
Before consultation 
(Time 1) 
6 months after 
consultation (Time 2) 
Information and  
consent form X   
Sociodemographic 
questionnaire X   
Medical report X   
Assessment of 
familial predisposition X   
Questionnaires  X X 
Obesity interview  X X 
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A.2 Information and Consent Forms 
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A.3 Sociodemographic Questionnaire, Medical Report, and 
Assessment of Familial Predisposition 
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A.4 Questionnaires (Time 1 and Time 2) 
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A.5 Obesity Interview at Time 1 
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A.6 Obesity Interview at Time 2 
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A.7 Manual of the Consultation With Genetic Information About 
Obesity 
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A.8 Manual of the Consultation Without Genetic Information About 
Obesity 
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B.1 Sampling Procedure 
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B.2 Sociodemographic Variables of the Study Sample 
Demographic  
Female (%) 70.7  
M age (SD) 45.5 (12.9) 
M BMI (SD) 35.7 (5.3) 
Living with partner (%) 70.1 





At least one obese parent/sibling (%) 56.4 
Note. N = 351. BMI = body bass index. 
 
B.3 Weight-Related Variables of the Study Sample  
Interview question M (SD) Valid data 
Number of years being obese 21.9 (13.1) n = 340 
Number of weight loss attempts in the last 
two years 3.35 (3.64) n = 277 
Maximum weight loss (kg) 14.2 (10.4) n = 339 
Weight loss strategy  % n = 317 
Dieting 35.0  
Exercising 6.9  
Dieting + exercising 43.0  
Dieting + exercising + medication 8.1  
Others 6.7  
Gastric banding  0.3  
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B.4 Medical Report Variables of the Study Sample 
Waist-to-hip ratio M (SD) Valid data 
Females .87 (0.07) n = 240 
Males 1.00 (0.06) n = 101 
Physical problems %  
High blood pressure 45.2 n = 342 
Diabetes mellitus type 2 12.1 n = 345 
Elevated blood lipids 32.7 n = 339 
Joint problems 59.3 n = 346 
Cardiovascular problems 19.4 n = 343 
Trouble breathing 57.7 n = 343 
 
 
B.5 Comorbid Diagnoses According to DSM-III-R of the Study Sample 
DSM-III-R diagnosis % 
Panic disorder 8.0 
Agoraphobia 8.0 
Social phobia 7.1 
Specific phobia 20.8 
Generalized anxiety disorder 4.8 
Posttraumatic stress disorder 4.0 
Obsessive compulsive disorder 2.8 
Major depression (lifetime) 20.5 
Dysthymic syndrome (lifetime) 2.6 
Manic episode (lifetime) 2.0 
Hypochondriasis 2.0 
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Appendix B.5 (continued). Comorbid Diagnoses According 
to DSM-III-R of the Study Sample 
DSM-III-R diagnosis % 
Somatization disorder 
1 symptom cluster 
2 symptom cluster 
3 symptom cluster 






Chronic pain disorder 4.0 
Conversion disorder 2.8 









Note. N = 351.
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C.1 Principal Component Analysis (Varimax) of the Coping Strategies 
Inventory Short Form – Adapted 
CSI-S items Factor 2 Factor 3 Factor 1 Factor 5 Factor 7 Factor 6 Factor 4 
Explained variance %  9.09  9.07 12.18  7.82  7.01  7.43  8.68 
1. I worked on solving the problems in the 
situation.   .586   .408   .083 −.191   .177   .105   .144 
9. I made a plan of action and followed it.   .739 −.035   .199   .024   .015   .066   .038 
17. I tackled the problem head on.   .748   .193   .177 −.215   .019 −.057   .010 
25. I knew what had to be done, so I 
doubled my efforts and tried harder to make 
things work. 
  .650   .314   .123 −.103 −.066   .202   .081 
2. I looked for the silver lining, so to speak; 
I tried to look on the bright side of things.   .402   .453   .224   .183   .033 −.153   .132 
10. I looked at things in a different light and 
tried to make the best of what was 
available. 
  .069   .790   .054   .098 −.095 −.137 −.013 
18. I asked myself what was really 
important, and discovered that things 
weren’t so bad after all. 
  .194   .639   .105   .000 −.051 −.002 −.172 
26. I convinced myself that things aren’t 
quite as bad as they seem.   .051   .765   .092   .014 −.128 −.023 −.197 
3. I let out my feelings to reduce the stress. −.119   .595   .469 −.159   .198 −.104   .009 
11. I let my feelings out somehow.   .036   .232   .542 −.116   .275 −.230   .003 
19. I let my emotions out.   .047 −.102   .618 −.007   .270   .032   .274 
27. I got in touch with my feelings and just 
let them go.   .154   .405   .583 −.123 −.188   .209 −.117 
4. I found somebody who was a good 
listener.   .119   .176   .743   .053   .026   .045   .097 
12. I talked to someone about how I was 
feeling.   .202   .015   .766 −.124   .104 −.003 −.067 
20. I talked to someone that I was very 
close to.   .084   .132   .790 −.113   .051 −.011 −.083 
28. I asked a friend or relative I respect for 
advice.   .222   .057   .751 −.031 −.237   .242   .048 
5. I went along as if nothing were 
happening −.587   .058 −.007   .307 −.096 −.024 −.061 
13. I tried to forget the whole thing. −.129   .062 −.093   .741   .086 −.002   .030 
21. I didn’t let it get to me; I refused to 
think about it too much. −.068 −.073 −.179   .712   .175 −.136   .051 
29. I avoided thinking or doing anything 
about the situation. −.227   .029 −.190   .678   .007 −.037 −.062 
6. I hoped a miracle would happen.   .032 −.158   .146   .321   .601   .203   .116 
14. I wished that the situation would go 
away or somehow be over with.   .112   .029   .083   .304   .663   .284   .120 
22. I wished that the situation had never 
started.   .048 −.049   .099   .083   .647   .355   .185 
30. I hoped that if I waited long enough, 
things would turn out OK. −.082   .025   .105   .655   .142   .098   .170 
7. I realized that I was personally 
responsible for my difficulties and really 
lectured myself. 
  .419 −.097   .179 −.086   .130   .469   .036 
15. I blamed myself. −.026 −.061   .040 −.074   .083   .740   .084 
23. I criticized myself for what happened.   .188 −.041 −.005   .065   .414   .666   .236 
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Appendix C.1 (continued). Principal Component Analysis (Varimax) 
of the Coping Strategies Inventory Short Form – Adapted 
 
CSI-S items Factor 2 Factor 3 Factor 1 Factor 5 Factor 7 Factor 6 Factor 4 
31. Since what happened was my fault I 
really chewed myself out.   .050 −.067 −.018   .032   .277   .739   .240 
8. I spent more time alone.   .088 −.045   .004   .097   .040   .168   .849 
16. I avoided my family and friends.   .095 −.174 −.031 −.021   .434   .094   .613 
24. I avoided being with people.   .043 −.222   .020   .015   .365   .131   .705 
32. I spent some time by myself.   .075   .000   .079   .094 −.038   .130   .857 
Note . N = 264. CSI-S = Coping Strategies Inventory Short Form. Item numbers for original subscales: Engagement = 
1, 9, 17, 25, 2, 10, 18, 26, 3, 11, 19, 27, 4, 12, 20, 28; Disengagement = 5, 13, 21, 29, 6, 14, 22, 30, 7, 15, 23, 31, 8, 16, 
24, 32; Problem Solving = 1, 9, 17, 25; Cognitive Restructuring = 2, 10, 18, 26; Express Emotions & Social Contact = 
3, 11, 19, 27, 4, 12, 20, 28; Problem Avoidance = 5, 13, 21, 29, 30; Wishful Thinking = 6, 14, 22; Self Criticism = 7, 
15, 23, 31; Social Withdrawal = 8, 16, 24, 32. 
 
 




Note. Figure from “User manual for the Coping Strategies Inventory” by D. L. Tobin, 2001, 
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C.3 Lisrel Syntax for the Confirmatory Factor Analyses 
 
!one-factor model: WEB-SG 
DA NI=12 NO=165 MA=KM 
KM FI=c:\Liz\Gu_Sh\Gu_Sh.cor 
MO NX=12 NK=1 PH=ST 
LK 
sh 
FR LX(1,1) LX(2,1) LX(3,1) LX(4,1) LX (5,1) LX(6,1) LX(7,1) 
LX(8,1) LX(9,1)  LX(10,1) LX(11,1) LX (12,1) 
PATH DIAGRAM 
OU ME=ML ND=3 SC RS XM 
 
!two-factor model: WEB-SG 
DA NI=12 NO=165 MA=KM 
KM FI=c:\Liz\Gu_Sh\Gu_Sh.cor 
MO NX=12 NK=2 PH=ST 
LK 
sh gu  
FR LX(1,1) LX(2,1) LX(3,1) LX(4,1) LX (5,1) LX(6,1) LX(7,2) 
LX(8,2) LX(9,2)  LX(10,2) LX(11,2) LX (12,2) 
PATH DIAGRAM 
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